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Dedication

The inspiration and motivation for the AGARD SMP activity which resulteil in the publi'-ation of luis ACARDograph was
provided by Dr Gabriel (Daniel) Coupty. On 24 April 1985, Dr Coupryorgknized an inform ai group at the 60th SMP Meeting
which recommended the publication of a manual containing updated gust st-itistics and new methods of comiputing loads and
stresse induced by turbulence. The Panei accepted this recommend- lion and the Sub* C-mmittee on "The Flight of Flexible
Aircraft in 'lbrbulence was formed at the Fall, 1985 Meeting.

Dr Coupry retired from the Panel in June, 1987 and was retained as ediioi or the manual, a'. wtmrli time I was named as
Chairman of 'he Sub-Committee. Work on the mansual progressed in this m-anner until he untir-.ely, lemise of Dr Coupry in
June, 1988. The members of the Sub-Committee were unaminous in the desire to complete the manual and dedicate it to
Dr Coupry. Dr John C.Houbolt agreed at that time to take over the duties of editor.

The manual is finished at last, and we can only hope that it would meet with Dr CouprysF approval W~e of the Sub-Committee,
wholeheartedly dedicate it to Daniel - our colleague, our fniend and our teacher.
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informel qtsd a proposi~ ldition d'un manuel contenant des donn~es statistiques mites ii jour relatives aux rafales et aux
nouvelles mithodes pour Ie calcul des charges et des sollicitations ipduites par la turbulence.

Cette proposition fut accept~e par le Panel et le sous-comit6 sur "Ic vol des avions non-nigides er rns.cu turbulent" qui a 6~t6 cree
lors de la riunion du Panel I l'automne 1985.

Le Docteur Coupry s'est retir6 du Panel en juin 1987, mais il a 6~t6 retenu comme maitre d'oeuvre du manuel, ii N'poque o6i je
venais d' tre nomm President du sous-comit6 en question.
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Les membres du sous-comit6 ont 6t unanimes pour mener is terme les travaux de cc document et pour le di~dier au DoLteu-
Coupry. Le Docteur John C.Houbolt a accept6 abcos de poursuivre ct d'achever le manuel.

Le manuel est mainienant termin6 et nous ne pouvons qu'esp~er quit r~pond As ce qo'avait souhait6 le Docteur Coupry Les
membres du sous-conti:6, It: d~dient de tout cocur hs Daniel - notre coilegue, notre ami et notre maitre,

Pr~sident du sous-comit6 sor Ic vol des avions non-rigides en milieu turbulent.

R.EO'('ounell
Chairman - Sub Committee on
The Flight of Flexible Aircraft in Turbulence
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Introduction

by

Dr John C.Houbolt
Chief Aerona.tiwal Scientist (Retired)

NASA
Langley Research Center

Hampton, Va.
United States ,

Origin of the Manual. - The study of atmospheric turbulence and Its influence on a1irci operation and design has been of
concern4, the Structures and Materials Pane]lmost continously since the inception of AGARD Areas of interest have
included the measurement and modeling of atmospheric turbutence, the respon,,e of airplanes, and the structural design as
associated with turbulence encounter. / , . .

The past few years have seen a heightened inti-estin the turbulence ore-gust'prob ,cm, particularly on analsor reduction of
turbulent encounter data, and on design procedures)ln view of the vaned and significant contributions that have been made,
members of the SMP felt it would be appropriate to summarize the findings in the form of a manuplAtFhis compendium - -
repre,.ents the manual that resulted. :t is to be noted that the manualis divided into two parts; the first parf deals with data
collection and analysis, the second with certification proc( dures and analysis of airplane response. That the manual represents
a collaborative effort can be noted from the T'able of Contents, in general the various chapters comefrom authors representing
the various countries involved. 4 I t.

Editorship. - It is to be noted that Gabriel Coupry was originally chosen too be Editor of this manual. With his passing, I was
asked to take over and finish the work. Because of his contributions and continuous and longstanding keen interest in the
atmospheric turbulence problem, and his beginning ecitonal efforts, this manual has been dedicated to him

Histoncalperspective. - To set the stage for the various chapters that ensue, it is felt appropriate to outline briefly the sequence
of evolution of some of the earlier gust loads developments. The remainder of this introduction covers this perspective.

In the United States, gust studies started around 1915; the first published paper from NACA, in fact, dealt with the gust problem
(Ref.l) It is to be noted that a basic gust loads equation was formulated almost at the beginning of gust loads stodies, and that
this general equation has prvailed to the present time as the basis for gust loads design. To outline briefly the nature of the
derivation of this equation, consider that an airplane encounters a sharp edge or step function gust of intensity U, if we use
quasi-steady aerodynamics and assume no vertical motion of the airplaie, the lift due to the gust is given by

a U

L= pVS- )
2V

The vertical acceleration increment, in g units, implied by a lift force of this magnitude follows as

L apSV.
An = L, _ -U (2)

W 2W

Equation (2) represents the root form of the gust loads equation for a discrete gust encounter This sharp edge gust concept was
reported in 1931 in (Ref 2) and probably led to the first gust loads regulation in the United States in 1934 Prior to 1933,
maneuver load tactors f-r transports were reduced to 2 5 to 4.0 g. The cruisim speed of the then newly-designed Boeing 247
airplane was about double that of the previous Ford Tn-motor, but the wing loadmg was about the same. Thus the possiblity of
gust loads becoming critical became significant

It was recognized that in reality, nonsteady aerodynamic effects due to gust penetration and due to airplane vertical response
motion are present, and that the airplane would move wt,, . o.l alter the load Analysts indicated that these effects could be
taken into account by introducing a factor K in the equa -..i ... follows

apSV K
An =- KU (3)

2W

The factor K, ref.'-cting the nonsteady effects, was designated the alleviation factor.

The first fom of the alleviation factor K was based on wing loading W/S, a notion brought about mostly by empirical
')bservatioi and gust tunnel results. A value of K-I was set at W/S-16, increased to 1.22 at large wing loading and decreased

v



to zero for W/S-0 For design a value of U of around 30 fps was chosen. It should be noted that the density p, speed V, and gust
intensity U, were given in terms of equivalent sea level values.

Around 1954 a ioi e ,Ptional analysis indicated that the K values should be given in terms of the mass parameter

2W
apegS

This parameter w-s found in the derivaton of the so-called revised gust loads formula (Rt.3) A I -cos gust shape was used with
a gradient distance of 12.5 chords. The assumptions in the anallis were: the airplane is a point mass, vertical motion only, and
uniform spanwise gusts. Included were the Kussner unsteady lift function for gust penetration, and the Wagner function for
airplane motion The equation for the alleviatio.. function

K '85.3 +

was denved by Haubolt. A gust design value of 50 fps was first used. Note, with this improved treatment, sea level values for
density and speed are also used. (We may note that with U - 50 and a K of 7, the effective value for gust intensity is 35 fps, not
far from the value of 30 used in the sharp edge gust treatment.)

in the early 1950s power spectral methods were introduced (Ref.4). It was found that an equation analogous to Equation (3)
applied, namely

apSV(

We note that rms values replace intensity values, and that K, represents the alleviation factor found by the spectral approach.

In the application over the years, equations (3) and (4) have been used basically in two ways' 1, to deduce effective derived
values of gust intensity, U, from flight measured values of An and 2, for stipulated or assigned values of U, to deduce airpla,,e
design load values for An. For equation (4), design values for load are amved at by stipulating o and a value for the number of
standard deviations, for example: U - 10o;. The newer treatments also involve the use of true values for density, speed, and gust
intensity, not the equivalent sea level values formerly used.

This brief insight sets the stage for the rest of the manual. A greatly expanded version of this perspective is to be tound in (Ref 5)
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CHAPTER I

MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

by

Harold N.Murrow
NASA Langley Research Center

United States
(retired)*

Introduction

The material contained herein is primarily a compilation of information that has already
been published. The attached reference list should bt, adequate for clarifying points to
any detail desired. The purp' se of this chapter is to provide a description of the
methodology required for measuring atmospheric turbulence in the form of true gust
velocity. The content wil! Include instrumentation requirements and selections used,
flight assessments of the measurement system, some data reduction considerations,
and finally some typical data obtained.

Atmospheric turbulence has always been of concern for aircraft. For example, the first
NACA report written was on this subject (J. C. Hunsacker and E B. Wilson; "Report on
Behavior of Aeroplanes in Gusts," NACA Rep. 1, 1915). Early aircraft designs were
based on the concept of a rigid airplane and a single ramp-type gust with a gradient
distance of ten wing chords and a specified maximum vertical velocity. An alleviation
factor was applied for each airplane based on wing loading. Later, modifications were
made to this procedure and a (1-cosine) shape was used with a gradient distance or
time-to-peak of 12.5 chords and the alleviation was now based on the mass ratio.
Assessments of turbulence encounters were made through measurements of vertical
acceleration at or near the center of gravity of the airplane.

Subsequent aircraft developments led to many different configurations incorporating
flexibility, wing sweep, etc.; operations covered wide ranges of speed and altitude, and
new approaches to response analyses were pursued. In the early fifties, power
spectral techniques of generalized harmonic analysis were introduced. Figu,'e 1 (ref.
1) presents he input-output relation for this type of analysis. In this case, the
atmospheric turbulence is desired in the form of a power spectrum, which tak s 'nto
account the continuous nature and broad frequency content of the turbulence,
The two forms of turbulence measurement are depicted in figure 2. Individual gusts as
sensed by a c.g. accelerometer on an aircraft are reduced to what is termed "derived
gust velbcity" which is normalized between different aircraft by the parameters of wing
loading, lift curve slope, and the alleviation factor, Kg. Measurements of continuous
turbulence where time histories of the actual air velocity fluctuations or "true gust
velocity" is provided, are determined from in-situ sensors mounted on an aircraft.
Additional instrumentation must be on-board to sense motions of the aircraft which are
applied as corrections to measurements of the basic sensors. Figure 3 from reference
2 presents a comparison of results from the two methods of turbulence measurement
as a function of time and distance. In this case, derived gust velocity values were
determined at maximum acceleration points above selected threshold levels. It can be
seen that the aircraft response effects present in the derived gust velocities result in
sigr.ificant differences between the two results.

*prepared while a NASA Distinguished Research Associatj; now affiliated with

Lockheed Engineering Sciences Co., Hampton, VA, USA
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Methods for measuring time histories of air velocity T!uctuations from onboard aircraft
were being studied in the early 1950's. Parallel efforts in the U.S., at NACA (ref. 3)
and Massachusetts Institute of Technology in that time ,;eriod resulted in some early
measurements which were limited by available instrumentation and co,, ,tational
capability. Advances in these two areas, specifically, inertial platform sy t' ,ns in the
instrumintation area a: -* fast Fourier transforms in the data processing area, have led
to the practicality of obtaining accurate measurements of tne three componen , of true
gust velocity and the corresponding power spectra.

Mathematical Description of Atmospheric Turbulence

The equation for describing power spectra of turbulence that was proposed by von
Karman is given in Figure 4. Note that two parameters are needed for a complete
definition of a specific spectral curve, that is a , the rms value, which defines the level
or intensity and L, which is described as the "integral scale value." From the family of
curves on the figure, It can be seen that L essentially defines the wavelength (or
frequency) of the so-called "knee" of the curves. Examples of some early
measurements are given in Figure 5 (from reference 2). These measurements din not
extend far enough into the low frequency region to define the knee, however an
indication of the relative intensity between three meteorological conditions is given.
The importance of measurements at low frequencies or inverse wavelengths is shown
in Figure 6. The frequency region for rigid body pitch and dutch roll modes for
conventional transports is shown by the vertical band on the right of the figure. Note
that for L values greater than 1000 feet response of these aircraft is relatively
unaffected by L; however, for future supersonic transports which would cruise at M =
2.7 or greater, significant differences in response may result from different vaiues of L.
Figure 7 summarizes this result to indicate the importance of L values in response of
a synthesized supersonic transport design. It i* therefore important when measuring
atmospheric turbulence, to include the long wavelength region (ref. 4).

Accurate power estimates in thb higher frequency region of the measured spectra are
also important. An example is studies related to the spanwise variation of turbulence.
Several measurement programs have been conducted with this objective (ref. 5, for
example), using ref. 6 for the theoretical basis, however, the maximum spanwise
distance for the sampling aircraft that the author is aware of 60 ft. Other
measurements of gust velocity at wing tips are refs. 7 and 8. Suffice it to say, however,
that applications exist for accurate measurement data of atmospheric turbulence over
the entire frequency range.

EQUATIONS FOR DETERMINING TRUE GUST VELOCITY

A discussion of instrumentation requirements will be presented later. At this point it
should be stated that the basic sensors are used to make the primary measurements -
air flow fluctuations - vertical, and horizontal (along and normal) to the aircraft flight
direction. Aircraft motions - angles and angular rates - are measured for use in
applying corrections to the basic flow measurements. Equations which are adequate
to describe requ'red measurements for deriving the three components of gust velocity
are as follows (ref. 9):
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GUST .[r
VELOCITY PRIMARY + [AIRCRAFT MOTION CORRECTION

COMPONENT [MEASUREMENT]

LONGITUDINAL

U [av] + [vax sil V +VayCOS ]

LATERAL

v9 Vol [vp] + -v s in +1 + v00

VERTICAL

wg Eva] + t-Ve+vaz +W- VP]

where vane angles and aircraft motions (velocities and rates) are increments from the
mean value for the data run, and I is the distance from the flow sensors to the inertial
platform.

If the sampling vehicle could be made to transverse the area of interest on a tight wire
stretching across the region of interest so that it would, not deviate from straight level
flight in response to the turbulence, then highly responsive airflow sensors and a
sensitive airspeed device would be adequate instrumentation. Since the airplane
does respond to the rough air, a number of aircraft motion measurements are
necessary to correct the basic measurements. All the terms to the right of the basic
measurements in the equations are correction terms set up for use of an inertial
platform (East-West and North-South components) due to aircraft response.

( V is the mean aircraft heading relative to true north). Equations for the
determination of V and AV are:

V = Mach No. x Speed of Sound

so that

AV=V-

where

a = 65.77

M = 5 (R- + 1)2/7 - 11/2

and qc, p and V denote the impact pressure, the static pressure and the mean value of
V for the run, respectively.

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM AND OPERATION

An instrumentation system that has been used successfully is described in reference
10. This system was installed on a B.57B airplane for the NASA program called MAT
(Measurement of Atmospheric Turbulence). A list of measurement requirements is
shown in Table I for all measurements except those from the inertial platform. As
indicated earlier, these are required in the equations for determination of the three



components of gust velocity. As shown in the table, a NASA system has been
aeveloped that satisfied the requirements list. A discussion of these requirements is
given in Reference 10. The basic (primary) measurements are ai, 0, AV, and V *
Required ranges and allowable errors are shown. The angles, of course, depend on
the speed of the sampling airplane in combination with the largest gusts expected and
include aircraft motion. The sampling aircraft of ref. 10 operated at about M = 0.6;
therefore, air fluctuations or turbulence velocities to around 80 fps could be measured
assuming negligible aircraft motion. Phase matching is also important since terms are
added together to obtain time histories of each component of gust velocity. Allowable
phase errors requested for the present NASA program are given in Table I1. The

results for Ax, Ay, Az, and e , 0 , and * were less than was required. Aircraft motion
measurement requiremenis are given in Table Ill. These are derived from inertial
platform outputs.

Several types of flow angle sensors are shown in Figure 8. Reference 11 gives details
on these and some other flight instrumentation components. The fixed vane type
measures the aerodynamic lifting force on the vanes and relates this to angle-of-
attack. The differential pressure probe measures the difference in pressure at two
points on a spherical nose. The movable vane senses a or 13 directly. The relations

used to determine ai for the different sensors are:

Fixed Vane: Subsonic, a =F2ntAq

Supersonic, a = f iM2i
4Aq

Differential Pressure Probe: a AE

Kq

Free Movable Vane: a = a

Note that the accuracy of the first two depends on accurately measuring dynamic
pressure, q. At NASA Langley, a movable vane assembly was engineered around
1950 and this design is still in use to date. The system is simple in that angles are
measured directly. These vanes are shown on a nose boom attached to a sampling
airplane in Figure 9. They are made of coated balsa and have low ineitia and are
mass balanced. Dry lubricant is used for the bearings to prevent "seizing" at very cold
temperatures. The balsa is surprisingly rugged as evidenced by flights through storms
where hail was prevalent and only slight damage was sustained. A cage that
surrounds the vanes is attached to the boom to protect them from damage while the
aircraft is on the ground. Note the nose boom in the photo. It is important the't the
natural frequency of the boom be above the frequency range of interest for the
measurcments. The boom shown here has a natural frequency of 26 Hz, whereas the
data interest is only to 10 Hz or less. The length of the boom Is also important. Since
airflow is disturbed to pass around the airplglne (upwash), a ,4eneral rule is to place the
vanes 1.5 body diameters ahead of the nose to minimize this effect. Characteristics of
the vanes are shown in Figure 10. As long as the dynamic pressure is above
approximately 16 psf, the vane natural frequency wi!! be above the range of interest.
The expected dynamic pressure at 70,000 ft. altitude will be slightly above this value.
The damping will be about 1/4 critical, which is also considered acceptable. Other
flow sensing methods have been or are being used. At the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in the U.S., studies have been made with a system of
five pressure measurements on the surface of a special nose section on an aircraft
(ref. 12). In England, the RAE has used Conrad Yawmeters which consist of two
hyperdermic tubes with angled ends. The pressure difference across each double
tube is sensed and recorded. Details are given in refs. 13 and 14.
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A sensitive airspeed system developed for use in the NASA MAT project to obtain the
longitudinal turbulence component is illustrated by the schematic drawing in Figure
11, which is taken from reference 10. The principle of operation is first to obtain the
steady-state true airspeed at the beginning of each date run by meais of conventional
measurements of impact and static pressure, and then to measure incremental
pressures by means of separate auxiliary transducers during the rerainder of the run.
These auxiliary transducers are thus required to cover only the range of fluctuations
caused by the turbulence and by the pilot in controlling the airplane, and the required
pressure range is considerably reduced, with a resulting increase in accuracy and
resolution. Valves A and B are ordinarily open during climb and speed chargiss so
that pressures are equalized on both sides of the sensitive transducers (shown below
valves A and B) and in the chambers shown. At the beginning of a data run, the pilot's
data switch activates solenoids which close valves A and B 'a "lock" refarence
pressures which exist at that time in the volume chambers whicn are heavily insulated
and thermostatically controlled so that thermal drifts do not cause detectable pressure
changes on the sensitive transducers during the data-recording interval. Once valves
A and B are closed, incremental total pressure and incremental static pressure are
recorded for the remainder of the run in addition to coarse-resolution impact pressure
and free-stream static pressure. Although the pilot can maintain a reasonably
horizontal flight path during the run, small changes in altitude would contaminate the
measurements of Apt (and thus the measurements of incremental true airspeed) at a
low frequency if not removed in the data reduction by use of the incremental static
pressure recording. To restate: what is needed for obtaining true airspeed
fluctuations is Aqc , or incremental impact pressure (equal to Apt - Aps) , and this
can be readily obtained in the postflight data reduction. The dynamic requirements of
the static pressure measurements are not stringent since the airplane does not change
altitude very rapidly. In order to improve the dynamics of the total pressure
measurement, interchangeable restrictor orifices are installed in the pitot head at the
front of the boom according to the anticipated altitude range for the particular mission.
Their effect is to compensate for changes in damping (of the air column plumbing
system) due to changes in density (temperature) with altitude.

Piezoelectric pressure sensors with capability of measuring a broad range of pressure
with high sensitivity and accuracy have been used more recently (ref. 5). They are
small and are not temperature sensitive and provide a digital output. These features
provide more flexibility in location on the aircraft, particularly from the point of view of
allowing reduction in length of tubing (and pneumatic volume) from orifices to the
sensing element. It was found that these units were directionally sensitive to
acceleration, but performance was satisfactory when they were selectively oriented.

Figure 12 shows tha inertial platform setup. Accelerometers are mounted on the
platform and integrated to give velocity. An on-board analog computer provides
computations to obtain desired time histories for recording.

One measurement concern surrounding the derived velocities from the inertial
platform centers on the so-called "Schuler" oscillation. The gyrostabilized element is
responsive at a period of 84.4 minutes. (This is the natural period of a pendulum with
arm length equal to the radius of the earth.) Th6 amplitude of this oscillation is
important as can be seen in Figure 13 since turbulence runs of about 10 minutes are
desired. The maximum error on the horizontal velocities can be approximated by a
linear trend (It is not possible to measure the Schuler oscillation at the end of the
flight and trace back and correct velocities since the phase and amplituae may vary
with time; however, it is believed that the oscillation amplitude at the end cf the flight is
the maximum since it always remains the same or increases.) As a matter of further
interest some attempts have been made to determine Schuler oscillation while in-
flight Actual post-flight measurements from some NASA flights indicated that Utrend
is 1.6 fps or less for nearly all cases. The effect of this on resulting power spectra for
the horizontal components is indicated in Figure 14. The computer-generated time



history of reference 15 was used for this study. In Figure 14(a), the ratio of trend to
turbulence is 0.5, and in Figure 14(b) the ratio is 1.0. Since most turbulence data
considered worthy of analysis has a ci greater than 4 fps, this trend effect is
considered tolerable, but the Schuler oscillation should always be monitored to assure
that it is within an acceptable level after a flight. It should also be considered that
advanced inertial platforms may have smaller Schuler oscillation buildup..

,'he platform-mounted accele, ,meter for measuring vertical acceleration is not used
for navigation. This accelerometer is susceptible to varying Codolis forces during data
runs due to changing ground tracks with respect to the earth's rotation. The change in
the earth's gravity constant with altitude is another source of "zero" shift or error. Both
of these sources lead to velocity trend errors for the integrated acceleration. One way
of overcoming this difficulty is to integrate the accelerometer output in the postflight
data reduction rather than to utilize onboard electronic integration. Points along the
time history where the vertical airplane velocity is estimated to be zero are chosen to
start and stop the integration. These start and stop times are chosen by Inspection of
the time history of the sensitive incremental static pressure, Ap ; that is, points are
chosen where the slope of the time history is zero. A mean for the accelerometer
output for this time range is then determined on the computer. Whn the mean (which
is determined to a large number of digits and not limited to the resolution of the
individual acceleration readings) is subtracted and the integration performed, the
resulting velocity time history has thus been forced to start and stop at zero. This
procedure has limitations, however, it is not easily automated into the data reduction
process, and the location of exact points along the time history where zero vertical
velocity occurs is difficult because of noise present in the time history of the sensitive
static pressure. (This relatively high-frequency noise results from cross flow over the
static port locations on the pitot-static head, particularly in severe turbulence.) Another
disadvantage is that zero vertical velocity points may not occur at convenient locations
near each end of the time history, and, in fact, for short pitch and yaw maneuvers, they
may not occur at all. A more efficient procedure has been developed which
accomplishes the same result but with greater accuracy and no limitation on the
starting and stopping points. The basis for the procedure surrounds the tact that when
an erroneous trend slope, k, is integrated over total time T, (with mean removed), a
parabolic error with a maximum value at T/2 of -kT2/8 results. The maximum error at
T1/2 is determined experimentally in the present case by double integration of the
platform-mounted accelerometer output to obtain a time history of inertial
displacement. This displacement is then compared with the time history of the
pressure-derived altitude. An illustrative sketch of the procedure is given in Figure 15.

It should be noted that the end point of the time history of JAaz(dt)2 has
been forced to agree with the time history of Ahp at the end of the run by an
adjustment to the initial condition of the first integration; that is, the last integration is

then JJVaz-Vaz+C)dt, where C=Ahp(T)fT The procedure has been automated in
the data redurtion process. The displacement error at the midpoint of the run is
obtained by averaging over ±1/2 second to minimize possible effects of the
previously mentioned high-frequency noise on the time history of sensitive pressure
altitude. The value of k obtained is applied as a detrend slope correction to the vertical
airpiane velocty obtained from the first integration. As a check on the overall
procedure, in the example case the vertical airplane velocity Vaz was again integrated
after the detrending procedure and was compared with the pressure altitude. The
resulting time histories for a twelve minute turbulence run at an altitude of
13,100 m (43,000 ft.) is shown in Figure 16. This particular turbulence run was of
interest because of the unusually large al'itude excursions. The amplitudes of the
excursions obtained by the two methods agree quite well. Certainly all systematic
parabolic errors between the two quantities has been eliminated. Thus, the airplane
vertical velocity measurements must be essentially accurate to zero frequency.

Modern digital data recording methods are very precise. Pulse code modulation
(PCM) on magnetic tape yields the capabilities shown in Figure 17.
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Special pilot displays as shown in Figure 18 were used in the NASA flights primarily to
prevent measurements from going off scale and to assess the turbulence intensity to
determine if recording should begin. The intensity meter indicates the rms
acceleration at the center of gravity of the aircraft. Selections are available for time
averaging. It was found that about 5 sec. averaging was the most satisfactory. The
outside temperature reading Was of general interest relative to the nature of turbulence
encounters.

Data Acquisition and Processing

Signals from all the sensors except the inertial platform (and the piezoelectric pressure
sensors, when used) are analog signals. These are input to the digital data stream
subject to being subjected to matched antialiasing filters.

A schematic of flight data recording and postflight data reduction is given in Figure 19.
The flight tape is converted into two tapes, one for the high frequency channels at 200
samples per sec and the other for the inertial navigation system at 40 samples per sec.
A procedure is applied for wildpoint removal, the digital channels are filtered,
calibrations are applied, and then all data are merged into an engineering units tape
(EU) at 40 samples per second. Gust velocity time histories are then derived
according to the equations given earlier at 40 samples per second. The resulting data
tape (shown as SPANMAT on the figure) is then used for the various analyses. Power
spectra can be provided to 20 Hz, however most data are presented from 0-10 Hz.

Assessment of System Adequacy

Flight assessments of the instrumentation adequacy and accuracy are best made in
smooth air. Results of such an assessment are given in reference 9. For the vertical
component, oscillatory "roller-coaster" maneuvers are made at about the same
frequency as the airplane would be expected to respond in rough air. Each term in the
equation shown earlier is evaluated as shown in Figure 20, and the terms added. A
summation of terms resulted in the time 'tistory of vertical gust velocity shown at the
bottom of the figure. Since the run was in smooth air, the summation should have zero
value; the residual is the error. The residual gust velocity shown in the figure is not
considered excessive in view of the rather large amplitude of the induced pitching
motions. It is seen that the lower frequency component of the maneuver (as evidenced

by the downward trend of the VO oscillations) is completely counteracted by the
downward trend of Vaz as can be seen by the absence of any low-frequency trend in
Wg. It is believed that at least one-half of the residua, gust velocity oscillation can be
accounted for by the upwash created at the flow-vane measuring station by the flow
field of the airplane. Physically, the flow field around the oscillating wing extends
upstream far enough to cause the vane measuring incremental angle-of-attack, & , to
read high. Calculations for the NASA MAT airplane under average flight conditions
give an induced upwash factor of about 10 percent of the angle of attack. Close
inspection of figure 20 indicates that the residual gust velocity is nearly in phase with
Va (wg appears to be lagging slightly), and that a 10 percent amplitude reduction in
a would reduce the gust velocity oscillation considerably. However, this simple
correction will not suffice for turbulence measurements, since it is based on quasi-
static flow effects about the wing. Penetration of the turbulence flow field by the
airplane, the dynamics of flow buildup about the wing due to turbulence, and
propagation forward to the flow vane make such an upwash correction considerably
more complicated. Some justification for not attempting such a correction here was
the fact that a "noise hump" at 0.5 Hz was not discernible on the power spectra. The
lack of such a power peak can probably be attributed to relatively low amplitude of the
short-period motions of the MAT airplane. (Generally, the amplitude of pitching
motions at 0.5 Hz is not greater than about one-third that shown in the figure.)



Results from a similar procedure to evaluate the accuracy of the lateral gust velocity
component are shown in Figure 21. The results of the yawing oscillation are more
important than the pitch results, since yawing motions of approximately this amplitude
are constantly present for this airplane in turbulence of moderate intensity. In the
figure, lateral gust velocity v is ±1 to ±2 ft./sec. This erroneous oscillation at a
frequency of about 0.25 Hz approximately the Dutch-roll frequency of the airplane)
will probably be discernible in the time history of lateral gust velocity.. The size of the
resulting hump in the power spectrum at 0.25 Hz can be estimated by assuming that
the noise is a sine wave with peak amplitude of ±2 ft./sec. The mean square, or power
spectral area contribution, would thus be

2ino way. [Amplitude] 2

When the amplitude is ±2 ft./sec., the mean square would be 2 (ft./sec) 2. If moderate
intensity turbulence is assumed to have a standard deviation a of 10 ft./sec., the total

area under the power spectrum o2 would be 100 ft.2/sec 2. The percentage area
contribution of the noise arising from the yawing oscillation would thus be only 2
percent and would probably be obscured by normal fluctuations of the power
estimates. The reason for the ±1 to ±2 ft./sec. residual gust velocity obtained in the
yawing maneuver can probably be attributed to a small phase difference between the

Axi and 3 :ime histories which has not been taken into account. It is noted that the
overall heading change (caused by the pilot's first rudder oscillation being slightly

unsymmetrical) is compensated for quite adequately by the Vax cos ( V ) term, so that
zero gust velocity is effectively maintained at this lower frequency.

It is more difficult to assess the accuracy of the longitudinal component; however some
speed-change maneuvers were performed. The results of one such maneuver are
shown in Figure 22. These results primarily serve to show that the special
measurements and data reduction procedures for obtaining incremental true airspeed
are correct. Such a maneuver is not itself representative of motions encountered in

turbulence. The steep inertial speed change (Vax sin ' ) was caused by the pilot
applying an abrupt power change. Changes of this steepness do not ordinarily occur
during the turbulence runs since power settings are changed only slightly, if at all.

Changes of this nature in true airspeed V might occur because of wind shear or
mountain wave effects, however. Possible error in the longitudinal gust component
which correlates with the maneuver is not apparent; however, very small errors could
be masked by the low-intensity turbulence present. Observation of the motion records
in turbulence indicates that the airplane itself does not respond appreciably to air
motions in the longitudinal direction until somewhat longer wavelengths are reached.

STATISTICAL RELABILITY OF THE DATA

Since turbulence is a random process, all turbulence data must be treated in a
statistical manner. Each individual power estimate that goes into describing the power
spectral curve can be determined with certain confidence. The statistical reliability, as
shown in Table IV, depends on the statistical degrees-of-freedom appropriate for that
measurement. The degrees-of-freedom, in turn, depend on the resolution bandwidth
for individual spectral estimates and the length of the individual turbulence sample. In
order to have power estimates to define the spectra below the knee, a resolution
bandwidth uf 0.02 Hz has been selected. It is considered highly desirable that 24



degrees of freedom be realized, however, it is also recognized that this is very difficult
to achieve. Individual turbulence sampling runs of at least 10 minutes are needed. In
many cases, it is difficult to get stationary turbulence for 10-minute duration. Many
researchers believe that nonstationary samples (or those with nonuniform intensity
within a data run) will cause the resultant spectra to have a "weak" or rounded (not
well defined) knee. This is clarified in reference 16, however, and a method is
provided for determining the effects of nonhomogenity. If it is assumed that a
turbulence sample can be described by the von Karman model with a certain integral
scale value L, and the time history varies in the two ways shown in Figure 23 then the
limits for the ratio of Lo (the distance over which the change takes place) to L are
shown on the right for "barely detectable" and "strongly rounding" of the knee of the
resulting power spectrum.

Examples of Reduced Turbulence Data

Data will be presented and discussed for four example cases and will include time
histories and power spectra for each case. These data were reported in refs. 17 and
18.

The first time histories presented are for convective turbulence encountered in clear air
at an altitude of 0.3 km (1000 ft) above gently rolling terrain. Because of the length of
this run (19.1 minutes), the first part of the time histories is shown in the upper part of
figure 24 and the final portion in the lower part of the figure. The root-mean-square
values were similar for all three turbulence components, i.e., about 1.2 m/s (4 fps).

Various methods have been proposed for determination of an appropriate value for
the integral scale value, L, for a given data sample. Ref. 5 provides a method that
appears worthy of consideration for estimating L. It involves fitting von Karman model
type autocorrelation functions for various values of L to the experimentally derived
autocorrelation functions. For the cases shown here, however, comparisons are made
between measured and theoretical spectra according to the von Karman model to
estimate L values.

The power spectra for these time histories are shown in Figure 25. The spectra are
shown such that the area under the curves is equal to the variance or a 2 . The
abscissa values were obtained by converting frequency to inverse wavelength by use
of the average true airspeed for each run. Symbols are shown for the five lowest
frequency power estimates. Except for the first point, the estimates are at equal
increments of approximately 0.01 Hz (10 Hz/1024). The points therefore appear closer
together at higher values of 1/X on the logarithmic scale. Superimposed upon the
data are the theoretical von Karman-type curves with selected L values. Note that the
slopes of the curves match ct the higher frequencies, It is seen that an L value 300 m
(1000 ft) is appropriate for the vertical component. The lateral component, however,
has relatively higher power content at low frequencies and the L value is apparently in
the range of 600 m (2000 ft). The longitudinal component fits well with an L value of
1200 m (4000 ft). This difference between components, of course, means that the
turbuler,,.e is not isotropic in the long wavelength region. In the shorter wavelength
region where previous measurements have been made, the turbulence appears to be
isotropic.

The time histories for a high-altitude wind-shear case are presented in Figure 26. It
should be noted that the vertical-scale sensitivities are decreased by a factor of two
with respect to the preceding case and that the intensity is really much greater. The
turbulence intensity for all three components is also increasing with time. As stated
earlier, such nonhomogeneous (or nonstationary) behavior has generally been
believed to be responsible for considerable rounding or smoothing of the "knee" on
the power spectra. As was indicated in Figure 23, however, the change in intensity
must be considerably more abrupt than shown here to provide a noticeable effect in
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the resulting spectra. The significant low-frequency power present in the horizontal
components is believed to be directly attributable to the changing horizontal wind field.

The low-frequency content can be thought of as a modulation of the mean value.
Thus, the von Karman representation may not apply over the entire frequency region.
A model of turbulence which includes mean modulation with a typical high-frequency
amplitude-modulated random process superimposed has been suggested in Refs. 19
and 20. No pronounced low-frequency power is noted in the vertical component time
history. These observations are substantiated in the corresponding power spectra
shown in Figure 27. Note that while L = 300 m (1000 ft) is appropriate for the vertical
component, L values of greater than 1800 m (6000 ft) would be necessary for the
horizontal components in order to include the large power content at low frequencies.

The next case is a rotor-type turbulence encounter on the lee side of the Sierra
Mountains in California at an altitude approximately level with the higher ridges. The
onboard observer reported direct correlation of turbulence severity with the upwind
terrain. Peak center-of-gravity acceleration increments of 1g were equaled or
exceeded 80 times in this traverse of the rotor region, with maximum incremental
accelerations of +2.2g and -1.8g. (The turbulence intensity approached that of a small
thunderstorm.) Time histories of the three components of turbulence are given in
Figure 28. The segments between 4-1/2 and 7-1/2 minutes of the longitudinal
component where high-frequency oscillations are absent results from the sensitive
airspeed measurement system being off-scale some of the time in the negative
direction. The spectra for this case are given in Figure 29. All three spectra exhibit
high low-frequency power; thus, if the von Karman expression is applicable in this
region, L must be greater than 1800 m (6000 ft). It should be noted that the high-
frequency part of the longitudinal spectrum, as well as c, could be somewhat
contaminated by the loss of the high-frequency fluctuations as a result of the partial off-
scale condition previously mentioned. The flattening-out of the high-frequency end of
the spectrum is not associated with this problem, but is a result of the use of the high-
altitude restrictor provided for the pitot-static test head. The use of two different
restrictors for flight operations above and below 9.1 km (30,000 ft) to provide the
proper damping for the sensitive airspeed measurement was discussed earlier. In this
particular case the high-altitude restrictor was installed, since the original mission for
this flight was to seek high-altitude mountain-wave turbulence.

The fourth and final case considered herein is categ. rized as lee wave-generated
turbulence which propogated upward and was encountered at an altitude of about
14.3 km (47,000 ft). The time histories are given in Figure 30. Notice that the vertical
component contains at least three waves and possibly four. Patches of turbulence
occur on the rising part of the lasi tvo waves; or at approximate 7-1/2 and 10 minutes
from the start of the run. Apparently, the last two waves have not broken down into
continuous turbulence as yet, or the displacement of the airplane has carried it out of
the turbulent region of the wave. Inspection of the lateral and longitudinal
components, where a very long wave can be seen, together with supplementary
meteorological information, indicates that wind-shear effects were also present. Thus,
this is not a classic case of pure mountain-wave turbulence. These time histories are
of considerable interest, but whether power spectra description is appropriate is
debatable since the turbulence is essentially noncontinuous. Power spectra were
obtained, however, for the 12.6-minute run and are shown in Figure 31. A large
amount of low-frequency power is present in all three components. This case is in
contrast to that for wind-shear-alone where the vertical component contained relatively
little low-frequency power.

Notation

Ai  Area under input power spectrum.

Ao Area under output power spectrum.



a Speed of sound, m/sec.(ft/sec)

an Normal acceleration, g units or m/sec2.(ft/sec 2)

anmax Maximum value of normal acceleration, g units.

C/Cc Damping divided by critical damping.

fn Natural frequency.

g Acceleration due to gravity.

hp Pressure-derived altitude based on standard atmosphere table.

Kg Gust factor.

k Slope of erroneous linear trend in time history of airplane vertical
velocity, also zero error in vertical accelerometer which when integrated
produces this trend, m/sec 2 (ft/sec2).

L Scale of turbulence, m (ft.); also, wavelength (Figure 1 only).

I Horizontal distance between inertial-platform (or body-mount6d)
accelerometers and flow-direction sensors, m (ft.).

m Lift-curve slope, per radian.

p Free-stream static pressure, Pa (psi).

Pt Free-stream total pressure, a (psi).

q Dynamic pressure, 1/2 p V2.

qc Impact pressure, Pt-P, Pa (psi).

S Wing Area

T Total duration of run, sec.; also, air temperature, degrees Kelvin, and also
airplane transfer function (Figure 1 only).

Time, sec.

2an maxW
Ude Derived gust velocity, defined as mpoSV.Kg

Ug Longitudinal component of gust velocity, positive in direction of flight

path, m/sec. (ft./sec.).

V True airspeed, m/sec (ft/sec).

vax East-west component of incremental horizontal airplane velocity
obtained from inertial platform, with arbitrary zero at instant that data
switch is turned on, positive toward east, m/sec (ft/sec).

Vay North-south component of incremental horizontal airplane velocity
obtained from inertial platform, with arbitrary zero at instant that data
switch is turned on, positive toward north, m/sec (ft/sec).

rm+lu mma mn m nl n l m• ml
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Vaz Incremental vertical airplane vehicle obtained from computer integration
of output from vertically oriented accelerometer mounted on inertial-
platfo *m stabilized element, positive up, m/sec (ft/sec).

Ve  Equivalent airspeed, Vv/rppo, m/sec (ft/sec)

Vx  Horizontal airplane velocity along inertial platform east-west axis,
positive toward east, m/sec (ft/sec).

Vy Horizontal airplane velocity along inertial-platform north-south axis,
positive toward north, ni/sec (ft/sec).

Vg Lateral component of gust velucity, positive toward right wind, m/sec
(ft/sec).

W Airplane weight, lb.

wa Airplane vertical velocity, m/sec (ft/sec); =(comparable to
vaz obtained from inertial platform except for probable presence of trend
error).

Wg Vertical component of gust velocity, positive up, m/sec (ft/sec).

a Angle-of-attack, positive with flow-vane trailing edge up, rad.

a.v Vane-indicated angle-of-attack, radians (equivalent to a in MAT
instrumentation).

Angle of sideslip, positive with flow-vane trailing edge toward right wing,
rad.

laz Incremeital vertical acceleration obtained from inertial platform with
reference to 1g level flight, pnsitive up, m/sec 2 (ft/sec 2).

A.hp Incremental pressure-derived altitude with reference to value at
beg~nning of run (see definition of hp), positive when altitude increases,
m (ft).

Ap Incremental free-stream ztatic pressure with reference to value at
beginning of run, Pa (psi).

Apt  Incremental free-stream total piessure with reference to value at
beginning of run, Pa (psi).

Aqc Incremental impact pressure with reference to value at beginning of run,

Pa (psi).

AV V-V

6 Pitch attitude, measured in vertical plane, positive with nose up, rad.

0 Pitch rate measured by body-mounted pitch rate transducer, positive with
nosc going ip, rad/sec.
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Wavelength, or distance per cycle, m (ft).

p Air density

Po Air density at sea level

(Di Input power spectrum.

00 Output power spectrum of arbitrary airplane response.

* Roll attitude of airplane with reference to horizontal, positive with right
wing down, rad.

Airplane heading, measured in a horizontal pla,-e clockwise from north,
always positive, deg or rad.

AV Incremental sensitive airplane heading with arbitrary zero at instant that
data switch is turned on, measured in horizontal plane, positive with
nose right, rad.

'V Yaw rate measured by body-mountoa yaw-rate tr nsducer, positive with
nose going right, rad/sec.

Reduced frequency, equal to (ON, rad/m (rad/ft)

6) Frequency, rad/sec

A bar over a symbol indicates average over the entire run.
A caret over a symbol indicates that *he quantity is given with respect to the irlean for
the entire run; that is, the n .n has been subtracted.
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Figure 9 Nose Boom and Balsa Vanes Mounted on a
Sampling Airplane
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Table 1. Measurements List

Overall System Measured ±2 dB Measured
Allowable System Error Upper 3and : dB Upper

Measurement Range Error (1o) at 25*C Edge, Hz Band Edge

a, Balsa Angle-of-
Attack Flow Vane :7.5" 0,090 Relative 0.03 (0.1) l0.' 6.00
8, Balsa Angle-of-

Sideslip Flow Vane t7.!' 0.09* Relat:ve 0.03 (0.1) 10.0 6.00

*, Pitch Rate ±i r/sec 0.012 r/sec 0.01 5.0 > 10.00

I, Yaw Rate : :/sec 0.006 r/sec 0.005 5.IJ > 10.00

0, Roll Rate t! r/sec 0.012 r/sec 0.008 5.0 > 10.00

T, Free Air Temp. t50'C 0.555'C 0.3"C 0.5 0.05
(Total Temp.)

qc, Impact Pressure 0-5 psid 0.03 psi 0.01-3 /A

PS' static Pressure 0-15 psia 0.! psi 0.04 N/;

Aps, Incremental :0.25 psid 0.003 psi 0.0007 N/A
Static Pressure ±O.i psid 0.0003

&PT, Incremental t0.25 psid 0.003 psi 0.0007 2.0.2 5.00
Total Pressure ±0.1 pstd 0.0003 1C.0 3.00

An, C.G. Acceleration :I C 0.02 G 0.008 '_:.0 > 10.00

Time 0 - 365 days 0.00! sec N/A

Table 11. Phase Matching Requirements

Allowable Measured
Phase Error, Rela:ive Phase

Measurement Full-Scale Range Degrees at 2 H:,, Degrees

0 ±7.5' :1.50 - 0.75

As t7.51 ±1.50 - 0.75

a and S ±7.51 =1.70 < 0.25

t20* t0.92 - 0.75

0, t ±1 rad/sec ±1.40 - 1.50

±0.5 rad/sec ±1.40 - 1.50

Ax, Ay ±1 G o.Tr - 1.25

Az ±3 G ±0.70 - 1.25

Vax, Vay" Vaz ±50 ft/sec ±1.40 - 1.25

An ±1 G :1.70 - 11 .2.

0 - 360' ±1.50 - 0.75

±Total 0.25 ±1.70
LO t0.10 ±1.70
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Thble Il. Measurements List-Airborne Inertial Data System (AIDS)

hea ured

Overall : da
,ys em Measured ±1 d3 Upper

Allowazle System Error Upper Band Band
Measurement Range Errcr UlO) at 25*C Edge, Hz Edge, H:

Ax, Accl Along
x Axis 1 G to -1 G .006 G 0055 >10

Ay, Acc1. Along
y Axis 1 G to -1 G .006 G .005 5 >10

A., Accl. Along
z Axis 3 G to -3 G .01s G .013 5 >10

Vax, Change in
Vel. Along x
Akxis During
Rec. Period ±i00 fps a.t fps 0.4 5 ,10

Vay, Change in
A/C Vel. Along
y Axis During
Rec, Period ±100 fps 0.6 fps 0.4 5 >10

Vaz, Change xi
A/C Vol. A.ong
z Axis Durng
Rec. Period tlOO.fs 0.6 fps 0.4 5 >10

0, Roll
Attitude of A/C 20 to 51 0.16" 0.08

5 to -S, 0.12 0.04 5 10
-5 to -201 0.16l 0.08

e, Pitch
Attitude of A/C 7.5 to 4" 0.i" 0.03

4 to -4" 0.08" 0.03 5 >10
-4 to -7.51 0." 0.03

A*, Relative
Change in
Azimuth Angle
of A/C ,±7.5" 0.08' 0.09* 5 >10

V , Total Ve1.
Along x Axis 2000 fps* -5 fps 6 fps 5 --

1000 fps 5 --

Vy, Total Vol.

Along y Axis 2000 fps* 15 fps 6 fps --

1000 fps --

,, M,.auth 0 - 360' 0.5" 0.7S >10

'Scale change.

Table IV. Statistical Reliability (Random Error of
Individual Power Estimate)

Percent Statistical Degrees True spectral value lies

Confidence of Freedom bet,,een (a) and (h of
Band (2 Be T)- meas,%red value.

(a) (b)

24 0.61 1.94
30 0.64 1.78

24 0.72 1.53
30 0.74 1.45

For B - 0.02 Hz; 24 degrees-of-freedom requires
T = 600 sec.
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I INTRODUCTION

As described in the previous chapter, knowledge about the nature and properties of atmospheric tur-
bulence has beer and is being obtained from measurements with specially instrumented "research"-aircraft.

On the other hand, our statistical information on the frequency of occurrence and intensity of gusts
is largely based on relatively simple measurements, using simple recording devices, obtained over a period
of more than half a century in commercial airplanes during normal operation.

These measurements are of an indirect nature, that means not the gust velocity itself but the
aircraft response due to the gust is measured. Universally, the E.& vertical acceleration has been taken
as response quantity to be measured.

This choice is quite urderstandable: in the first place the incremental vertical acceleration is (for
a given aircraft weight) directly proportional to the incremental lift force due to the gust and thus an
obvious measure of gust strength; in the second place the c.g acceleration is easy to measure with simple
and reliable instrumentation.

In this chapter, a brief review will be presented of "historical" acceleration recording programmes
carried out by NACA (and its successor NASA) and the RAE. Next, more recent recording programes making
use of acceleration data recorded with so-called ACMS (Aircraft Condition Monitoring Systems) will be
discussed.

The methods used to reduce the acceleration data to "gust velocities" will be briefly described lith
specific reference to the differences in the various programmes.

In a summarizing discussion the possibility and desirability to extend the gust data bnae using
"routine" ACMS recorded c.g acceleration data will come forward. To compare data from different sources it
is essential that agreement on data reduction procedures be reached.

It will be argued that for this, a reduction method based on a continuous gust concept and an
aircraft response including pitch appears the most appropriate.

2. VG RECORDS AND VGH RECORDS

For over 30 years, the NASA and its predecessor, the NACA, have collected data on the normal
accelerations experienced by commercial transport airplanes. This research has been conducted with the
cooperation of airplane manufacturers and airlines who have borne the cost of installing and transporting
the instrumentation.

Starting in 1930, until 1950 measrements were made with the so-called VG recorder, (Ref. 1) a very
simple device continuously recording the instantaneous acceleration vs indicated airspeed. An illustrative
VG record is shown in figure 1. Essentially it provides an envelope of the mrximum accelerations
experienced over the airspeed range during the period (usually appr. 200 flight hours) covrred by the
record.

By its nature, the VG recorder is only suited to provide information about the maxiaum or extreme
loads occurring; as illustrated in figure 2 the max. positive and negative acceleration recorded were
usually the only recorded data evaluated. It should be borne in mind that in the thirties and early
fourties, when fatigue was not a design consideration, statistical knowledge on extreme loads, as a b~bis
for static design loads definition, was the prime information of interest. The VG :ecorder does not
provide information on the flight altitude nor the time and hence the weight at which an acceleration peak
occurred: these shortcomings were overcome in the so called VGH recorder. This device which was introduced
in the early fifties is considerably more complicated than the VG recorder (Pef. 2).

It records simultaneously airspeed ("V"), c.g acceleration ("G") and altitude ("N") as a function of
time.

Fig-ire 3 rhowz a typical VCV record. Tablc I ravicws the ecopo and size of the VGIH an. VG data
samples obtained by NACA/NASA.

In the analysis of VGH data only gust-induced accelerations were considered, that means manoeuvre
load occurrences (characterized by a longer duration) were eliminated.

Next, the acceleration peaks to be evaluated were selected using a criterion usually indicated as
"Peak-between Means" criterion. The criterion is illustrated in figure 4. Between two successiv crossings
of the n - I level (or rather a narrow "threshold zone" around n - 1) only the acceleration peak value
associated with the largest incremental acceleration is considereS. This acc,.ieration value is read off
from the VGH-record together with the speed V and altitude H at the time of occurrance. Next, these
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acceleration peak values An were reduced to "derived gust velocities" Ud using the well-known "Pratt
formula". z

An. 2W/S

de Po VeC L * F(g)(
a

g gravity constant

where: C - lift curve slope¢L

po - air density at sea level

Ve  - equivalent air speed

W - aircraft weight

S - wing area

p - true air density

- wing mean chord

pg - "mass parameter" -

P8c CL

__ a2W/S_

The gust factor F(pg) is given by the following expression:

F(pg) - .A88 L (2)5.3 + Vg"

The above expression is a close approximation of the result of a response calculation based on the
following assumptions (see Ref., 4).

a With regard to the gist:
- The gust has a "1-cos" shape and a gust length equal to 25 chords.

b With regard to the aircraft response:
- The aircraft is infinitely stiff.
- The aircraft responds only in plunge but not in pitch.
- Aerodynamic inertia (both KUssner and Wagner effects) are inclue

It may be noted that the instantaneous weight of the aircraft at the occurrance of the gust could
only be estimated on the basis of average tike-off weights and fuel consumption rates.

In principle the acceleration peaks ubtained from VG records (see Fig. 2) were reduced in the same
way, using estimated values of altitude and weight.

Results of analyses of VGH data and VG data have been presented i:, various reports (see e.g. Ref, 3).
Figure 5, reproduced from reference 5, gives on overall summary result.

The following observations may be made:
" The gust intensity is strongly dependent on altitude and decreases with increasing altitude.
o The exceedanca curve for each altitude is approximately the sum of two straight lines in a

semi-logarithmic grid: these straight lines represent the exceedance curves for a "storm-turbulence"-
component and a "non-storm" turbulence component respectively. The mathematical expression for the
exceedance curve has the form

G(Ude) - GI(O)e /a + G2(0)e .e (3)

The parameters G (0), G2(0) and aI and a2 are a function of altitude.

3. FATIGUE METER DATA

During more than twenty years, the Royal Aircraft Establishment RAE have collected c.g vertical
acceleration data by means of so-called "fatigue-meters", The programme included 17 different types of
aircraft and covered 30000 flight hours on 15000000 kms of flight (Ref., 7).

The fatigue meter, also indicated as "counting acceierometer". is a device which counts the number of
exceedings of specific acceleration levels.

In order to avoid spurious countings due to small acceleration variations the counting of a level
cossing is only completed after a second criterion has been met: exceeding of a specific level is counted
after the signal has drcpped below another "reset" level which is closer to the one-g level. This counting
criterion which is Lusally indicated as "restricted level cross counting" is illustrated in figure 6. At
intervals of a few minutes the counters were photographed together with an altimeter, airspeed indicator
and clock.

It should be norod that no di ltnction between manoeuvre-lnduce accelerations and accelerations due
to gusL can be made. Hence, fatiguemeter data do include manoeuvre Lads. The recorded acceleration data
were re..uced to "derived gust velocities" using equation (1), but two different expressions for the gust
factor F were used based on a discrete gust approach and a continuous gust approach respectively,

I
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i Discrete gust allroach:
A gust factor Y(j , c) accnrding to Zbozek (Ref. 6) is used, following from a response calculation based
on the following lsumptions:

a A "ramp type" gust with a fixed grad'ent distance of 100 ft. for a straiEht winged aircraft and
(100 + ib tan A) for an aircraft with span b and sweepback A.

b Like for the VGH-data reduction, the aircraft is assumed to be infinitely stiff and to respond in
plunge only. Aerodynamic inertia is included.

ii Continuous gust approach.
Response calculations were made to continuous turbulence with a "von Karman" power spectral density.

The scale of turbulence was taken equal to the altitude below 1000 ft and above that altitude increasing
in proportion to the inverse density ratio (Ref. 7).

The aircraft was again assumed to be Infinitely stiff and to respond in plunge only. Aerodynamic
inertia and the ,ffects of finite span and sweep back were included.

Results -,tained for various aircraft types, in terms of "discrete gust velocity" occurrancae, have
been publis'sd in numerous RAE-reports (or ARC CP's). Reference 7 presents a smmary of all rasults,
i:,cluding the presentation in terms of "PSD"-gust velocities.

Reference 8 presents a analysis of the obtained results in terms Gf "discrete" gusts.
Like for the VGH-data it has been found that the gust exceedance curve can be fitted with good

accuracy by the sum of two straight lines in a semi logarithmic grid.

4. ACMS-R,^ORDED LOAD DATA

The gust load data described in the previous sub-chapter were obtained with simple recording devices
'-nlog normal commercial flights of transport aircraft. Yet, the necessary equipment was specifically
inst. lied for '%ese measurements and obviously the reading out of e.g the VGE traces or fatiguemeter-
"pi,.ures" and the processing of these data in a pre-computer age must have made these data acquisition
pr grammes time consuming and costly.

Today much better opportunities for easy gust dica acquisition exist,
Currently, all transport aircraft have recorders for the primary flight parameters.

Many, specifically the larger ones, are equipped with so-called Aircraft Condition Monitoring Systems
(ACKS), formerly indicated as AIDS (Aircraft Integrated Data Systems).

These systems record a very large number of parameters (often several hundreds), including such
quantities as c.g acceleration, speed, altitude, flap positions, instantaneous a.c weight czc. The
ACMS-data are usually put on magnetic tape and these tapes are taken from the aircraft at regular
intervals and traniferred to the airline's computer facility, Here the data are scanned and processed
using several application progrars, usually as an aid for Aircraft Maintenance.

These A(M. recordings can 4asily be used to gather statistical gust load data in large quantities and
at remarkably low cost!

For example, between 1974 and 1988 the National Aerospace Laborat,.! MR has gathered ACHS-recorded
service loa1 data in 747 aircraft operated by K, SAS and Swissair (Ref. 9).

For each recorded flight, stored data include detailed mission profile information , lus values of
sucressiv- peaks and troughs in the c.q acceleration trace, Time, flap position and bank angle at
peak/trough occurrance are also noted.

These data were analyzed in the same way as the VGH recordings. (Peak selection according to "peak
between means", reduction to U according to Pratt-formula).

In addition the acceleratlon peaks were reduced to Uo.-values using a PSD approach comparable to the
one applied to the fatigue meter data, as described in reference 7.

The procedures applied and results obtained have been fully described and discussed in reference 10.
Table 2 gives a summary of the U -distributions obtained.

It may be noted that the flight time covered in this progrse, be
4
ng about 100000 hours is more than

two times the total time covered by VGH data, see table 11
A Data Bank currently being set up by ONERA (Ref. 11) is even more impressive with respect to size.
Since 1980 data have been collected, in cooperation with CAA, about load factor occurrences with

'ncr,-ental values cxceeding jAn I - 0.5, as recorded with ACMS systems in aircraft of Britisch Airways.
ein., 1986, comparable data provided by Air Prance are also included.

This Data Base, including data obtained from 7 diff rent aircraft types (ranging from BAC 1-11 to
Concorde) covered already 370168 flight hours in May 1988 (Ref. 12)!

The ONEgA Data Base contains information about the more "extreme" loading conditions and might be
considered as a greatly improved version of the VG data: it may be noted that the current figure of 370000
hours approaches the figure of 500000 hours for the VG data (see Tab. 1) wh

4
I. the associated mileage is

undoubtedly already larger.

5. DISCUSSION

In the previous subchapters "histotical" Suet data banks were reviewed and some examples recent
gust data acquisition programmes using ACMS data were described.

It may be stated that, compared to the curren design lifetimes in tie order of 90C00 hours, the
VGH-data bank and the fatigue meter data bank are actually pretty small. Even the VG data bank, main
source of extreme value data is relatively small considering that limit load conditions are expected to
occurr less than once in a lifetime.

At the same time comparison of th,- VGII program and fetlegie meter data revealed another main problem:
in all successive steps of the data acquisition such as elimation or inclusion of manoeuvre loads,
peakitrough selection and raduction of accelerations to gust velocities the two programmes, showed swall
but essential differences, thus hampering a real "pooling" of the data sets.

On the other hand, thousands of aircraft are flying srouud every day, permanently recording gust
loads. These data are just eagerly waiting to be processed, so to speak!

4,i i
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Presently it has become possible to set up in international cooperation a vast gust data base from
ACMS recordings in a short time and at relatively little cost,

It is essential then, however, that agreement be reached about the methods of data reduction.
It should be stressed that processing all data in the same way is much more important than applying the
"best" or most accurate reduction techniquel

In the following, we will briefly discuss the elements on which agreement has to be reached.

Inclusion cr elimination of manoeuvre loads
It may be recalled that counting accelerometer date and also the 747 ACM data processed by NLR

included manoeuvre induced accelerations; these are reduced to "apparent gusts". As mar euvres have
predominantly a positive sign, these "apparent gusts" are largely upward, causing "asymmetry" in the
derived gust spectra.
Probably, the observed larger number of "up-gusts" compared to "down gusts" (see e.g. Fig. 7) is largely
due to this inclusion of manoeuvre induced accelerations.

In the processing of the VGH data, manoeuvre loads were visually distinguished from turbulence
patches and elimincted. One may have doubts about the success of such a procedure in those caset were gust
loads (hawing a short duration/high frequency character) are superimposed on "long duration' manoeuvre
loads. This situation * y occur e.g. when flying a low altitude "holding"-circuit.

Anyway, for proces&i:t7 AQ4-acceleraion data other, fully "computerized", methods are required if
one wishes to eliminate the manoeuvre load components.

For this, two methods can easily be defined:
- Filtering the acceleration signal using a "high pass" filter (e.g. with corner frequency 0.1 Hz)

before application of the peak/trough selection criterion.
This procedure was applied e.g. in the analysis of "routine" BAC 1-11 date, see reference 13.
Unfortunately, "standard" ACMS systems only record unfiltered e.g. acceleration data, Recording of
filtered data would imply addition of a filter, hence modification, of the ACIdS system or a complex
additional processing of the complete ACMdS recorded acceleration trace in ground facilities. This may
not always be feasible.

- If the bank angle # at the time of the acceleration peak an is also recorded, a "correction" can be
made by subtracting the load factor component due to the tanking manoeuvre Anbnk - 1 - l/cos#,
hence an "corrected" r 6n - (1-1/cos#). ing

This proedure has been applied to a batch of 3932 flights in the 747 ACKIS Data Base of NLR (bank
angle information was only available for the more recently recorded flights).
Figure 8 gives the result obtained for load facto, exceedings below 10000 ft altitude., Looking at the
relative positions of the squares and triangles ... the "pctitive" and "negative" curve respectively,
on may note that the correction was very effective in obtaining symmetry.
The above correction appears very attractive because of its simp-icitv but it must be admitted that
the procedure has no affect on the load factors due to pitchin manoeuvres.

S Pek!troxh celection
Relevant peak/trough values in the acceleration history must be reduced to gust velocity-occurrances.

Different criteria to select the relevant peak/trough values can be defined.
It may be recalled that for VGH data a "peak between means" criterion was used whereas the fatigue

meter actually uses a so-called restricted level cross technique. In principle, both techniques will give
different results unless the reset level for all fatigue meter counting levels is equal to 1.g.

In general, the "p-ak between means" criterion may imply a very drastic reduction in load peaks to be
analysed, see figure Vs. However, the aircraft c.q. acceleration response shows a more or less pronounced
"narrow band" character, centred around the short period response frequency. Figure 9b depicts a signal
with a very pronounced "narrow band" character. In that case the "peak between means" criterion implies
very little reduction; actually most peak selection criteria will yield about the same result,

In the authors opinion, cao "peek between means" criterion is quite acceptable as "standard" peak
recognition criterion.

Reduction of accelerations to gust velocities
The reduction of recorded accelerations to "derived gust velocities" must be based on a response

calculation, involving two aspects namely:
I the assumed nature of the "input" gust signal;
ii the assured response behaviour of the airplane,

With regard to the input signal, distinction can be made between "discrete" gust inputs and a
constinuous gust representation. The discrete gusts assumed in the past ("(1-Cos]" bump of 25 chords or a
ramp ot 100 it) lack physical realism and do not reflect in a satisfactory manner the nature of
atmospheric turbulence.

Using the continuous gist approach o weighted average response is calculated, by integrating the
product of aircraft transfer function squared times the power spectral density function of turbulence,

The relative sensitivity for gust frequencies (- wavelengths) is reflected by the transfer-function
of the aircraft, while the r.lative importance of the various gust frequencies is defined by the Power
Spectral Density f notion.

In the authors opinion there's no duubt that the continuous approach is physically much better
founded and strongly to be preferred over any "discrete" approach.

With regard to the aircraft response behav~our it may be recalled that in all programmes reviewed in
this chapter the "classical" assuLption of response in plunge only was made. This-assumption may have been
of relatively little consequence when calculating the response to discrete gusts of specific length
(although Ref, 14 indicates a considerable effect of pitch response for "old" aircraft types).

For PSD-approarhes, on the other hand, it is believed that the inclusion of pitch response freedom is
vitally important.

Figure 9 reproduced from reference 15 illustrates the astribution of response power for an aircraft
response model with plunge only and pitch and plunge freedom respectively.

In case the airplane is free to respond in pitch, the "windoock"-effect will make the aircraft
practically inaentit've for low gust frequencies (- long gusts), If one assumes plunge response only one
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greatly overestimates the response to long gusts, and the PSD function shows that there the main part of
the atmospheric power is concentrated!

Hence, the calculated average response if one ignores pitch response is grossly erroneous. This might
not be a big problem if tha error made would be equally big for all aircraft. However, figure 10 already
indicates that this is not the case: Two aircraft with the same v but different cord length would have
about the shbe response if pitch were included, but very different response if plunge only were
consideredl

[Note that the "discrete" Pratt-formula, giving a dependence on p only, would give a better prediction
than a PSD response calculation with plunge response only].

In conclusion, it is our belief that the reduction of acceleration data to "gustvelocities" should be
based on a resonse calculation to continuous turbulence for an aircraft model which must include pitch
response freedom.

In the next chapter a simple procedure which complies with the above criteria will be presented.
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TABLE I
Scope and sizes of VGH and V-G data samples

(reproduced from Ref, 3)

VGH data V-G data

Airline Airplane Number of: Number of:
service type Propulsion

Airplanes Airlines Flight Airplanes Airlines Flight
hours hours

A 2-engine piston 1 1 1278 27 7 91,089
Feeder

L 2-engine turboprop 2 1 2100 2 1 10,368

B 1 1 834 24 1 38,578
C 2-engine piston 1 1 676 7 3 11,215
D 2 2 2418 3 1 13,327

Short haul
4-engine turboprop 3 3 7038 8 2 38,138

N 1 1 1834 -- -

E .- 1--- 0 1 48,187
F 1 1 1038 -- -
G 1 1 673 24 5 69,757
H 4-engine piston 2 2 2555 6 2 23,148
H-I 1 1 1062 5 1 14,953
J 4 2 4666 -- -K 3 3 3908 4 1 15,387

Long haul

0-1 2 2 2410 8 3 51,264
0-2 2 2 2822 3 2 19,330
0-3 2 1 1539 -- -
P-I 4-engine turbojet - - ---- 2 1 13,571
P-2 2 1 2464 5 2 24,478
P-3 1 1 1651 4 1 13,750
Q 1 1 1222 4 1 10,103

Total 42,188 S0b,643

TABLE 2
Summary of Ude-data derived from 747 ACMS recordings

(reproduced from Ref. 10)

NUMBER OF FLIGHTS CONSIDERED 20205

TOTAL TOTAL NUMBER OF GUST "OCCURRENCES" IN INDICATED VELOCITY INTERVALS ("M/SEC" EQUIV.)
ALTITUDE DISTANCE TIME U P W A R D
INTERVAL FLOWN SPENT - 4 -- - -1 -
(FT) (NM) (HRS) 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-7 7-9 9-lI 11-13 13-16 16-20 20

, 1500 164144 1036.24 21251 20021 10406 5739 760 130 33 17 4 5
1500- 3000 217974 1161.64 20006 c 12757 c 4752 2235 232 25 4 1 3
3000- 5000 299323 1332.37 14564 c 8210 c 2863 1153 115 19 1 1
5000-10000 731005 2618.93 13664 c 6933 2369 978 81 20 3 1 2
10000-15000 799602 2269.57 4391 c 1557 517 231 40 5 3
15000-20000 787312 1973.36 1979 ] 557 195 86 19 5 2 1
20000-25000 1058572 2417.90 1558 409 112 68 17 3 1
25000-30000 3082351 6445.35 2946 783 199 84 14 4
30000-35000 21421269 43841.93 13208 3077 746 285 43 8 2 2 1 2
35000-40000 18391713 37825.56 9001 1968 447 166 22 3 2
> 40000 113056 234.00 104 29 5 2

ALL ALTITUDES 47066322 101156.85 102672 £ 56301 c 22611 c 11027 1343 222 48 21 7 15

TOTAL TOTAL NUMBER OF GUST "OCCURRENCES" IN INDICATED VELOCITY INTERVALS ("'W/SEC', EQUIV.y
ALTITJDE DISTANCE TIME D 0 W N W A R D
INTERVAL FLOWN SPENT- . -T r - -(FT) (NM) (MRS) 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-7 7-9 9-11 11-13 13-16 16-20 20

< 1500 164144 1036.24 27251 12903 4092 1314 198 49 | 13 10 3 1
1500-3000 217974 1161.64 18619c 8638 r 2421 c 772 58 20 24 11 4
3000- 5000 299323 1332.37 11013c 4354 r 1250 454 46 12 5 2 4
5000-10000 731005 2618.93 10230 c 4039 1228 485 57 14 8 1 2
10000-15000 799602 2269.57 3524 E 1017 303 154 22 8 1
15000-20000 787312 1973.36 1780 r 416 134 56 tO 1 2
20000-2000 1058572 2417.90 136'3 318 7 8 22 10 125000-30000 3082351 6445.35 2651 622 173 73 15 2
30000 00 21421269 43841.93 1890 2699 613 263 38 5
35000-40000 18391713 37025.56 7859 1580 398 140 22 2 2
> 40000 113056 234.00 92 24 5 2 I

ALL ALTITUDES 47066322 101156.85 96272 c 36618 15 3735 476 116 55 25 17 1

STATISTICALLY UNMRLIAELE DAIA 0UE TO RECORDING THRESHOLD Or 0.18 G
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Fig. 1 Example of V-6 record (200 flight hours). ReprodLced from ref. 3
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Fig. 2 Method of evaluating V-G records Fig. 4 Method of evaluating accelera-
tions from VGH records, by the
"Peak-between Means" criterion
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Fig. 3 Illustrative VGH record
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Fig. 5 Distribution of overall derived gust velocity G(Ude) for
airplanes at various altitudes, derived from VGH and VO data
(from ref.
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2.5 ---- EMPERICAL FORMULA PROPOSED BY NULLEIRMEF 8). RATIO h 770iATITUDEhlft)

RATIO OF NUMBERS h 3620 h30

OF UP GUSTS -- CURVE FITTED TO THIS DATA, RATIO ItCI
TO DOWN GUSTS 20

05

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
ALTITUDE (ft x 1000)

Fig. 7 Altitude variations of the ratio of up to down gusts of speeds greater than 6 re/s eas,
by spectral gust response factors. Climb cruise and descent combined (reproduced from

ref. 7)
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-15 1 TTf f lilT t I I lilTtr I I I I fill
ir

1  1 10 10
2  

10
3

10
TOTAL EXCECOINGS IN 3932 FLIGHTS

Fig. 8 Effect of bank angle correction on 747-ACMS recorded load factor spectra.
(Altitude below 10000 ft)
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B) NARROW BAND SIGNAL

Fig. 9 Effect of signal-character on peak/trough reduction by peak-between
means criterion
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100,
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Pte 10 Distribution of respunve power for one and two degrees of freedom
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with the reduction of load factor data to
turbulence data, in view of proposing improved statistics of
gusts. It will review the different methods available to achieve
this process. A comprehensive analysis will be made to highlight
the shortcomings and their consequences on the regulations.

The renewal of interest in turbulence comes from the new
problems industry has to face:

- larger aspect ratio commercial airplanes,
- penetration of military aircraft at low altitude and

high velocity,
- active control of flight and of loads,
- Justification of increased fatigue life of existing

commercial airplanes.
On one hand, one should keep in mind that exploration of

turbulence by specially equipped aircraft ( vanes, gyros,
incrtial platforms ) has hMen, and is still, the only way to
obtain time histories of turbulence from which are deduced the
power spectral density and the integral scale; it provides a
strong foundation for the methods based on the concept of
continuous turbulence, but fails in providing statistics ( e. g.
exceedance curves) due to the small number of aircraft concerned.
On the other hand, commercial airplanes fly millions of nautical
miles per year, and encounter miny patches of turbulence during
their lives. They have been recently equipped with airborne
recorders that collect information on accelerations at the center
of gravity, indicated airspeed, altitude, weight and Mach number
at the time of each event. During the same period, powerful
computers became available which made it possible to record and
analyze large data banks.

Thus the motivation and means appeared at nearly the same
time, which lead research laboratories and industry to refine
their analyses, taking into account the spanwise variations of
gusts in isotropic turbulence and the balance of loads when
continuous turbulence is the tool for certification. It also
explains the new attempts described here to enlarge the data
banks and consolidate the regulations.

The first attempt to reduce An data to turbulence data can
be dated as earn as the period 1931-1949, when Rhode and Donely
assumed a one-degree-of-freedom response of the aircraft to a
very simple isolated gust. Between 1950 and 1956, Pratt and Alii
introduced the gust alleviation factor and the 1 - cosine gust,
and worked on some 55,000 flight hours of data. Later (1956-
1970), Press and Houbolt proposed the concept of continuous
turbulence that lead to an amendment to FAR 25, prepared by
Hoblit, which was widely accepted. This was followed by the works
of Hall and Xaynes who, always with a one-degree-of-freedom
system, introduced some spanwise distribution of the gusts. Very
recently, Houbolt proposed a new method of reduction that takes
into account the pitch degree of freedom of the airplane. In the
meantime, collection of data was pursued, and An statistics are
available for more than one million flight hours.

In its first part, this chapter will deal with the
philosophy underlying the data reduction, and will raise the
question of the meaning of a gust deduced from acceleration data;
it will then describe some of the methods (Pratt, Hall, Houbolt).
Finally, It will highlight the shortcomings (especially those due
to the effect of pi'ot manoeuvres) and their impact on the regu-
lations.
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SYMBOLS

The notations used in this chapter are those used by J. C.
Houbolt in his presentation to the AGARD Structures and Materials
Panel in Athens in September, 1986:

a slope of the lift curve
A response transfer coefficient, as i n - Aaw
Ar Ospect ra'io
c wing chord
k reduced frequency, k - Vc/2V
k0 reduced frequency for zero crossings, k0 - xN0c/V
ks reduced short period frequency, ks - Vac\2V
L integral scale of turbulence
No zero crossings per second, No = Vk0 /xc
S wing area
Ud, Us, Ut various gust intensity design values
V airplane speed
W airplane weight
a angle of attack of airplane in level flight

referenced to the CL - 0 crossing point
An incremental load factor due to gusts
p mass parameter, )A - 2W/aFcgS
f air density
w rms value of gust intensity

aw

ow power spectrum for gusts
O angular frequency
a reduced frequency, a - V/V
M Mach number

1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A description of atmospheric turbulence is essential in
or4er to predict the loads an aircraft has to sustain during its
normal life. As has been pointed out in the Introduction, statis-
tics of gusts cannot be obtained by the very small number of
aircraft specially equipped to measure time histories of turbu-
lence. Consequently, one has to rely on An data collected on
commercial flights and on some method to reduce these An data to
gust data. Let us consider this last point: the prediction of the
incremental load factor of an aircraft crossing a gust of a given
slope is now easy through some sophisticated calculations. In
contrast, it is impossible to derive a gust peak from a known An

if one ignores the slope of the associated gust and all the de-
tails of the flight configuration (e. g., the static margin). In
the past, various gust load forzulas have been developed for the
calculation of design gust loads on an aircraft, and used for the
derivation of gust intensities from An data. Since It was first
published in 1954, the alleviation factor approach of Pratt and
Walker has gained almost universal acceptance and for many years
has been a familiar part of the airworthiness requirements for
both civil and military aircraft.

The original concept of the "Pratt formula" was to predict
the peak accelerations due to discrete gusts on a given aircraft
from the peak accelerations measured on another aircraft for
flight through a discrete gust of the same shape and amplitude.
Thus the derived gust velocity is not so much an absolute physi-
cal quantity, but is rather more a gust-load transfer factor
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defined within the terms of the formula. As suc", the method is
most accurate when restricted to use on aircraft with very simi-
lar characteristics.

Use of very simple formulas to reduce in data was necessary
at the time of Pratt, due to the poor computing facilities; it is
still essential now, when one has to work on more than ten thou-
sand events. All the methods described here will also be cheap
tools for data reduction; they will all suffer the difficulties
evoked for the Pratt formula. Consequently, one will have to keep
in mind that description of gust statistics derived from An data
is not a physical representation of turbulence, and should be
applied with caution to airplanes that differ too much from those
on which the primary information was collected.

At this point, il seems necessary to raise the question of
the difficulties that come from the fact that generally (except
for British Airways data), there is no means to separate acceler-
ations due to pilot manoeuvres from those due to turbulence. This
may not be important for large load factors, but surely contami-
nates the results for lower load factors.

Summarizing, the trend is now to use simple formulas for
data reduction that could be used successfully for a large range
of aircraft of very different weights, shapes and speeds, and
that would take into account the two degrees of freedom of the
rigid aircraft. This seems possible (work of J. C. Houbolt)
because the flight mechanics of the different airplanes are to be
kept in a narrow range for pilot acceptance.

In any event, whatever the efforts to refine the formulas,
they will deliver a biased description of the turbulence that
should be used very cautiously for certification purposes.

2. THE DIFFERENT METHODS

We will now describe some of the different methods that are
now available to reduce An data to gust data; Pratt formula,
Hall's method, and the new approach of J. C. Houbolt. All are
based on an intensive use of the mass parameter

2W
-= 'cgs

that plays a fundamental role in airplane response to turbulence.

2.1 *Pratt Formula*

The most important feature of the Pratt formula is the
introduction of the gust alleviation factor K in the formula that
gives the load factor associated with a gust:

afSV

y-7 KU6

Pratt and Walker (1954) made the following assumptions:

-The airplane is considered a point mass with vertical
degree of freedom only.

-The number of zero crossings of the vertical acceleration
is the same for all aircraft.

-The gust is a simple ramp of a given length until the
maximua acceleration is reached.

-The gust is uniform in the spanwise direction.
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With these assumptions one obtains the "Pratt formula":

K a .88 )A (2)5.3 + 11

The design gust velocities In current gust load requirements are
based on the derivation, by the Pratt formula, of exceedance
counts of center-of -gravity accelerations obtained, for the most
part, from statistical data collected on U. 8. transport aircraft
prior to 1950 and supported by further data collected on European
transport aircraft prior to 1960.

Later, the Pratt formula was improved by the introduction of
the 1-cosine gust, 25 chords long, and still uniform In the
spanwise direction.

2.2 The "Hall Hethod"

The Hall method is based on the assumption of continuous
turbulence; that is, a stochastic process characterized by its
power spectral density Ow(k) to which the power spectral density
fan(k) of the acceleration at the center-of-gravity is related
by:

O&n(k) - IT(k)1 2#v(k) (3)

where T(k) Is the transfer function of the aircraft.
J. Hall (1962) gives the following simple formula for T(k)

for the case In which pitching and the effect of finite span on
the lift due to atmospheric can be neglected:

IT(k)12  - (SVag/2V)
2  12, x [ . 1  + A2

p2 + 12  [ 1
2 (1+81

2 12) Z22 +S2212

where:

I * 24L a 4L k
c

L

.26 + 21

1 + .83M + .95M2

42 2 + 2/,ra2 2 +

1 + .83H + .95M

81/a12 61 + 342
4 ( 41 + 42

82/622 4 2 + 3a1

4 ( 41 + 42
c

a L61

C
82 L Q2
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The gust response factor K is then given by:

K2 . * 2a - + £2 OW(k) d 4
0 p2 + j2 x12(l 91212) 422(l+822;2) 2xLaw2

The first factor in associated with the acceleration that
would occur If the gust produced lift instantaneously; the second
factor is the coefficient for the unsteady lift function.

If the power spectral density of turbulence is represented
by the Von Karmen model, numerical integration must be carried
out; on the contrary, If 4y(k) is represented by the Dryden
model, integration can be achieved in closed form and gives the
following result:

K2 . ( 81 2 - 1/(I+p) + 1/(1+81)
2*12 (I+P)(I+Sl)(I+P81)

+ 82 2 - 1/(I+p) + 1/(1+82) (5)
2* 2 (1+p)(1+92)(I+P82)

This formula is very easy to handle, but suffers the assumption
of the Dryden model that does not seem realistic. In any event,
it is progress In the sense that it takes into account the effect
of unsteady aerodynamics and of the integral scale of turbulence.

Amazingly, as we will see later, whatever its shortcomings,
it compares favorably with the "exact" values of K obtained by
the J. C. Houbolt approach.

2.3 The Houbolt Method

The greatest part of this chapter will be devoted to the
method proposed recently by J. C. Houbolt, which is very promis-
ing because it takes into account the two degrees of freedom of
the rigid aircraft and the spanwise gust gradients.

The point spectrum chosen is the Vnn Karman spectrum, but
written in the following form:

2L 5/3 +8 2Lk )

#w(k) a1
2  1.3 2 (6)

1 + 1.339 -
c

where

a w2  (7)

This formulation akes all the spectra pass through the same
points at high frequency, regardless of the scale of turbulence
(figure 1).

The inclusion of the ritch degree of freedom has a pro-
nounced influence on the output response. Figure 2 compares the
distribution of response power for a single degree of freedom
airplane with that of the two degree of freedom case. We note
that there is a lot of response at low frequency for the single
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degree of freedom case, and that the response depends on 2L/c. In
contrast, the response power foz the two dej*!e -! feedou air-
plane tends to concentrate around the sh.irt period frequency and
the response is less sensitive to the value of 2L/c.

The response for Incremental vertical acceleration i& found
to be:

V Kl V K1
An --c g M Ue " c g 1 1

VKI c 1 ) 1 / 3

cgIA 2

where K1 is the reduced gust alleviation factor associated with
al and can be formulated as:

K1
2 = (k)fl(k)f2(k)f3(k)dk (8)

In the equation for KI, f0 (k) is the airplane transfer function,
fl(k) is the unster- lift function, f2(k) takes into account the
zpanwise gust variavon, and

Ow( k)
f3(k) =' 2

is the reduced gust power spectral density.
The specific equations used for f£(k) and f2 (k), as proposed

by J. C. Houbolt, are:

1
fi(k) - 1 + 2.32 Vk + 12k2  (9)

1 + .55 Ark

f2(k) 1 + .66 Ark + .34 Ar2k2

where

1.5 Ar
B 3 +ArB

with

FT Ii-H 2

Knowing the transfer function of the airplane makes it
possible to compute "exactly" the value of K1 . Unfortunately,
this is not practicable where more than ten thousand data points
are to be reduced; consequently, Ho-bolt searchod for a very
simple formula that cculd give a vcy good approximation of the
"exact" solution. The analysis was applied to a number of differ-
ent airplanes and has shown that an acceptable approximation of
the value of K, associated with equation (8) was given by:

K1 = .95 I (11)
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Using equation (7) one can then derive the gust alleviation
factor K as:

K -a 2L ) (12)

Incidentally, we will noue that, with the use of the fl(k)
and f2(k) functions, there is no difficulty found In establishing
realistic values of the zero crossing parameter No, without any
arbitrary cut off of the integration. One finds:

.475
NO  (13)

Nevertheless, results of Houbolt's method reveal discrepancies up
to 10% with the "exact" values of K derived from equation (8).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Foreword

We have described in this chapter three of the methods
commonly used to reduce load factors to gust data. These three
methods are based essentially on the vulue cl the mass parameter
M. The first (Prattls formula) starts from a very sirmple descrip-
tion of the gust and derives the amplitude of the gust from the
vertical acceleration of the aircraft; the second and third
methods are based on the assumption of continuous turbulence, the
Hall method with a one degree of freedom motion of the aircraft,
the Houbolt method with a two degree of freedom description of
the flight mechanics and the proposal of an approximate simple
formula. Both Hall's and Houbolt's approach take Into account the
integral scale of turbulence. At this point, one could be puzzled
by the fact that continuous turbulence and power spectral methods
are used to reduce accelerations to Isolated c st intensities
through the K and No values; this seems acceptable because,
during its flight life, an airplane crosses gusts of various
lengths, these lengths being distributed according to the power
sp6 tral density of turbulence.

Let us now compare, as functions of the mass parameter p,
the values of K associated with Pratt's and Houbolt's simple
formulae. The tesults are given in figure (3) for different
values of the Integral scale of turbulence. They obviously show
that both the absolute values and the shapes of the curves are
extremely different, and, consequently, that one of the formulae
Is undoubtedly wrong.

Let us now compare the "exact" values of K, as given by the
integral of equation (8), with tho viuee given by the Houbolt
formula (eqn. (12)). This has been achieved for 15 very different
configurations of Boeing 747 alrplanes, and the results are given
In table (1) for an integral scale of 750 m.
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MASS TAS ALTITUDE MACH ) K K
kg knots EXACT HOUBOLT ERROR

- - -,

222300 205 3843 .313 15.27 .413 .371 -10.2

213700 298 5512 .460 19.13 .454 .415 -8.6

315900 230 3283 .359 21.91 .486 .444 -8.6

275300 355 9931 .528 28.60 .540 .507 -6.1

230400 397 17464 .635 29.05 .538 .512 -5.0

207600 474 21036 .748 29.41 .529 .515 -2.6

317800 373 9902 .578 33.11 .574 .546 -4.9

202100 477 28970 .765 37.08 .584 .578 -1.0

236700 458 25722 .733 39.18 .603 .594 -1.5

312800 451 18110 .706 41.50 .621 .612 -1.4

133700 513 36074 .853 53.89 .666 .Z97 +4.7

244000 530 35133 .850 54.23 .66S .6.9 +4.5

255400 491 33028 .811 55.26 .684 .710 +3.2

287500 515 30954 .831 56.03 .689 .717 +4.1

269600 515 32906 .829 58.44 .696 .726 +4.3

Table 1

As can be seen from this table, errors up to 10% occur when
comparing the two values of K, but they stay generally around 5%.
As such, Houbolt's formula gives acceptable results, which clear-
ly shows that Pratt's formula should no longer be considered
valid.

Even so, errors of the order of 5% to 10% may result in
greater errors in the exceedance curves, and improved simple
methods should be sought.

3.2 Improved Houbolt Method

Table (1) exhibits negative errors for low values of )A and
positive errors for large values of )A. This gives the Idea of
modifying equation (12) in the following way:

1 c 1/3 .95
K z , - (14)

f a 2 L (b + h)

where b and h should be determined by a root mean square fitting
from the values given in table (1). The integral of equation (8)
need be calculated only for these 15 configurations, and the
thousands of events associated with the data recorded should then
be reduced by equation (14) which is very easy to handle. In
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equation (8), one should take the following as the value of f0 (k)
for the rigid body motion (two degrees of freedom):

+)k4 -- 2 as k82 ) k 2

fo(k) ,
()2 - k.2 )2 + 4esks2k

where a. is the non-dimensional damping of the aircraft.
The risult of the mean square fitting is presented in figure

(4) and gives the following values for b and h:
b - .846
h a .0035

The K values for the 15 configurations have been recalculat-
ed using equation (14) and the results are presented in table
(2).

In table (2), KHC stands for the K Houbolt modified accord-
Ing to equation (14).

One can see Imediately from the table that the errors
between K "exact" and KHC are now limited to 2%, which is quite
acceptable. The same process has been applied to the fleet of BAC
111 and Boeing 737 airplanes of British Airways with the same
success.

MASS TAB ALTITUDE HACH K KHC %

kg knots EXACT ERROR

222300 205 3843 .313 15.27 .413 .408 -1.2

213700 298 5512 .460 19.13 .454 .451 -0.7

315900 230 3283 .359 21.91 .486 .479 -1.4

275300 355 9931 .528 28.60 .540 .535 -1.0

230400 397 17464 .635 29.05 .538 .538 0.0

207600 474 21036 .748 29.41 .519 .541 +2.3

317600 373 9902 .578 33.11 .574 .567 -1.2

202100 477 28970 .765 37.08 .584 .592 +1.4

236700 458 25722 .733 39.18 .603 .604 +0.2

312800 451 18110 .706 41.50 .621 .617 -0.6

233700 513 36074 .853 53.89 .666 .673 +1.1

244000 530 35133 .850 54.23 .669 .674 +0.7

255400 491 33028 .811 55.26 .684 .678 -1.0

287500 515 30954 .831 56.03 .689 .685 -0.6

269600 515 32906 .829 56.44 .656 j .689 -1.0

Table 2
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(Editor's note: It Is to be noted that the editor suggested
equation (12), not only because it represented a fairly good
approximation to K, but also because it led to a great simplifi-
cation of some subsequent results. At the same time he derived
anothez approximation that gave more accurate results, but Coupry
did not have access to this second approximation. We present the
report as Coupry wrote it, but include here the results that
would have been obtained if he had access to the equation. The
more accurate approximation for K that I found is

K*11.5 ( c )l/ 3 [(5
1" 2L

which reflects the proper behavior at high values of )a. With this
equation (and 2L/c - 160) the results of table 2 would appear as
(giving only the last three columns):

K KHA %
XXACT ERROR

.413 .412 -0.2

.454 .454 0.0

.486 .481 -1.0

.540 .536 -0.7

.538 .539 +0.3

.529 .542 +2.4

.574 .568 -1.1

.584 .542 -1.5

.603 .605 +0.3

.621 .618 -0.5

.666 .677 +1.6

669 .678 +1.4

.684 .682 -0.2

.689 .685 -0.5

.C96 .695 -0.1

where KIA refers to the use of equation (15). We see a rather
remarkable agreement with the "exact" K values. We return now to
a continuation of Coupry's writing.)

Summarizing, It seeme that one of the best ways to reduce An
data to turbulence data is to use the improved Houbolt method,
that Is, to "calibrate" equation (14) (Editor's change: use the
better approximation of Houbolt, and "calibrate" equation (15))
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by "exact" calculations on a small number of different flight
conditions, and then to use this formula for the reduction of all
the data.

3.3 Results

The core of the data that can be used with confidence is
given by the British Airways records, where manoeuvre loads have
been removed, for incremental An greater than 0.5. The best check
of the methods is the comparison of the description of the atmos-
phere as deduced from different types of airplanes; if a method
is acceptable, the descriptions should be very close to each
other.

In six years of records on eight different types of air-
craft, British Airways has analysed 1,209,462 hours of flight, in
particular:

540,949 hours on Boeing 747
177,092 hours on Boeing 737
101,484 hours on BAC 111

For all these airplanes, the flight profile was known.
Three methods have been used to reduce the data; the Pratt

formula, the Hall formula with a Dryden spectrum, and the Houbolt
method. The Pratt formula failed completely to derive a consist-
ent description of turbulence from the data recorded on the
different types of airplanes.

Figures (5), (6), (7), and (8) show, for a given range of
altitude, the number of exceedances of a given value of turbu-
lence per 1000 nautical miles. The results have been derived from
the use of Houbolt's formula, but the results using Hall's method
are very close. Both the methods exhibit nearly the same descrip-
tion of the atmosphere, whatever the aircraft on which An has
been recorded , which in some measure supports their validity.
The greatest discrepancy occurs for the lowest altitude, presuma-
bly because the BAC 111 airplanes fly very often in the Berlin
corridor at altitudes lower than 10,000 feet.

In conclusion, Houbolt's method derives, from An recorded on
one type of aircraft, the probability of gust occurrence which,
when applied to another (dtf!tent) type of aircraft, makes it
possible to predict its load factor exceedances with an accept-
able accuracy. It is then obviously clear that Houbolt's reduc-
tion method provides a good tool for certification, at least for
large gusts associated with An greater than 0.5.

3.4 Discussion

Another question is to decide whether or not Houbolt's
technique provides a good description of the actual physical
atmosphere. The feeling of the author Is that this description is
globally not too bad for the extreme gusts considered here, once
a sufficient number of events exceed the reference level of
turbulence. In such conditions, one could expect that the effect
of the scatter of unknown parameters, as:

- actual transfer function
- exact value of CLe
- actual scale of turbulence
- actual detailed autopilot mode

should be averaged.
This conclusion Is only valid for the British Airways

flights, for which turbulence and manoeuvre loads have been
clearly separated; consequently, the results exhibit synmetric
exceedance curves for positive and negative gusts. Unfortunately,
this separation has not been achieved for most of the records of
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other fleets. In British Airways flights of the Boeing 747, for
An S 0.5, 2F of the events are associated with pilot manoeuvres.
As mmnoeuvres corresponding to large accelerations are rare, it
Is obvious that this percentage should increase for lower load
factors, at least at low altitude, and that the exceedance curves
for positive and negative gusts should not be symmetric, with a
greater number of positive ones. This has been observed in NLR
data, also recorded on Boeing 747 aircraft, but without
turbulence-manoeuvre separation. In the range of altitude 0-5000
feet, the numbers of positive and negative accelerations greater
than 0.3 g are 1452 and 449 respectively; they have a tendency to
equality (.55 and .48) for An a 0.5.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The work presented here represents the analysis of more than
a million hours of commercial flights by different countries
(British Airways, Air France). The following points summarize the
findings.

The formula of Pratt should be abandoned because it leads to
atmospheric descriptions which are Incoherent.

The formula of Hall, with an appropriate choice of scale,
leads to a reasonably coherent description of the turbulence,
relatively independent of the type of airplanes involved.

The formula of Houbolt supplies a good description of the
atmosphere and leads to a coherent description of atmospheric
turbulence, independent of the airplane. Means for analytically
deriving the proper "K" for reduction purposes are given.

For strong turbulence, the number of exceedances per nauti-
cal mile of a given level of turbulence severity diminishes expo-
nentially with the gust severity level.

For the slight levels of turbulence, the interpretation of
measurements of turbulence is delicate because the accelerations
due to manoeuvres represent a significant percentage of the
overall acceleration Lecords; it does not seem readily possible
to separate gust and manoeuvre accelerations.
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1. PHILOSOPHY AND EVOLUTION OF THE REGULATIONS (T. Barnes, FAA)

The underlying philosophy behind all structural loads criteria is that
there should be an adequate margin between normal operating loads and
design loads. Design load conditions are intended to produce load levels
consistent with the load level which might be experienced once in the
lifetime of an aircraft. In the early days of aircraft development, gust
loads were assumed to be covered by conservative maneuver loads. As
aircraft designs developed, however, the maneuver load criteria were
reduced. Also it became apparent that parameters such as airspeed and wing
loading were important in defining gust loads, and it was recognised that
maneuver and gust loads should be treated separately.

A regulation must be sufficiently versatile to account for basic aircraft
parameters, and operation. As aircraft became more flexible, it became
necessary to account for dynamic response. While early criteria recognised
only discrete gusts, more recent (current) criteria account for the
continuous nature of atmospheric turbulence. Philosophically, however, as
more detail and realism are added to the criteria it becomes increasingly
difficult to define both realistic and design level criteria
simultaneously.

To minimize analysis complication, some simplifying assumptions are made.
For example, discrete gusts are assumed to have a one-minus-cosine shape,
continuous turbulence and discrete gusts are separated, and each presumed
to result in design level loads. Spanwise variation in gust velocity is
ignored, and combinations of maneuvers, continuous turbulence and discrete
gusts are not considered.

Since the recognition that turbulence produced significant structural loads
(around 1915), there have been several significant steps in the development
of gus criteria. Tho first gust criterion was the SHARP EDGED GUST
formula. This was later moditied to a formula specifying RAIP-PLATFOM
GUSTS and later to ONE-MINUS-COSINE gusts. Finally, the criteria for
CONTINUOUS TURBULENCE were developed. Figure 1 (taken from Reference 1)
shows the chronology of Federal Regulatory gust loads criteria for
transport aircraft design.
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Reference 1, which was prepared by NASA with assistance from FAA, traces
the evolution of gust design criteria in the U.S. particularly from the
standpoint of the background research that was used to substantiate
changes. Rather than reprint selected sections, this paper is considered to
be an integral part of this manual. In the paper, the mathematical models
of airplanes and atmospheric turbilunce and their rationale are described.
Emphasis is given to the revisions and refinements made starting in the
1920's up to the present time. The major steps, beginning with the sharp
edged gust formula, are traced through the modified formula specifying
ramp-platform gusts and later to one-minus-cosine gusts and finally to
criteria for continuous gust analyses. The influence of aircraft design
developments on design criteria development needs is also addressed. A
brief summary of military criteria is included. Significant discussion is
devoted to mcasarements that have been made, including onboard recordings,
to provide an extensive data base oft

(1) atmospheric turbulence experienced in routine flight operations;

(2) specifically-instrumented research aircraft measurements to provide
atmospheric characterisation for various flight and meteorological
conditions; and

(3) comparisons of measured and calculated aircraft responses in
turbulence.

2. DIGEST OF CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES (V.Card, CAA)

2.1 Discussion of Requirements

Loads due to gusts and turbulence have had a significant influence on
aircraft design and the airworthiness criteria governing the strength of
civil aircraft. Airworthiness Authorities have recogrise4 from the early
days of civil aviation that loads due to atmospheric di4Lurbances may
become design critical for certain parts of the structure. For modern civil
aircraft the design of many of the primary structures (such as wings,
empennages, fuselage and engine mounts) may be dictated by these load
cases.

The two major airworthiness codes in use within the AGARD group of
countries are the U.S. Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) and the European
Joint Airworthiness Requirements (JAR). The major gust requirements that
these codes contain are summarised in Figure 2. As can be seen, both sets
of requirements acknowledge two natural atmospheric phenomena which can
lead to high external loads on aircraft structures - namely discrete gusts
and con'inuous turbulence.

In the discrete gust description, gusts are assumed to be events which are
sufficiently isolated for the motion of the aircraft to have subsided
before the aircraft encounters the next. The gust is described as a
specific time history of velocity fluctuation fixed in space. The gust
loaas are developed as a result of the deterministic response of the
aircraft as it passes through the gust field.

In the continuous turbulence description, atmospheric fluctuations are
assumed to occur in patches within which the gust velocity and the aircraft
response varies continuously. It is not possible to relate any particular
response load with any particular velocity fluctuation and, therefore,
turbulence loads can only be de"cribed statistically.
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2.2 Discrete Gust Requirements

In the basic discrete gust requirement of both FAR 25 and JAR 25 the
disturbing gust takes the ffollowing form:-

Ude 2ws
U --- [ 1-cos ( .--- ) ] (1)

2 H

where:-

s - the distance penetrated into the gust (ft);

Ude - the derived gust velocity for design limit loads (ft/sec);

H - the gust gradient'distance (ft);

U - the g,%st velocity at distance s (ft/sec).

Whilst the atmosphere is essentially random in nature and the pattern of
air motion can take an almost infinite variety of forms this 1l-cosine4

description of discrete gusts is one which has found almost universal
acceptance for aircraft design calculations. Although this gust model is
arbitrary, it does closely represent the essential nature of many
atmospheric disturbances. It is also advantageous because it provides an
acceptable mathematical description of a discrete gust which facilitates
the solution of the aircraft response equations. Historically this has
enabled researchers to calculate reasonably accurate values of derived gust
velocity from centre-of-gravity accelerations measured during routine
operations. In this way design values of derived gust velocity have been
set which have an acceptable probability of occurrence and which maintain
the levels of strength of previously successful designs.

The gust velocities and associated design speede which are to be assumed
for the limit load calculations are as follows:-

(1) For flight at the design speed for maximum gust intensity (VB),
positive and negative rough air gusts of 66 fps EAS must be
considered at altitudes between sea-level and 20,000 ft. The gust
velocity may be reduced linearly from 66 fps EAS at 20,000 ft to 38
fps EAS at 50,000 ft.

(2) For flight at the design crtising speed (Vc), positive and negative
gusts of 50 fps RAS must be considered at altitudes between sea-
level and 20,000 ft. The gust velocity may be reduced linearly from
50 fps gAS at 20,000 ft to 25 fps gAS at 50,000 ft.

(3) For flight at the design diving speed (VD), positive and negative
gusts of 25 fps RAS must be considered at altitudes between sea-
level and 20,000 ft. The gust velocity may be reduced linearly from
25 fps gAS at 20,000 ft to 12.5 fps gAS at 50,000 ft.

The scale of these design velocities is predicated upon certain assumptions
concerning likely operational use. The main design condition is based upon
flight at the design cruising speed (VC). Normal operational practice
implies that in. areas of known severe turbulence flight at the rough air
speed will be adopted. The rough air speed is a recommended operational
speed which is often closely associaLed with the design speed for maximum
gust intensity (VB). In such a condition potentially more severe gusts must
be expected. Therefore a higher design gust velocity is appropriate at the
VB speed. On the other hand, flight at speeds above the design cruising
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speed is not a routine condition. Speed exceedances approaching the design
diving speed have a very lo' probability of occurrence.. Consequently, the
probability of meeting an extreme gust whilst at the design diving speed is
extremely remote. Therefore a lower design gust velocity is appropriate Ot
the VL speed.

Since gust loads are approximately proportional to the aircraft speed, the
aeroplane structure is more gust tolerant at lower speeds and it is by no
means cert&in that the VB conditions, which are associated with the highest
amplitude gusts. will provide the design cases. For modern designs, gust
loads arising from the Vc and VB cases tend to be of a similar magnitude,
with the critical case sometimes depending upon the patticular part of the
structure under consideration. Therefore both conditions must be
investigated in detail. Generally, the gust loads arising from the VD cases
ten2 to be lower than those from either the Vc cases or the VB cases.
Nevertheless they must still be investigated since they could prove
critical for some components, for example the horizontal tailplane.

In normal useage the gust length in taken as fixed a* a value equal to 25
times the mean geometric chcrd of the aircraft under consideration. For
many aircraft a gust of such length tends to produce a maximum aircraft
load factor and the highest values for some important loads such as bending
moment and shear force near the root of the wing. For other parts of the
aircraft, and particularly those structures for which the effects of
flexibility are appreciable, a gust of a different gradient distance can
often provide a more severe condition. Fur this reason the United Kingdom
requires that the discrete gust investigation should take proper account of
the dynamic amplification of stress that can occur due to flexibility and
that the gradient distance of the gust should be varied to find the peak
response for each part of the aircraft.

The formula given in 25.341(c) closely approximates the response of an
aircraft to the discr.:e gust prescribed by 25.341(a). Its accuracy depends
upon how closely the response of the aircraft agrees with the following
assumptions :

(1) The aircraft can be treated as a rigid body.

(2) The aircraft forward speed is constant throughout the event.

(3) The aircraft can rise but cannot pitch.

(4) The unsteady aerodynamic effects can be approximated by the
transient lift functions (Kussner and Wagner functions) for
infinite aspect ratio.

In the original applications of this formula it was assumed that the lift
increments of the fuselage and horizontal tail were negligible in
comparison with the wing lift increment. Now it is common for the mass
parai.ter to be based upon a whole aircraft lift curve slope. Loads on each
lifting surface are subsequently calculated using the appropriate
aerodynamic distriblitions, but with inertia relief effects based upon the
aircraft load factor cerived from the formula. Appropriate allowances would
normally be made for pitching moment effects by adoptin3 an overall
aircraft load solution in which aerodynamic moments are balanced by the
aircraft pitching inertia.

For an aircraft which is not conventional in relation to the layout of
wing, fuselage and tailplane, or for an aircraft which is equipped with
active controls, the simple formula may prove to be unconservative when
compared to a more conventional aircraft. In such a case a more rational
approach is allowed which solves the equations of motion for the rigid
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aircraft to the prescribed gust. The normal approach is to use an aircraft
model including just the rigid body degrees of freedom and any required
control equations.

In the past, the gust analysis using the simple formula has assumed that
the aircraft behaves as a collocation of rigid structures. No allowances
were made for the effects of structural flexibility on :-

(1) The lift curve slope of the major aerodynamic surfaces.

(2) The distribution of lift across the span of the major lifting
surfaces.

(3) The transient effects of the vibration modes of the structure
(dynamic stresu response).

For a wing with appreciable sweepback angle, the aero-elastic deformation
of the wing under application of air load can result in :-

(1) A reduction in wing lift curve slope.

(2) A change in the span-wise wing lift distribution producing an
appreciable inboard movement of the centre pressure on each wing.

(3) An increase in the stress over that resulting from a rigid wing
concept due to dynamic stress response effects.

To cover such effects as (a) and (b) above, a quasi-static behaviour of the
major aerodynamic surfaces can be assumed. Thus the elastic deformation cf
the surface is assumed to be in phase with the gust loading with no lift
lag. The load distribution and corresponding deformation under load ca,,
then be treated in a similar manner to the steadily increasing application
of load in the manouevring condition. The transient effects of flexibility
are best covered by rational dynamic analysis of each design condition
using a mathematical model of the flexible aircraft similar to that
demanded for calculation of continuous turbulence loads.

2.3 Continuous Turbulence Requirements

2.3.1 Analytical Structural Modelling

Most forms of structural modelling can be classified into two main
categories:

(i) beam modelling

(ii) finite element modelling

Regardless of the approach taken for structural modelling, a minimum
acceptable level of sophistication, consistent with the complexity of the
configuration under study, is necessary to satisfactorily represent the
critical modes of defurmation of the primary structure. It would not
normally be necessary to include the control surface degrees of freedom
unless it is desired to model the effects of an active control system.
Wing-pylon mounted engines are often significant in the response to
vertical turbulence and warrant particular attention in the modelling of
the pylon, and pylon-engine and pylon-wing interfaces. Appropriate
stiffness should be reflected in the modelling of aircraft LLucLuLal
components which would exhibit significant changes in stiffness under limit
design flight conditions.
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Where possible, the correctness of the structural representation should be
demonstrated by comparison with the results of a ground vibration test.
Appropriate stiffness adjustments can be made to ensure an adequate
correlation.

2.3.2 Analytical Aerodynamic Modelling

Aerodynamic modelling for gust response requires the use of unsteady, two-
dimensional strip theory or three-dimensional panel theory methods for
compressible or incompressible flow. The choice of the appropriate
technique depends upon the complexity of the dynamic structural motions and
the flight speed envelope of the aircraft.

In order to represent accurately the important rigid body motions, surface
aerodynamic data are commonly adjusted by weighting factors in such a way
that ensures the aircraft overall stability derivatives are correct.
Weighting factors for steady flow (k-0) are usually obtained by comparing
aerodynamic wind tunnel test results with theoretical data.

3, REFERENCE
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Figuc 2
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1.0 Introduction

One of the most important structural design condition for civil and military transport aircraft are
the vertical and lateral gust loads, which the A/C experiences, when flying in a turbulent atmos-
phere.
Complying with US and European Airworthiness Regulations, the A/C - manufacturer has to
consider two basic gust concepts or models:

* The Discrete Gust Models

* The Continuous Turbulence PSD - Gust Models

The Discrete Gust Model is the older concept and was developed in the Thirties
During the years of application, the gust shape and intensities changed different times and have now
been settled to the well-known truncated I-cos shape with a constant Gust Gradient Distance
(USA/Europe) or a variable one for UK.

The PSD-Methods were developed in the Sixties with the intention to supplement the Discrete
Gust Analysis by methods, which take more account of modelling the dynamics of the flexible A/C
structure and the real physical behaviour of the atmosphere as a random process.
After a transition phase with extensive international discussions an experience making with the new
methods, the PSD-Models became part of the US - FAR 25 and European - JAR 25 Airworthmes
Requirements. Means-of-Compliances and Gust Intensity Parameters of both the D;screte and the
PSD-Methods are provided in the Regulations completely independent of each other and no effort
was made, to harmonize or to justify the different turbulence parameters.
However, the A/C-Manufacturer has to apply both the Discrete and one of the PSD-methods and
to find out the most critical one for each A/C - component and then to design the structure for the
envelope loads.
Application of the PSD-Methods implies, that the Dynamic Model of the A/C is linear and the
linear relation between output and input power spectra of a linear system is applicable., In the re-
quirement the turbulence intensity is described by its frequency dependent Power-Spectral-Density
and the associated rms-values.
As a consequence or a niatter of reason, the Dynarmc Gust Load analysis should be performed in
the frequency domain by means of Transfer- or Frequercy-Response Functions.

The PSD - Methods cannot be directly applied to Non-Linear Dynamic Models, because the
Superposition Principle do.s not hold in this case and Transfer-Functions are not defined

Therefore, approximative methods, based on a linearization of the non-linear system elements or
Monte-Carlo-Methods with time-dependent sample signals, which should have the statistical char-
acteristics given in the Requirements, have to be applied. Acceptance of the Airworthiness Au.

thorities will be obtained, if the Linearization Methods provide conservative Design Loads.
If the dynamics of the A/C can be represented by a linear model, the Discrete Gust and

PSD-analysis can be commonly treated in the Frequency Plane by determining Load - Transfer
Functions in advance to the specific Gust Analysis.
Modern A/C have a variety of automatic control systems The influence of these systems on

structural loads due to Discrete Gust and PSD-methods, including their failed and degraded states,
has to be investigated
Before we start to dewribe recent and expected future GCit I nad Analysis Methods, we wiL make
the following assumptions:
The rigid body and flexible A/C dynamics can be represented by a hnear Dynarmc Model.
The Dynamic Equations of the Gust Problem and their solution with respect to loads will be pre-
sented in both Frequency and Time Plane notation.
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Non-Linear dynamic analysis in the time plane will not be considered, because a compact formu-

lation of the Equations of Motion'is difficult and each type of Non-Linearity may need its own
treatment. Particularly, structural non-linearities would exclude the application of modal methods
from the dynamic analysis methods. Therefore, we will restrict the non-linear analysis to applica-
tion of quasi-linearisation methods for sinosoidal or gaussian random signals in the frequency plane
From the variety of Unsteady Aerodynamic Theories we will select - or have in mind - the 3-din
- Doublet Lattice Method, when writing down the dynamic load equations and knowing further-
more that the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Matrix can easily be transformed from the
panel-grid to structural nodal points by Matrix Methods. Kemal Function Methods or Modified
Strip Theory results may be transformed to panel-force form, suniliar to Doublet Lattice results.
Following this way we remain more flexible in structural modelling and are able to provide the
Stress Office with Nodal Loads.
When desribing the Gust Analysis Procedures and their practical application, we will presume,
that Load Transfer-Functions have already been previously calculated, in order to achieve a com-

pact presentation of the essentials of the gust methods Determination of the Load Transfer
Functions will be outlined in a separate chapter

Time Plane Analysis of the Dynamic Gust Problem has to be performed for modem A/C with
digital flight control and alleviation systems containing a variety of non-linear elements.

For tlus purpose, the unsteady aerodynamic forces have to be transformed from the frequency plane
to the time plane.
This will be achieved by approximating the elements of the modalised unsteady aerodynamuc force
matrix by PADE-type approximants, which allow to generate the Delta-pulse response matrix-
kernals used in the Convolution Integral representation of the unsteady aerodynamic forces in the

time plane.

2.0 Discrete Gust and Discrete Tuned Gust

Analysis for Conventional Aircraft

2.1 Present Concepts of Gust Modelling

The Discrete Gust Methods, reLently defined mn the US and European Airworthiness Require-
ments, FAR 25 and JAR 25, consists of two variants.

* Discrete Gust -Constant Gust Gradient

* Discrete Tuned Gust -Variable Gust Gradient ( UK

2.2 Discrete Gust Shape

Both methods have in common the truncated 1-cos gust velocity distribution, which reads in space
co-ordinates

Ux = YUm. (l-cos(nx/H)) for 0 : x : 2H
U(x)

0 forx < 0;x > 211
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U(x) = Vertical or Lateral Gust Velocity Distribution in Space
x = Penetration Depth ( ft )
U, 0  = Maximum Gust Velocity ( ft/s)

H = k.C Gust Gradient Distance (ft)

k = factor on C
C = Geometric Mean Chord of the Wing ( ft)

2H = Gust Length ( ft )

When an A/C, flying with speed V penetrates the front of the space fixed gust field (x= 0) with its

nose at time t = 0, the origin of the A/C Body-Axil geometric reference co-ordinate system at the

nose, experiences a time-dependent gust velocity distribution, due to the Galilei-Transform

x = V-t

yielding:

U V2 Umo. ( 1-cos(ft)) for 0 : t : 2H/V = T

0 fort <0; t>T ;t>

= nV/(kC ) can be assumed as a

fundamental gust 'frequency'

T = 211/V = Gust Duration Time

Points j of the A/C structure, having the x-coordinates xj, measured in the A/C geometric system

with origin at the nose, pass the gust front tj = x,/V times later than the nose.

These points experience the gust velocity:

Ut J '/2U=,o [ l-cos((t-tj) ) I for t, < t < t,+T
U(t) -

0 for t < tj;t, > t+T

This time lag effect is typical in a gust analysis of an A/C with finite dimensions, and which is not

idealized to a mathematical point with inertia characteristics. Due to the time lag, gust forces of

all aerodynamic surfaces are excited successively, according to the penetration depth into the gust

field

In the practical Load Transfer Function analysis the time lag effect of the gust field is considered

in the harmonical unit angle-of- attack gust field, with the origin ( t= 0 ) at the nose:

U(t,t,)/V = exp( io)(t-t) )
= exp( - iox,/V) exp(iot) (2)

( i = imaginary unit )

The l-cos gust, ( front at the nose ), is then applied without time lag, according to Eq. (1).
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2.3 Discrete Gust Parameters and Structural Modelling

Having previously defined the common Discrete Gust Shape, we will now discuss the differences

of the two Discrete Gust variants by comparing US and European/UK requirements. The differ-

ences mainly concern the gust parameters Umax, H and the Dynamic Modelling.

2.3.1 United States - FAR 25.341/351(b)

* Maximum Gust Velocity ( Umax )

Umax = 100% Ud,, where Ua. is the derived gust velocity according to the Design Speds VB,
V, and VD, defined in FAR 25.341(a).

" Gust Gradient Distance ( H = k C)

The gust gradient distance 11 is constant with factor k = 12 5

* Dynamic Modelling of the A/C

The Manufacturer has the choice to use a rational analysis method and a full flexible dynamic

model or to apply formulae of FAR 25.341(c) for Vertical Load Factors and FAR 25 351(b)

for the Vertical Tail Loads.
In any case, Design Gust Speeds Ud, of 25.341(a) have to be applied and no Dynamic Re-

duction Factor is allowed to take into account, if a rationa) analysis together with a Full

Flexible Dynamic Model is used by the Manufacturer.

2.3.2 Continental Europe - JAR 25.341/351(b)

+ Special Condition ( SC) for a Reduced Ud,, applied to Airbus A320

* Maximum Gust Velocity ( Umax)

Umax = 100% Ud.,

with Ud., the derived Gust Velocities, defined in JAR 25.341(a), according to the Design

Speeds VB, Vc and VD for a QUASI - FLEXIBLE DYNAMIC MODEL of the A/C
or if Formulae JAR, 25.341(c)/25 351(b) are applied.

" Umax = 90% U,., SC-A320-IM-A 3.8 ( AMC)

to be applied with a FULL FLEXIBLE DYNAMIC MODEL of the A/C, with the jus-

tification, that the derived gust velocities Ud, are based on Pratt- or other simple 1-dof

Formulae, used to re-calculate gust speeds from measured load factors with no flexible

effects included.

" ROUND-THE CLOCK Gust Model - JAR 25.427 (b),(2) + (3)

Umx = 100% U4, or 90% Ud,, according to the dynamic modelling.

The maximum gust velocity vector is required to rotate in the plane vertical to the flight

path with variable angie ( 0 ).

Effective vertical and lateral gust speeds are then obtained by

Uv(0) = Urnx sin(0)
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U,(0) = U., cos(O)

The critical angle (0) or the maximum of the superimposed vertical and lateral loads

for components out-off the plane of symmetry has to be determined.

* Gust Gradient Distance ( H = k C)
The gust gradient distance H is constant with k = 12 5

* Dynamic Modelling of the A/C

" FULL FLEXIBLE DYNAMIC MODELL

A Full Flexible Dynamic Modell has the following characteristics: 2-Vertical or 3-Lateral
Rigid Body Modes and m Structural Flexible Modes, where m, the number of structural

modes has to be chosen that all significant structural degrees of freedom are accounted for

and sufficient convergence of loads at all structural components is achieved. Unsteady

Aerodynanucs has to be taken into account

" QUASI - FLEXIBLE DYNAMIC MODEL

A Quasi - Flexible Dynamic Model has the following characteristics: 2-Vertical or
3-Lateral Rigid Body Modes. Structural Flexibility is taken inte account by modifying
the aerodynamic coefficients and load distributions due to a statically deformed structure.

This procedure is equivalent to the method, where quasi-flexible behaviour is derived di-
rectly from the Full Dynarmc Model by letting the flexible part of structural accelerations

and velocities approach to zero, followed by a subsequent reduction of the Full Dynamic
Model to Rigid Body modes only.
The reduction method is outlined m Chapter "Quasi-Flexible Dynamic Model" on page

V-38

2.4 Discrete Tuned Gust Requirement

2.4.1 United Kingdom ( UK) - JAR 25.341 G (d) - National Variant

Status: JAR 25 - Change 12

The basic difference of the UK Discrete Tuned Gust and the European Discrete Gust method is

the variable Gust Gradient Distance H.

Short Gust Gradients are associated with energy concentration in the high frequency band and vice

versa.

Consequently, the Maximum Gust Speed Umox must be shaped by a function of the Gust Gradient
Distance due to the physics of turbulence energy distribution.

Maximum Gust Velocity U...(H)
lhe maximum gust velocity tor the Discrete I uned (just is defined as a tunctica of the (just

Gradient Distance H.
The current 'Shaping Law' below can be used as a Means-of-Compliance, having in mind that
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it may change, if better knowledge of Gust Speed distribution versus Gust Gradient is availablc.

L 09 Ud. ( I l,1)3 for I& I 1,
U,,oz(It) =(3 )

09 Ud. for I1 > ll,,f

with H,.r = 100 ft

Note: The Shaping Law Eq (3) reflects the Discrete Tuned Gust Requirement status of March

'89. Joint international discussions on the subject of Discrete Gust Requirements between
Airworthiness Authorities and Manufacturers may lead to a revision of the Shaping Law.

" ROUND-THE-CLOCK Gust Model - JAR 25.427 (b),(2)+ (3)

U.,. = = > f(ll/,,), according to Eq. (3)
The maximum gust velocity vector U... is required to rotate in the plane vertical to the flight
path with variable angle ( 0 ).

Effective vertical and lateral gust speeds are then obtained by

Uv(0) = U,,, sin(0)

UL(0) = Urn cos(0)

The critical angle (0) or the maximum of the supenimposed vertical and lateral loads for com-

ponents out-off the plane of symmetry has to be determined.

* Gust Gradient Distance (H)

The gust gradient distance has to be varied each side of II = 12.5 C and the following range
of Gust Gradients may be u,,ed as a Means-of-Compliance:

30 ft H < 350 ft

* Dynamic Modelling of Wie A/C
The dynamic model of the A/C to be used with the Discrete Tuned Gust Method is the Full
Flexible Dynamic MODEL defined above.

2.5 Analysis of Discrete Gust Loads

Discrete Gust Load analysis is performed under the assumption, that a set of Vertical and Lateral
Frequency Response Functions H,(o) of Load Quantities i= I,L for all critical mass and flight
conditions is available.

Determination of these Load Frequency Response Functions due to a harmonical gust field, ac-
cording to Eq. (2) will be provided later in chapter "Determination of Load Frequency Response

Functions" on page V-22

From Linear Systems Theory it is known, that the output amplitude spectrum of an interest-
system quantity y(a)) due to an arbitrary input amplitude spectrum x(aO) is obtained by the con-
volution product m the frequency Plane.

y(o) = H,(o)) x(o)
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'x(o)) = Fourier Transform of input signal x(t), assumed to exist

y(o) = Fourier Transform of output signal y(t)

li,(D) = Frequency Response Function of quantity y.

Introducing Reduced Frequencies k, for which Load Frequency Response Functions are usually

provided, and normalised time t':

k = (toL,,f/V t = V/L,, r ' t '

ot = kt'

e~g. l,,f -- c/,2

with c = reference chord of the wing

Specializing the above relation to the Discrete Gust problem, we obtain the vector of incremental

gust load spectra:

AL,(k) = H,(k) U(k)/V

i= l,L Load Quantities

U(k)/V Founer Transforms of 1-cos gust

angle-of-attack distribution due to the

actual Gust Design Speeds, mass and flight

conditions.

I - exp(-2ikH/L,,f )
I7(k)/V = -(U o/N2V) (i/k)

1 - [ H!/(nL,,e) k

1 = imaginary unit

H,(k) = Frequency Response Vector of Load

Quantities ( i ) due to a vertical and

lateral harmonic field of unit gust

angles-of-attack ( U/V = I ).

AL,(k) = incremental Load Spectrum Vector of Quantities ( i)

2.6 Discrete Gust Design Loads

Converting AL,(k) to the Time Plane by means of the Inverse Fourier Transform, yields the time

history of the incremental Discrete Gust Loads AL,(t')

AL,(t') = Re [I /n f AL,(k) exp(ikt') dk ]
0

Adding the corresponding Ig-Loads, yields the Total Load Time History:

L,(t') = L,,ig + AL,(t')

Envelope Design Loads of quantity (i) are obtained by searching the absolut maximum values, first



in the time history and secondly with respect to the investigated critical load cases (j):

max, [ max,,L, (t') I

i= I,L ;j- 1,J

2.7 Round-the-Clock Gust Design Loads

In order to derive the critical Round-the-Clock Gust Loads, we assume that incremental vertical

ALv,(t') and lateral discrete gust loads ALL, (t') have been previously determined.

Round-the-Clock Gust loads will then be obtained by superposition, according to the following

relation:

ALRC(t',O) = ALv,(t') sin(O) + ALL,(t') cos(O) ( 4)

Differentiating Eq. (4) with respect to 0 and letting the result to be zero, yields the solution of in-

cremental Round-the-Clock Gust loads :

ALRc,(t') = ± I ALUv,(t') + AL
2 L,(t') I/

Adding the corresponding Ig-Loads yields the Total Load Round-the-Clock Time History,:,

LRc,(t') = L,,,, ±- I AL2 ,(t') + AL2 L(t') 1
2

Round-the-Clock Envelope Design Loads of quantity i are obtained by searching the absolute

maximum values, first in the time history and secondly with respect to critical load cases j:

LRc,,,d,,i. =smax, [ max,-l,,,, (t') I

i = I,L; 1,j

2.8 Future Concepts of Gust Modelling

Time-plane methods will be incieasingly applid in tne future for Gust Load analysis of flexibkl

A/C in order to enable adequate modelling of aerodynamic, structural and system non-lmearities

and to obtain phased loads in natural way.
As a consequence of a more sophisticated modelling of the A/C dynamics, the models of atmo-

spheric turbulence should be reviewed correspondingly
There are two possibilities to create a gust velocity time history representing a patch of severe tur-
bulence more realistically than the current I-cos shape does.

* %u.neration of an artificial random gust velocity signal having prescribed statistical
characteristics, ike probability density distribution, power spectral density func-
tion and the associated rms-value of Luibulence intensity.

* Definition of a deterministic mathematical function repreienting more adequately
the positive and negative gust speed fluc-.,ions in a short patch of high turbu-
lenc, energy concentration, having a maximum derived gust velocity U,.
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Both models should be provided with an appropriate spanwise variation of gust intensities.

The current 1-cos shape with spanwise constant gust velocity distribution is a very simplified ap-

proximation of one peak of the patch with maximum gust intensity. Measurements of severe tur

bulence encounters often show a sequence of peaks with high positive and negative gust speeds.

According tk the second deterministic approach above, this type of gust pattern could be modelled

by a truncated but multi-periodic sine-function, representing the positive and negative peak alter-

nationb.

The amplitudes of the sine-function could be shaped and adjusted relative to a maximum one by

appropriate modulating functions. ( i e. exponential functions, polynomnals ) By means of these

modulating functions a variety of Discrete Gust rrodels with increasing or decreasing peak ampli-

tude characteristics or a combination of both could be created. The frequency of the sine-function

should contain a tuning parameter in order to obtain critical load responses of the various structural

components.

The maximum amplitude Ud, of this new Discrete Gust model must be shaped similar to the cur-

rent 1-cos Discrete Tuned Gust method by a function of the tuning parameter to take into account

the decreasing power density charactenstics of the turbulence with increasing frequency.

Finally, a derived maximum gust velocity Ud. as a function of altitude must be defined for the new

model on the basis of operational measurements.

At this point we are faced with a difficult practical problem:

Any proposal for a new gust model and its influence on the structural loads level must be compared

with the existing gust models and their parameters in the current requirements, in order to assure

that recent safety standards are not eroded or, on the other hand, the improved gust model does

not make the requirements over-severe.

For this purpose, a criterion is required to compare existing and new gust models.
A simple criterion to compare two i/iscrete Gust models might be the ratio of their energy contents

represented by the mean-square values of gust intensity.

The maximum gust velocity amplitudes for both models have to be normalized for this comparison

To illustrate the criterion we consider the follwing simple

Example:

Assume it is intended to replace the current l-cos shape by a truncated sine-shape of the same

length.

What is the adequate U&, for the sine-gust?

Applying the energy criterion, we have to determine the mean-square values for both gust shapes,

yielding:

l-cos shape: %

sine shape: 2

Relating the l-cos result to the sine result, we obtain the ratio % meaning that the normalized I-cos

gust contains only 75% the energy of the normalized sine-gust or in other words. The normalized

sine-gust feeds 33% more energy into the A/C structure than the l-cos gust model does Conse-

quently, to obtain the appropriate Ud, for the sine-gust model with eqval total energy content, the

'-cos Ud, has to be scaled by the square-root of %:

U ..... - 0.866 Ud.,i-,,
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Due to the different amplitude spectra (Fourier Transforms) of the normalized truncated sine- and

l-cos gust shapes, the different distributions of the same total energy in the rigid body and flexible

modes of the A/C will generate differing load responses, a required effect of the model change

3.0 Continuous Turbulence Analysis for

Conventional Aircraft

3.1 Present Concepts of PSD - Random Gust Analysis

The Continuous Turbulence (PSD-) Analysis, recently defined in the US and European

Airworthiness Requirements and supplementing the Discrete Gust Methods, consists of the fol-

lowing two variants:

* Design Envelope Analysis

* Mission Analysis

In the Frequency Plane, both methods are based on the relation (9) between the Potter Spectra of

output and input of a linear dynamuc system, exited by random signals.

3.1.1 Turbulence Power-Spectral-Density Function

Similar to the Discrete Gust Analysis, both variants above have a common gust intensity distrib-

ution function, the 'Power-Spectral-Density' Function of the atmospheric turbulence.

PSD - Functions represent the distnbution of mean-square values of the sinosoidal or harmonical

components of a random time-dependent signal of a physical quantity, where the frequency is as-

sumed to vary continuously.

While the Discrete Gust Methodz are based on a highly idealized srace- or time-dependent gust

velocity distribution Lf 1-cos shape, there is no equivalent random gust timc history available or

defined in !he requirements for Conti-uous Tc'rbulence Analysis.

Although it is principally possible to generate such samples of artificial time-dependent random gust

intensity signals with prescribed statistical characteristics, which would be sometimes preferable for

reliable an;lysis of highly Pon-linear systems, random proesses are usually described by means of

statistical parameters and functions, like

Probability Density Distributions

* Mean- and Mean-Square Values

* Power-Spectral Density Functions, etc.

Power-Spectral-Density Functions ee defmd in the Frequency Plane and usually derived trom

sample measurements of time-dependent randow signals. An analytical form of the PSD - Func-
tion may be found by adapting the parameters of a mathematical PSD - Model by a cure fitting

procedure.
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3.1.2 The V. Karman Power Spectrum

In both the US-FAR 25 and EUROPEAN-JAR 25 Continuous Turbulence Requirements, the

analytical form of the Power-Spectral-Density Function, which has to be used in the above Ran-

dom Gust Analysis Methods is the V. KARMAN Spectrum:

a2 L I + a/3(1.339 UL) 2

t [1 + (1.339 D L) ]/6 (5)

92 = (,/V (l/ft) = Spatial Frequency

L = 2500 ft = Turbulence Scale Length

a 0 = Mean Square Value of Turbulence (ft/s) z

3.1.3 Transformation of the v.Karman Spectrum to Other Reduced

Frequencies

In the practical analysis, the reduced frequencies of the v Karman Spectrum an; usually not com-
patible with the Reduced F:equencies of the dynamic analysis. This has to be brought in line by
transforming the v. Karman-reduced-frequencies to those, used in the Dynamic Gust Analysis:

k = !Q Lrf (6)

The spatial freyiency 0 will be the invariant in this transformation

Differentiating Eq. (6) with respect to k yields

dK2 = I/L,,f " dk

Introducing Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) into the v. Karman Spectrum Eq. (5) and intending to do the in-

tegration to obtain the rms-value with respect to k, yields-

2 L I + /[ 1.339 (L/L,.f) k 12

(D(k) = - - ( 8)

n Lrt ( I + [1.339 (L/L,,f) k[z ) ,/

This form of the v. Karman Spectrum will be applied in the Random Gust Load Analysis, where
Load Frequency Responses are provided as functions of k.

3.1.4 The Random Gust Parameters and Structural Modelling

Beside the common v Karman Power Spectrum the other gust parameters defined in the Require-

ments for Design Envelope Analysis and Mission Analysis are rather different from each other, so

that we prefer to discuss them hi the context of Random Gust Design Load Analysis
The Dynamic Model of the A/C to be used with the Random Gust Desigr, Load Anal),is is the
Full Flexible Dynamic Model, already defined in the Discrete Gust Section.
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3.2 Analysis of PSD - Random Gust Design Loads

3.2.1 Basic Relations

Similar to the Discrete Cust Analysis, Load Frequency Response Functions 1,(k) are also reqired

for the Pandom Gust Analysis methods.

For both PSD-Methods, we will make use of the scalar relatirin between input and output Power

Spectra of a stable linear system, excited by a random input signal having the input Power Spectrum

(D(k)

0,(k) = IH,(k)l 1(k) (9)

1(k) = Input Power Spectrum of x(t), v. Ka an

(,(k) = Output Power Spectrum of y(t)

11,(k) = Frequency Response Function of system quantity y

The above relation can be extended to Transfer Function vectors containing different dynamic load
quantities i= 1,L

In this case we wnte:

Dk(k) = H,(k) H T (k) D(k) (10 )

i,k = I,L

With H T,(k) the transposed conjugate complex vector of H,(k) and 4)(k), the v. Karrian Spectrum

(8). The resulting complex matrix (DA contains the Auto-Power Spectra in the diagonal and the
complex Cross-Power Spectra in the off-diagonal elements. The Cross-Power Spectra are later used
to determine correlated ( phased ) loads.

Integrating Eq. (10) with respect to the Reduced Frequency k yields the means square values on
the diagonal and PA o, 0 k in the off-diagonal elements.

Plk = Pk, = Correlation Coefficient between load item i and k

ot Re (f 4,(k) II*T 'D(k) dk}

0

i,k = 1,1,

Assembling the mean-square values on the diagonal in a new vector, taking the square-root and

assuming 02 = 1, or oY/V' = 1, we obtain the RMS Unit Responses, the 'A-Values'.
oo'

A, = { fIH,(k)I2 D (k) dk )/2 (II)
0

The A-Umt load Responses are fundamental quantities to be used with the PSD-Design Methods.
For the PSD-Mission Analysis, we need additionally the A-value of the denvative of the Load
Quantity i, called here 'A-value',, to determine the number of zero-level crossings of the i-th Load

Quantity per unit tune :

A = f f  ,'1H 1) I' b,(k dk / (12 )

Note: If the integral in Eq. (12) does not converge, apply the Iloubolt-Break-Off Critenon, also

called the 'Knee-Criterion':

Stop the integration of Eq. (12) at that upper frequency limit, where conergence of Eq. (11)

is achieved
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3.2.2 Design Envelope Analysis Method ( DEA)

FAR 25 / Appendix 'G' - ( b)
JAR 25 / ACJ 25.305(d) - 2.2

As far as the investigation of critical load cases is concerned, The concept of Design Envelope

Analysis is very similar to the Discrete Gust approach.

For a set of critical mass conditions, design loads of all structural components of the A/C are to

be detennined within the Flight Envelope and on its boundary, according to the Design Speeds

VB, Vc and V.

Similar to the Discrete Gust Methods, Design Gust Intensities RMS-values U. are provided in the

rules and associated to the above Design Speeds dependend on the altitude.

DEA - Design Gust Intensities

Both the US-FAR 25 App G and the EUROPEAN-JAR 25.ACJ 305(d) regulations define two

different sets of Design Gust Intensities ( U.) with different distributions versus altitude.

" U. (basic) = 85 ft/s (TAS) at Vc

• U. (reduced) = 75 ft/s (TAS) at V,

The A/C manufacturer is allowed to apply the reduced U. = 75 ft/s only under certain conditions,

which are also defined in the requirerments.

These conditions and their associated Means-of-Coinpliances are the only item, where FAR 25

and JAR 25 Continuous Turbulence requirements deviate from each other-

FAR 25.App-G (b)(3)(i)(I); U = 75 ft/s - Conditions:

The actual A/C to be certified must be comparable to a similar design with extet:sive satisfactory

service experience

When assessing comparability, the following factors have to be taken into account:

* The typical mission of the new airplane is substantially equivalent to the similar

design.

* The transfer function of the new design should exhibit no unusual characteristics
as compared to the similar design, which significantly affect response to turbu-

lence

* The similar design should demonstrate the adequacy of the U. selected.

JAR 25.ACJ 305 (d) - 75 ft/s Conditions

ACJ 25.305(d) - 2.2.3-a.-ii:

Compared to the previous F,,K 25.App G conditions, the corresponding JAR 25 ACJ 305(d)

text is kept more, general

U. values less than those specified in sub-paragraph ( a. i. ) may be used where the applicant can
show by rational means that the gust velocity selected is adequate for the aeroplane being considered.
However, the U. values used may not be less than 75 ft/s ( 22.86 m/s ).
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As 'rational means' European Airworthiness Authorities will accept:

* Extensive satisfactory service experience
and

* A comparison of design load levels of all structural components due to a 75 ft/s
- DESIGN ENVELOPE ANALYSIS
with
a MISSION ANALYSIS of typical missions, showing a satisfactory agreement
or the 75 ft/s - DEA results to be conservative.

DEA4 - Design Loads

Similar to the Discrete Gust Analysis, a set of critical load cases of mass and flight conditions must

be defined.

By means of the previously derived A-values of interesting Load Quantities, like Shear, Bending

and Torque, at a number of structural stations, we may define a vector of A's, containing all crit-
ical load cases.

The incremental DEA - Design Loads are then obtained by multiplying the A,-vector with the
U./V-values for VB' Vc and VD, according to the requirements :

AL, = A, U,,/V (RMS)

Total Limit Loads:

L, = L,,,, + AL, (RMS)

Envelope Design Loads of the most critical Load Quantities are obtained by searching the maxi-

mum of all calculated critical cases j:

Ld,,,g. = max,(L,,,) (RMS)

i= 1,L, j= 1,J

3.2.3 The MISSION ANALYSIS Method ( MA)

FAR 25 / Appendix 'G' - ( c)
JAR 25 / ACJ 25 305(d) - 2.3

Determination of the Mission Analysis Design Loads is fundamentally different from the Discrete

Gust and PSD - Design Envelope Analysis procedures

While the latter ones investigate distinct points within the Flight Envelope and on its boundar-y,
according to the Design Speeds V,, Vc and VD for critical mass and c.g. - conditions, ranging from
minimum to maximum flying weights, does the PSD - Mission Analys take into account actual

or most probable utilisation of the A/C, considering suitably chosen operational mass conditions.
To comply with the rules, the manufacturer has to investigate different typical missions, varying i

total ilight tunes, cruising speeds, altitudes, take-off weights and their associated mass distributions.
Additionally to the Mission Analysis, the manufacturer has to perform a Supplementary Design

Envelope Analysis ( SDEA ) (FAR 25 / Appendix 'G'-d ; JAR 25 / ACJ 25.305(d) - 2.4) with

Uo = 60 ft/s (TAS) at Vc and correspondent gust intensities for the other Design Speeds, to es-rtablish a floor level of design loads.
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The typical mission can be roughly partitionned into following Flight Phases:

* Take-off and Initial Climb

* Acceleration and Climb to Cruising Altitude

* Cruise

" Descent and Deceleration

" Holding and Final Approach

Dynamic Analysis and calculation of Design Loads is carried out in following steps:

* Sub-divide the Flight Phases of the mission into segments of incremental duration

time (t, j = 1,J)

* Calculate the normalised incremental duration time of each segment j:

t" = t, / Tm

T =Mission Duration Time

* Assume the muass and flight condition. in a segment as ro,2stant.

0 Calculate A-,,, and A,,-M unit-responses of ioad Quxrdty i' =l,L of the

segm~ent conditions j - I,J by means (if equations (HI) and (12).

* Calculete !nc rnuibet of zero-lei!!! crossings Pei- flight hwui of Load Quatiity

in sngment i.,
No,,, (1800/n) (kV,/Lr.f) A,,,/ A,

i- =lL; i =,j

V, Flight Speed i segment j.

A,j =A, in flight segment j.

A,,,= A, in flight segment j.

3.2.4 NMis--ion Analysis Design Loads

Detennine PSI) - Mission Analysis Design Loads from the Exceedance Rate Formula (13) by

solving the non-linear equation for L, at N, tds,,gn 2l10- /h with

N(L,,) = I{t'1No,,,1 I Pi,,exp( -LiL,,,/(bl,1A,,,) ) + Pz,,exp( -AL, 1/(b2 ,A,,1) )

(13)

and AL,, = L,

NLI critical Envelope Design Loads of quantities i are obtained by searchting the absolute maxi-

mum of the individu&l design loads of M missions:

=max., L,

m I'lM
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Note: Parameters P1,, , P2,, and ba,,, b2,, for Non-Storm and Storm Turbulence patches as func-

tion of flight conditions in segment j have to be taken from the corresponding curves, provided in

the rules.

3.3 Design Load Correlation Procedure Applicable to

Design Envelope Analysis

The PSD - Random Gust methods as currently defined in the requirements, only say how to derive
seperate max. RMS responses for single distinct load quantities like Shear, Bending and Torque

at a certain structural component

No information is provided, how to establish correlated or phased loads at other .,tations or for
other associated load quantities.

For Discrete or Deterministic Gust methods, this phasing is automatically provided by means of
the time histories.
At a certain time increment t= t ,, ,. where a load item x takes it absolute maximum, all other

absociated load information is available.
In the PSD - Analysis, where input and output signals of a system are described by means of
RMS-values, Power-Spectral-Densities and Joint Probability Density Distnbutions, phasing infor-
mation must be derived from the complex-valued Cross-Power-Spectral Density Function of two

dynamic quantities.

If additionally the Probability Density Distribution of the random gust field can be assumed as
Gaussian, a multi-dimensional Gaussian Joint-Probability-Density Distribution of load quantiti-s
can be established. A constant 'Design Probability" then dcrines a multi-dimensional 'Design
Ellipsoid' of Equal Probability, whose radius is equal to U0.

Each point on this ellipsoid defines a set of correlated loads.

In the case, where we are interested in getting phased loads only at those points, where the different

load quantities take their maximum values A, for U, = 1 or U./V = I , a simpler procedure may be
applied, without making assumptions for particular gust Probability Density Distributions.

This procedure will now be outlined and shown simultaneously that the so determined set of loads

are phased and balanced.
Starting with the equilibrium condition of the dynamic forces F,(k), obtained from Eq. (32), of a

free-free A/C structure, for all Reduced Frequencies k and one critical load case:

T, F,(k) = 0 (14)

r= 1,R; i= 1,N

R = Number of Rigid Body Degees-of-freedom
T,,T = Transpose of the Rigid Body Part of the Modal Matrix

N = Number of degrees-of-freedom
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In the next step, Eq (14) is post-multiplied by the product of the transposed conjugate-complex
force/moment vector F k (k) and the v. KARMAN Spectrum (l(k).

Subsequent integration with respect to k yields

'P, Re ( F,(k)F* , (k) dk) 0
0

i,k = I,N

where the sequence of summation i and integration has been interchanged.
The matri:. under the integral sign contains the Cross- Power Spectral Densities in the off-diagonal
elements and the Auto-Power Spectra of the forces/mowents on the diagonal.
Carrying out the integration, yields

/rT 2

'rA F,,k = 
0

i,k = 1,N

with

F, 2  F2 F1 P12 .
22

AF,, , k F, F2 P21 F, 2

F F3 P31 F2 F3 P32  F3

and F, = A-values of dynamic forces/moments

Decomposition of the matrix AF 2 ,k into a product of a matrix A.,,, , containing the phased loads,
and a diagonal matrix Fr k ,. containing F-values, and which does not influence the equilibrium
condition, yields finally with

2

AF k = AQ ,, Fk

T, A,'m = 0 (15)

k,i,m = I,N
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where

F, F, pi 2  F1 P1 3

F 2 P12 F2  F 2P23  ..

F3 P13 F3 P23 F3

Correlation Coeff. P,m = Pm,

The columns of matrix A,,,, contain the phased loads, associated to F1, Fz,F 3, ... determined by

means of the corresponding correlation coefficients p,,
Simultaneously, it is shown by Eq (15) that the phased loads are balanced.

4.0 Determination of Load Frequency Response

Functions

In the previous chapters, Load Frequency Response Functions ( or Load Transfer Functions ) have

been successfully used as a powerful tool to derive design loads for special Discrete Gust shapes and

PSD - Random Gusts as well. Due to the fact, that they are fundamental solutions with respect

to a harmonic gust field, the same Load Transfer Functions can be applied to derive Discrete or

PSD - Gust loads for different other gust shapes or Power Spectra In this section of Gust Analysis

the determination of Load Transfer Functions will be outlined

4.1 Dynamic Modelling of the Flexible Aircraft

4.1.1 Co-ordinate Systems

Before the local Design Loads of the A/C structure can be evaluated, the dynamic deformation field

under external gust loading must be determined.

In order to set up the corresponding equations of motion, adequate co-ordinate systems for different

purposes have to be defined.
Three basic co-ordinate systems must be considered.

* the Inertial Earth-Fixed System

, the A/C . Body-Fixed System

o the Modal Co-ordinate System

The motion of the Body-Fixed co-ordmate system relative to the Inertial System is called 'Rigid
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Body Motion', and may have principally six degrees-of-freedom. The dynamic deformation field

of the structure is described in the Bcdy-Fixed co-ordinate system, whose origin may be placed at

25%-AMC and not necessarily be attached to the Center-of-Gravity. This choice has the advan-

tage, that the Rigid Body aerodynamic coefficients need not be re-tranformed, if different mass and

C.G. positions are to be investigated.

There are principally two alternatives to describe the Rigid Body Motion:

" as small deviations from a steady state reference condition ( e.g. Level Flight ) in

the Inertial Frame. ( Structural Dynamics )

* or in the moving ( rotating ) Body-Fixed axis system. ( Flight Mechanics)

In the latter case, translations and rotations of the Body-Fixed co-ordinate system relative to itself

have no meaning, therefore the rigid body part of the equations of motion to has be set up in ve-

locity - co-ordinates, as it is normally done foi Flight Mechanic studies.

Additionally, caused by the rotating reference frame, apparent centrfugal, gyroscopic and

gravitational forces/moments appear, which have to be taken into account in the Dynamic Model.

For the reason of compact and unique presentation of the equations of motion, we will prefer here

to use the Inertial Frame version.
It was previouisly mentioned, that the structural deformation field is measured in the Body-Fixed

co-ordinate system.
This is not in any case quite correct, because there may be a variety of local or component related
systems, offset and rotated against the global Body-Fixed Frame, which might be found more ad-

equate to describe the dynamic deformation field, due to the fact that mass and stiffness properties
are often related to those local systems.

We will not go into too much detail here, since it is a well-known fact, that the Aeroclastician is

always forced to process large datasets, coming from different sources and referring to different co-
ordinate systems Therefore, he is prepared to establish suitable matrices to transform the data into

that reference systems, he wishes to work with Also other linear operations, like interpolation or

integration can easily handled by such operator matrices.

4.1.2 The Modal Co-ordinate System

Finally, it is necessa to discuss a special co-ordinate system, which has become a classical tool to

solve structural dynamc problems: 'The Modal or Generalised Co-ordinate S)t.em'

Although initially introduced to solve Partial Differential Equations by reduction to a system of

Ordinary Differeit. I Equations, it is also a powerful method to solve economically high-degree-

of-freedom discrete dynamic problems, by expanding the modal displacements in terms of modal

deflections
In order to discuss the Modal Co-ordinates, we will introduce the concept of Eigenvectors of a
flexible structure already here, although they are formally derived later in the Structural Modelling'

chapter.
'I lie Eigenvectors of a conservative free-free flexible structure, including Rigid Body Modes, where
all external and oa.nping forces are removed, are distinct dynamic deformation states, moving with
their associated Eigenfrequencies. In each of these "modes', all structural points will oscillate with

the same phase.
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Since the Eigenvectors are linearly independent of each other,, they can be used as basis ( unit
vectors of an abstract vector space, the 'Modal Space'.
It can be shown by long experience in structural dynamics, that the dimensions of the Modal Space

- number of Eigenvectors used in the analysis - need to be much lower than the ongnal vector

space of the physical degrees-of freedom to solve the dynamic problem with sufficient accuracy, if
the external force field fulfills certain conditions.

The energy of the external forcing field should be concentrated in the lower frequency dand and
approach zero with increasing frequency.

To give an idea of the effectiveness of the modal approach, one can state that roughly 1/10 of the
number of physical degrees-of-freedom have to be applied for the Modal Space to achieve sufficient
accuracy for Vertical and Lateral gust loads
Needless to say that the modal approach is a very economic and efficient method to structural dy-
namic problems.

4.1.3 Forces and Moments

Two basic types of dynamic forces can be identified for a flexible A/C flying in turbulent atmos-
phere'

* The external aerodynarmc forces, generated by the Gust field, Structural motion
and Gravitation.

* The internal forces, as there are Inertia, Elasti.sl, Structural and Artificial
Damping forces, as well as Centrifugal and Gyroscopic forces/ moments

The predominant part of all these forces are continuously distributed over the A/C structure.

The objective of the dynamic modelling is to represent this force and deformation field by a fiate
set of suitably arranged grid points, whose associated degrees- of-freedom should approximate the

deformation field in a best way.

External and internal forces are then subsequently condensed or lumped to the grid point's
degrees-of-freedom

4.1.4 Structural Modelling

For Structural modelling as understood here, only the mass and stiffness properties of the structure

are taken into account. Aerodynamic, structural and artificial damping forces are neglected at this

time.
Recently available Finite Element Structural Analysis Software eases the modelling work sigif-

icantly by providing a variety of nice tools, which can be applied in a flexible manner to different

dynamic problems.

The main steps of the Structural Modelling procedure are listed below:

* Select appropriate global and local co-ordinate systems

" Identify symmetry properties of the the structure to reduce the number of
degrees-of-freedom ( 1/ A/C ).

* Define a set of grid points with associated degrees-of-freedom to approximate the
deformation field in an optimal way.

* From an economical point of view use beam-modelling where ever possible
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* Take specia, care of those degrees- of-freedom, who can generate significant

aerod)namic and inertia forces.

" Make sure that components like wing and horizontal tailplane with high aspect

ratio can perform in-plane motions.

" Model 6-degrees-of-freedom for concentrated masses like engines, APU's, etc.

• Use condensed FE stressing- stiffness matrices for attachement and transition

areas of two or more components.

* Generate the global A/C free-free stiffness matrix by coupling the component
stiffness matrices.

* Define a set of entical mass and c g. conditions with varying distributions of

payload and fuel, according to the requirements

" Generate the inertia matrices by lumping the distributed structural, payload and
fuel masses to the degrees-of-freedom of the grid points.

* Determine the Natural Frequencies and Eigenvectors of the free-free conser-
vative A/C structure for all critical mass conditions.

4.1.5 Determination of Natural Frequencies and Eigenvectors

In a conservative dynamic problem the sum of inertia and elastical forces is equated to zero.

mv + kv, =0 (16)

i,1= I,N

v = N-dimensional deformation vector, containing

grid points implicitly. Ordering of d.o.f

may be due to practical conciderations.

mnj = N-N-dimensional mass matrix

k',j = N-N-dimensional free-free ( singular ) stiffness
matrix. Singularity is of order R,

according to the number of Rigid Body Modes,

including control surface motions.

hi order to solve the homogeneous differential equation (16), we try a harmonic solution.

v1(t) = 'exp(flt) (17)

Introduction of Eq. (17) in Eq. (16), yields the associated algebraic eigen-value problem:

I -f2m, + k',,Iy, = 0 (18)

With the new unknowns o, the Pigenfrequencies and yj, their associated Eigenvectors

* FE-Structural Analysis Software ( i.e. NASTRAN ) contains effective solvers also for singular

Eigenvalue problems like Eq. (18), which are able to extract all theoretically possible N solutions
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It was already mentioned, that we intend to use the M lower as modal space co-ordinates to solve

the dynamic gust problem.

For this purpose, the M Eigenvectors are assembled in a N-M-Modal Matrix T,, and the

Eigenfrequencies in a M-M diagonal Eigenfrequency Matrix 2k& .

The Eigenvectors are assumed to be normalised by the Maximum-Norm.

For later reference, we need some identities, obtainable by re-substitution of Modal and Eigen-

frequency Matrix into Eq. (18):

m, T
1 k 92 = kr( 19)

k,m = 1,M

The second identity is obtained bv pre-multiplication of Eq. (19) Nvith the transpose of the Modal

Matrix:

MA Q 2 k,. =K_

n,k,m = I,M

Mk = hT, m Pgft = Generahsed Mass Matrix

K.m = TP , k , q'.
= General. Stiffness Matrix

Since the Eigenvectors are orthogonal in pairs with respect to the mass matrix m, the Generalised

Mass and Stiffness Matrices are diagonal.

A particular problem has to be considered for the R Rigid Body Modes.

The enfrequencies are all zero and consequently the modes can be arbitrarily chosen with the

constraint to be linearly independent of each other.

Rigid Body Modes, generated by the FE - Eigenvalue solvers do normally refer to the Principal

Axis System of the rigid structure.

This is often inconvenient for A/C dynamic problems Usually it is more appropriate to have the

Rigid Body Modes referred to the Non-Principal Body-Fixed Axis system

In this case, the Eigenvectors produced by the FE-solver have to be subsequently transformed

The resulting R-R block-diagonal sub-matrix of Mk will become non-diagonal.

4.1.6 Damping Modelling

In this chapter of Dynamic M'ldelling, forces and moments are considered, which are proportional

to translational and rotational velocities of the structural grid points.

The following effects may belong to that category.

* Structural Damping Forces/Moments

* Artificial Damping Forces/Moments, due to control surface flutter prevention
measures

0 Gyioscopic Forces/Moments, produced by rotating machinery in dynamically
moving bearings

0 Centrifugal Forces/Moments, occuring if Rigid-Body Dynarmcs are modelled in
rotating Body-Fixed Co-ordinates ( Flight Mechuni System )

Structural damping coefficients usually cannot be specified in physical co-ordinates as factors on the
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velocity differences of two adjacent grid points.

They can be defined only in a more global form for each flexible mode of the structure, being

proportional to its Generalised' Stiffness and determined by Ground Vibration Tests (GVT)

( Modal Damping)

If GVT results are not available in an early design phase, structural damping coefficients may be

assessed as I - 2% of the theoretical Gencralised Stiffnesses.

Re-distribution of the Modal Damping coefficients to the physical degrees-of-freedom in order to

avoid load balancing problems is not necessary as we will see later

Assembling the damping coefficients due to the above sources, except the unknown structural

damping, in the matrix b,,, the damping force vector fb,, is defined as follows:

f,, 
= 

b, !,,

i,j = 1,N

4.1.7 Aerodynamic Modelling

The physical nature of the Dynamic Gust problem is characterised by rapid flexible structural

motions and rapid rhanges of gust angles-of-attack, which does no longei allow to consider the

aerodynafic pressure build up as quasi-steady.

Consequently, unsteady aerodynamic methods for compressible flow have to be applied to derive

the aerodynnimic forces/moments due to structural motion and the gust field.

Unsteady 3-dimensional compressible flow methods for harmonically oscillating lifting surfaces,

applied to derive an unknown pressure field from a given down-wash field are based on

Kuessners-Integral Equation, using the numerically suited Kernels of Watkins/Runyan/Woolston

in the Frequency Plane

According to the kind of numerical solution of the integral equation, we may be faced with two

basic methods-

* The Kernel Function Methods

* The Doublet Lattice Methods

Due to the fact that the Doublet Lattice Method is %ell suited to Finite Element modelling of the

structure and integrated in the NASTRAN- Aeroelastic Supplement, where it can be used in com-

bination with the 'Slender Body Theory' for fuselages and other slender bodies, we prefer to de-

scribe the Aerodynamic Modelling on the basis of this method.

The idea of Doublet Lattice modelling is to sub-divide the lifting surface into a number of small

rectangular or trapezoidal panels, whob." side edges are parallel to the flow and should coincide with

lines, where surface discontmiuit. occur ( control surfaces edges, etc. ).

Singularity problems, which are always pre ,ent in the Kemel Function Methods are inherently

avoided in the Doublet Lattice approach, because the down-wash and pressure reference points can

never coincide.

The unknown pressure on a single panel is assumed as constant and to acts on the 114 -line of the

panel chord in panel rid-span.

The down-wash reference point is located on the .- line also in panel mid-span.

This latter assumption automatically fulfills the Kutta-Condition of the flow at the surface trailing

edge, which was found empirically
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Number and arrangement of panels, chord- and span-wise, depend on the following conditions:

" Largest Reduced Frequency

* Mach Number

" Pressure Gradient

The Doublet Lattice method recommends to keep the pancl's aspect ratio approx. unity, causing

a dependency of chord-wise and span-wise number of panels

In areas of high pressure gradients, e.g at the leading edge of lifting and control surfaces or in the

outer span region, the panel density should be higher than in the other areas. For high Mach

Numbers and Reduced Frequencies the number of panels should also be increased.

Having established the aerodynamic model by panelling the total A/C surfa:e and run the Doublet

Lattice Method for different Mach Numbers and Reduced Frequencies, we obtain the complex-

valued Aerodynamic Influence Matrix Ks,(M,k).

The Down-wash/Pressure - Integral Equation is reduced to the following complex-valued linear

algebraic equation

a,(k) = Kr(M,k) Ac,(M,k) ( 20 )

r,s= l,P

a,(k) Complex Down-wash angle-of-attack at the

%-point of the s-th panel

Acp,(k) = Complex unknown pressure difference at the

4point of the r-th panel

M =Mach Number

P = Number of Panels

k = reduced Frequency

Solving Eq (20) by inversion, we obtain the pressure-difference vector.

Acp,r(M,k) = A ,(M,k) a,(k) ( 21)

r,s = l,P

Calculation of Structural Motion Angles-of-Attack

In order to determine aerodynamic forces/moments due to structural motion from Eq (21), the

nodal velocities and deformations have to be converted to angles-of--ttack and related to the

'/4-pomts of the panels.

Dimensions and geometrical reference points of the pressure and angle-of-attack vector are normally

not compatible with thoze of the deformations vector w. Therefore, an interpolation step is nec-

essary

Angles-of-attack due to structural motion are generated by the velocity components of the nodal

points vertical to the aerodynamic surface and by the rotational degrees-ot-treedom having in-plane

components vertical to the flow direction.

By means of appropnately chosen operator matrices VIW, and "'R,, containing all the properties
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to transform the nodal velocity and deformation fivl3 to the 1/.-pohits of the panels, the angle-of-

attack vector in Frequcncy Plane term reads as follox' :

a,,,(k) i(- k/L.,TV,, 4- I'R, ) w,(k) ( 22)

j I,N; = I,P

The operator matrices ( TV,, and TR,, ) piovide the following features

* Geometric Transformation

* Interpolation

* Co-ordinate Transfomation

" Selecting elements from the deformation vector

A more detailed description of the operator matrices is not sible, because their elements must

be determined appropriately to the specificic A/C's structurt and aerodynaruc modelling charac-

teristics.

Cakulation of Gust Angles-of-Attack

The angles-of-attack at the %-points of the panelh duu to a vw.rtical or lateral harmonic gust field

of unit amplitude, fixed in space and passed by the A/: with speed V, can be determied from the

following relation

o,,(k) = TGk exp( -ikA'k 'l,,I ) ( 23 )

s,k = 1,P1

atc,, = Angle-of-attack vector due to a
harmomc gvst field

TIG,, = Diagonal Transformation Matrix to convert
gust velocities from the Earth-Fixed System
into the panel system 1/-points

exp (..) = Time lag vector

AXk/L,,f = Normahsed x-distance from the gust front
to the '/--moint of the k-th panel

Calculation of Aerodynamic Forces/Mome.,

By means of the previously defined discrete pressure-diffeiences, aerodynamic forcesimoments act-

ing in the degrees- of-freedom of the structural grid points, can n,,w bc determined from the panel

pressures surrounding these gnd points.

For this purpose, another uperator matrix TF, will be established, performing ti,: , 'lowing tasks

o Multiplication with panel areas

* Calculation Pf moments

" Summation

" Co-ordinate Transformatior.

* Correction of theoreticaly calculated panel pressures, in order to match steady
windtu-nel measured span-wise load distributions at k = 0

Pre-multiplication of Eq. (21) with the operator matrix yields the aerodynamic force/moment vec-

tor:

f,,(M,k) = Q TF,, Ac,,,(M,k) (24)

i= I,N ; r= 1,P
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S!lsttution of the angies-of-attaci' (22) and (23) in Eq. (2 1) and subsequentiy thc results in Eq.

(241), y;-4ds the aerodynamic forces/moment-, with respect to structural motion "nd' I gust field:

Form, /Moments due to Structural Motion:

fM,,(M,k) = Q [ Lkd,,(M,k)/L,.f + c,,(M,k, I w,(k)

w,(k) = Deflection vector of nocal point
degrees-of-freedom in the V-rcquency Plane

c,,(M,k) = TF, A ,,(M~k)TR,~

Q =1Dynamic Pressure

ij = 1,N = Number of Nodal Degrees of I-recdom

Forces/Momernts due to 2 Harmonic Gust Field:

g,( ,,k) = TF, Ar,(Ma,k) TGA1 exp( -ikAxk/L,.,)

i = 1,N ;r,s,k =I1P1 = Number of Panels

Transformation of41 lUnsvi ly Aerodynamic Forces/Momeni to the Time Plane

Ti.e behaviour of the unsteady a'rodynamic forces/moments in the Frequency Plane does not allow

to apoly numerical Inverse Fourier Transform for conversif-r, to Time Plane. For flutter analysis

in the Time Plane, Pade-Approximants, consisting of a compi2x-valued polynominal in k and a

rational function part, have been proposed to approxinate the elements of the Generalised Aero-

dynamic Force Matrices in the Frequen-cy Plane

In the Dynamic Gust Load Analysis, we have to approximate the 'Modalised' Aezodynamiuc Force

Matrices due to structural motion d,,,,(k) and cq,,,(k) of Eq. (29).
The number of approximants in this case is significantly larger than those of the Generalised Forces,

but guarantees balancing of forces/moments.

The un~steady gust forces/'moments due to a gust of specified shape can be transformed to the Trime

Plane by numerical Invei se Fourier Transform, if the Fourier Transform 6f this gust field vanishes

with sufficient order for large k. At least symbolically, we may apply the Inverst~ Fourier Transform

of fM,,,(k) to understand, how the Timp Plane form should look like:

fm,#(') = Q/n - Re d,,(M,k) ik w,(k) exp(ikt')/L,,f dk

+ I c,,(M,k) w,(k) exp(ikt') dk)

The Inverse Fourier Transform of the Frequency Plane products under the integral signs can be

,Jentified as Convolution Integrals in the time plane, yielding for Structural Motion.

fm,,(t') = Q {d,,(M,t'-t") wj(t")/L,.f dt" + c,,(M,t'-t") wj(t") dt")

i~j= 1,N

t, t' = Normalised Time

t, = V~t/Lr.f
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A dot on the variable therefore means diffrentiation wvith respect to t' or t'.

Fo: a (Gust Field of Specified Shape L(t') vuc obtain

f,,t)=Q/,T Re( g,(M,k) U(k),'V cxp(ikt') dk)

f,,,(t') f ,Mt-" U(t")/V dt

4.2 Time Planie Gust A nalysis

In the previous chapters we i ave introduced all dynamic forces/moments appearing in a Dynamic

(Gust Problem of an A/C with significant flexible Strudture

Equilibrating internal aid external forcesinioment-,, yields the Equation of Motion mn the Fune

Plane, written in terms of normabsed time V,

!2L',., m., w" + V/L,., b, * + k', w + Q/L,, f d,,(M,t'-t") ,t)dt" +
0

t t

+ Q f c,,(M,t'-t") w,(t") dt" = Q S g,(IM,t'.t") U(t")/V dt"
0 0

i~j = ,N (25)

Explanations-

w1(t') = Deflection Vector of Grid Points, containing Rigid Body
Motion and Control Surface Motion

w,, w, Derivatives of w,(t') with respect to normalisedTime

rn.1  = Mass Matrix, containing masses, mass moni,a.ts and
moment s-of-inertia

b',1  = Damping Matrix, containing artificial, centrifugal and
gyroscopic damping coefficients.
No structural damping specified here.

k',1  = Singular Structural Stiffness Matrix
Singularity is of order ( R ), according to the number
of Rigid Body MNod-s and Control Surface Deflections

c.,(t'). d.,(t') = Unsteady Aerodynanmic Force/ Moment Delta- Pulse response matrices
due to nodal velocities and rotations

&) = Convolution Kernel Vector of Unsteady Aerodynamic
t Crce Delta-Pulse responses.

U(t')/V =i~ Angle-of-Attack of an arbitrary, but specified
(-u,t Field in normtalised time V,.

Q Dyanule Pressure

d Air Density
V = Pight Speed

I 'ef Reference Length to normalise time and frequency

t; V' Normalised Times
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4.2.1 Transformation to Modal Co-ordinates

Although equation (25) is in most cases not a practical working form, it can be taken as a basis to

derive all the other variants, which are more appropriate for Dynamic Gust Analysis.

In a first step, Modal Co-ordinates will be introduced to reduce the number of degree-of-freedom

in the analysis

For this purpose, the deformation vector w, will be expanded in terms of Eigenvectors of the con-

servative dynamic problem, assembled in the Modal Matrix Jm as column vectors:

w (t ' ) = T' , q ( t ') ( 2 1

In Eq. (26), the Generalised Co-ordinate vector q. replaces w, , ane takes the rol-r of the new un-

known in the Modal System.

Introduction of Eq. (26) in Eq. (25), yields the 'Modalised Equation' of motion, which is an in-

complete Modal Transformation, where the deformation vector is replaced by Eq (26) and the

force/moment vector remains untransformed.

The Modahsed Equation is the appropriate form to calculate the dynamic forces/moments from,

once the Generalised Co-ordinate vector q. has been determined from the Generalised Equation

of motion. In order to compress the number of intermediate steps to derive the final form of the

working equations, the following operations will be additionally apphed to Eq (25)

" Multiplication with (L,,f/V)
2

* Putting remaining factors of the different dynamic terms inside the matrices,
without renaming

* Introduction of Modal Damping Coefficients in

b'q,Im = btj Tjm

by superimposing a Modahsed Damping Matrix, b,,,, defined as follows:2

bs.m = m, Tk, 0 sr 1rm

Diagonal Matrix of Modal Damping Coefficients
as fractions of the Generaised Stiffness.

The completed modalised damping matrix subsequently used is defined as fol-
lows:

bq,,m = b'q,,m L,,d/V + bslm

I laving cried out the above measures, we obtain the Modalised Equation of Motion'

4.2.2 The Modalised Equation of Motion
t

mq,,,. 4.. + bq,m qr. 
+ 

m.,,k K 2 km qm 
+ 

p I dq,,,(M,t'-t")4(t") dt" +

t t

4- P I c,,,(Mtt")q(t") dt" = p I g,(M,t'-t") U(t")/V dt"
0 0 (27)

i=lI,N ;m=l,M < < N

Explanations:

mq,,, = m,. TP., = Modalised Mas- Matrix

bq,,m = b1 Ti.m = Modalised Damping Matrix,
Structural Damping included
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K2 e,k . 92 k (Lr.r/V)
2 - Diagonal Matrix of Normalised (28

Eigenfrequencies

dq,,m(t'), Cq,i,(t') = Modalised Convolution Kernel Matrices
of Unsteady Aerodynamic Delta-
Pulse responses.

k'Qm V1 TIM 2 = Modahsed Stiffnes Matrix
m,=r - ,-- kS .

m,,k f2' km = Identity (see Eq. 19)

All matrices have N-M dimensions

4.2.3 The Generalised Equation of Motion

Multiplication of Eq. (27) with the transpose of the Modal Matrix ( T , n = 1,M ) completes

the Modal Transformation of (25), obtaining the Modal ( G.onerahsed ) Equation of Motion m the

Time Plane:

Mnm im + B.m4 m + MlkK.,kmq. + P D..(M,t'-t")q.(t") dt" +

t t

v pI Com(M,t'-t")q.(t") dt" = p I G,(M,t'-t")U(t")/V dt"

n,m =l,M< <N

Explanations:

Mnm = 'Tn,m,Mj, = Generalised Mass Matrix

Bnm = 'Tr,b,'jPj = Generalised Damping Matrix,
including Structural Damping

D.m(t') , Cnm(t') = Generalised Convolution Kernel Marices
of Unsteady Aerodynamic Forces,
due to structural motion

= 'nir(d,j,c,j)Pjm

G(t') T T,,(t,) = Generahsed Convolution Kernel Vector
of Unsteady Aerodynamic Forces,
due to a harmonical Gust Field

All matrices have MxM - dimensions

Readers, who want to do the Dynamic Gust Analysis in the Time Plane, because several strong

non-inearities have to be modelled and who want to take into account 3-dim Unsteady Aero-

dynamics, are recommended to decompose the complex Modalised Aerodynamic Force/Moment

Matrices dq,,m(k) and cq,,m(k) of Eq. (29) by Pade-approximants.
Subsequent re-transformation to the Time Plane yields the Modalised Convolution Kernels and

additional terms, which can be superimposed to Modalised Mass, Damping and Stiffness Matrices

appropriately

Due to the properties of the Pade Approximants, the resulting convolution kernels consist of ex-

ponential function terms exp(-const-(t'-t"), which degenerate to a product of two exponentials,

causing the Integro- Differental Equation (27) to be convertible into an Ordinary Differential

Equation with constant coefficient matrices and augmented Modal State Vector (q,. , m = I,M + X).

These Differential Equations, are obtained by successive differentiation and e lmination.

Subsequent pre-multiplication of the resulting Differential Equation with the transpose ot the ap-

propriately extended Modal Matrix ( TPr,, n = I,M + X ) yields the Dynamic Gust Differential
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Equation in extended Modal Co-ordinates. Although the number of Pade Approximants for the

Modalised Aerodynamic Matrices is considerably high, the procedure guarantees that Modalised

and Generalised equations are compatible and resulting gust loads are balanced.

As far as rime Plane transformation of 3-dim. Unsteady Gust forces is concerned, there is no need

for a Pade - Approximation, if the Gust Shape is specified and its Fourier Transform decreases with

sufficient order for increasing Reduced Frequency k.

In this case the product g,(M,k)- U(k)/V of Eq. (29) can be numerically transformed to the Time

Plane by Inverse Fourier Transform.

4.3 Determination of Load Transfer Functions

4.3.1 The Modalised Dynamic Gust Equation

In order to follow the objective to derive Gust Load Transfer Funclions, we will now turn to the

Frequency Plane analysis.

The Frequency Plane form of Eq (27) will be obtained by Fourier Transformation with respect to

t'.

Splitting the resulting complex aerodynamc matrices in real and imaginary parts on the left side

and after suitable re-ordering, we obtain the following final form of the Modalised Gust Equation

in the Frequency Plane with real matrices dq,,(k) and cq,,,(k):

{ mq,( K',,km - k2 1Im ) + ik[ bq,,m + pd ,,m(k) I pcn,,(k) )q.(k)

pg,(k) U(k)/V
( 29)

i= 1,N ; m,k= l,M < <N

Equation (29) will become the basis of the Load Transfer Functions to be derived later, since the

Modal Co-ordinates hzve been determined from the Generalised Equations (30).

4.3.2 The Generalised Equations of Motion

Completing the Modal Transformation by pre-multiplying Eq. ,z)' with the transposed Modal

Matrix, we obtain:

( M,, ( K'.,, - k2lm ) + ik[ Ba, + pDm(k) I + pC,,J(k) ) qm(k)

p .G.(k) U(k)/V
( 30)

n,m = I,M< <N

Explanations:

Bm = Generalised real-valued Structural damping matrix

D..(k). C.(k) Generalised real-valued Aerodynamic Damping and
Aerodynamig Stiffness Matrices

G,(k) = Generalised complex-valued Aerodynamic Force Vector
due to a harmonical Gust Field of unit angle-of-attack
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4.3.3 Determination of Modal Co-ordinates

Abbreviation of Eq. (30) by

A,,,, k,M, p,V,mass ) o,, k) = p G,(k) ( 31)

yields a complex-valued system of linear equations io. the unknown qm(k) with U(k)/V = 1, for
determining Load Transfer Functions.

Solving equation (31) for q,(k) and an appropriate n,jmber of discrete Reduced Frequencies, the
calculation of Load Transfer Functions will be performe. 1--y n-troducing the solution q,,(k) in Eq

(29).

4.3.4 The Dynamic Force/Moment Vector
2

Identifying in Eq. (29) the term mq,,k K ,,kn q (k) by means of the identity (19) and Eq. (28)

as the dynamic internal force vector

F,(k) = m,, T,, K ,kr,, (V/1. .,)2 qm.k)

and solving Eq (29) with respect to this term, we obtain the internal dynamic force vector due to

a Ilarmonical Gust held by letting U(k),/V = I

F,(k) = (V/L .f) 2 ( p'g,(k) + I km,,,,. - i'k(b.,,m + pd ,.(k)) - pc,,,,.(k) I q(k) )
(32)

By means of an appropriately chosen Operator Matrix ( rL,, ), linear combinations of the nodal
forces/moments like Shear, Bending Moments and Torques can be generated for beam-like struc

turd components,

lH,(k) = T,, F,(k)

s = !,L

yielding the required Transfer lunction Vector of interesting structural Gust Load Quantities

s= I,L

4.3.5 Transfer Functions for Other Dynamic Quantities

Furthermore, the Modal Co-ordinate solutions q,(k) in combination with the expansion (26) may

be used to derive other interesting dynamic quantities, like accelerations, tank pressures, control

signals, etc. , representable by a linear combination of Modal Co'ordinates q,(k) or the nodal dis-
placement vector w,(k) and its derivat. /es

The linear combination is performed by appropriately chosen Operator Matrices ( 'A,., TBm,
TC.. ,)

H,(k) k( k 2TA.. +ikTB, + TC,, ) qm(k)

r= I.Q rn= I,M
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Q = Namber of Interesting Quantities

ll,(k) = rransfer lunction of Interesting Quantity ( r

If il,(k) has to be related to the displacement vector w,(k), the Operator Matrices must addi-

tionally contain the appropriate parts of the Modal Matrix T,,

4.4 Quasi-Flexible Dynamic Model

The so-called Quasi-Flexible dynamic model mentioned in "Discrete Gust Parameters and Struc-

tural Modelling" on page V-4 can be derived consistently from the Fuli Dynamic Model by letting

the flexible part of structural accelerations arid velocities approach /cro

Only the static ( rotational ) displacement field and its influence on the aerodynamic' pressure dis-

tnbution will be maintained

Unsteady aerodynamic effects due to the Rigid Body Motion also remain included in the Quasi-

Flex model.

In order to derive the corresponding equation of motion, the Generahsed Dynamic Gust Equation

(30) is partitioned in a Rigid Body part R and a Flexible part E.

Partitioning of Eq. (30) yields-

0 0 2'k 0B, B DRR(k)~ 1) (k)]
tk 

R R 
+ R R _ 1-~ . ' -E

Mk - + i+k-

B, DR~(k),SMEE 0 K 0 I~. _F[~I E
SL

('RR(k) qR , GR(k) 1
+ p = p U(k)/

ER~k CF,(k) f;, G'(k)

(33)

Explanations:

I =Identity Matrix

R Number of Rigid Body Modes

E = M-R = Number of Flexible Modes

M = Total Number of Modal Co-ordinatcs

and MIE = MER = 0, due to Orthogonality of Rigid Body and Flexible Modes.

Separating Eq. (33) in

Rigid Body Motion:

( -k2 MRR + sk( BRR+ PDRR(k)] + pCRR(k) ) qR

+ { ik[BRE + pDRE(k) + p-C,,(k) ) q, = PGR(k)U(k)/V (34)
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and Flexible Motion:

k rE+ ( ik(BER+ pDER(k)I + pCF.R(k) ) qR

+ ( M,,K 2,, + ik[B,, + pD,,(k)I + PCEE(k)) q, = pG,(k)U(k)/V

( 35)

Letting in Iqs. (34) and (35) the terms tk(B,, + pl),,(k)IqE -klm'q, and ikjB,, + pD, 1.(k)q.
approach zero and solving Eq. (35) subsequently for q,(k), we obtain:

q,(k) =L*'Ei,(k) ( pG,,(k)U(k),/V - I ik(BER - pDER(k)) - PCER,(k) I qR
( 36)

where now the flexible part of the modal co-ordinate vector has been expressed in terms of the

Rigid Body pant,

with LEL(k) = IpC,(k) + M,,K e,,r

4.4.1 The Generalised Quasi-Flex. Equation of Mot*.on

I hie divergence niatnx 1 1F(k) u ill become singular, if the dynamwi pressure approaches its critical

value and consequently the Quasi-H~ex dynamic equation has no solution, similar to the situation,

if the flight speed i the Full D~ynamiic equation approaches a critical flutter speed. Substitution

of E'q (36) in Eq (34), the Rigid Body part, subsequent re-ordering left and nght side and definition

of new matrices, yields the reduced Generalised Quasi-Flex Equation of Motion

( -k2M,, + lkjB'RR + pD)RS(k)I + PC'RR(k) ) qR = PaR (k)U(k)/V

D~ynamic Pressure Q Qd,

Explanations:

B'R.R(k) BRR - p CRE(k) L1'E,(k) IR~(k)

D'PR(k) DR, - P CRE.(k) C',,(k) DR(k)

C'R1R(k) CRR - P CRE(k) L' IE,(k) CF;R(k)

G'R(k) GR(k) - p C (k I I E I G~k

Note: In the Quasi-Flexible Dynamic Model, the number of flexible modes to approximate the

stationary displacement field has to be incrs--ased signiuficantly, compared to the Full Dynamic

Model, in order to obtain sufficient convergence for the loads at all aircraft components.

4.4.2 The Modalised Quasi-Flex. Equation of Motion

The Modalised Dynamnic Gust Equation (29) has to be paritionned and modified in a similar way

to obtain the dynamic force vector of the Quasi- Flex Model.
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Here we give directly the result.

{-k m,,,R + ikjb',R + pd,,'R(k)j + PCQ,R(k) )qk(k) + mq't"K 1,Fc = pg,(k)tJ(k);V

( 37)
where mVEK K*EE qE =F'(k) is the dynamidc force v'e'9r of the Quasi-flex. Model.

4.4.3 The Quasi-Flex. Dynamic Force/Moments:

Solving Eq. (37) for F%(k) yields-

F',(k) = pg',(k)U(k)/V + { k'mq,,R - ikib',R+ P~d',,-R(k)j + PC',,-R ) qR(k)

Explanations:

b',,R(k) = b,,_ - p CqE L' I U(k) BrER(k)

d'q,-R(k) =dq,,R - P C1,11 "'ILA) DER(k)

c ,q,.R(k) = Cq,,R - P CQ,1- L -'E(k) CER&)

g'.(k) = g& - p c,,, L" EE(k) GE(k)

5.0 The Influence of Electrical Flight Control

Systems on Gust Load Analysis

Modem civil an miltary aircraft have a variety of (electrical) controi systems, designed to perform

one or more of the following tasks:

* Auto-Pilot Function (AP)

* Stability Augmentation (SAS
* Maneuvrability Enhance-nent (ME)

* Gust / Maneuver Load Alleviation (GiMLA)

* Protected Flight Control (EFCS

* Flexible Mlode Control (FMVCS

* Ride Comfort Enhancement (RCES)

* Flutter Margin Augmentation (FMAS)

* etc.

The influecec of these conti,.1I systema, including their f1ailed or degradcd states, on struc.tural loads

due to gusts, maneuvers and on dynamic stability (,flutter ) has to be investigated.

Systems, which are not irtentionally designed to alleviate loads, may possibly increase the loads,

compared to an aircraft without such control systems.
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5.1 Analysis (Frequency Plane)

The diagrams below show a comparison of an uncontrolled and an (automatically) controlled air-

craft, flying in discrete or random turbulence.

~~Loads I

Turbulence 
Aircraft

Dynamics Rigid Body + Flex Motion

Figure i. The Uncontrolled Aircraft (Open-Loop System)

Turbulence Aircraft Loadsyt

IntemsofCotrl hor, heunonroleAircraft ditre ytetrblnefed sa

softl Dynamics Ritd Body + Flex. felotdo._Commahl "1"

Control S\ stem_ Control
Command (-) Dynamcs

Figure 2. The Automatically Controlled Aircraft (Closed-Loop System)

In terms of Control Theory, the uncontrolled aircraft disturbed by the tvirbulence field, is an

Open-Loop system, where the output quanttes, Loads and Structural motion, are direct mid only

reactions of the flexmble aircraft on aerodynamic forc.es generated by the turbulence field.

The automatically contiolled aircraft is a Closed Loop system, where selected quantities of the
aircraft's velocity and acceleration field are measured, filtered, linearly combined, amphfied and
phased by the Control Dynamics block, and after further signal conditionning by adequate non-

lineanties, like limiters, thresholds, etc , fed back into the servo-actuators of the aircraft's classical
control surfaces or additional new control devices, in order to achieve the desired control objective

In this case, the air(aft responses are functions of turbulence cnd control system commands.

The onginal open-loop aircraft dynamics are altered by introduction of the control system, and
consequently the original open-loop load transfer functions will also change, causing the resulting

aircraft component loads to be lower or higher, dependent on the parameters and dynamics of the
control system.

The parameters of the control system are denved systematically by theoretical optimisation meth-

ods provided by Control Theory, making a control objective function to a maximum or minit.-um,
followed by a later fine-tuning during flight testing.

In order to show the influence of the control system on the open-loop load transfer functions, we

will assume that the control system parameters have .. ready been determined and the control sys-
tem dynamics are fully defined.

5.2 The Linear Aircraft and Control System

In R first step, the control system and the aiicraft dynamics are assumed as linear. Signals and
transfer functions of the closed-loop system, Aircraft + Control Dynamics, necessary to derive the

modified Load Transfer Functions, are outlined in the signal flow diagram below:
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Actuator Dynamics U(k)/V Aircraft Dynamics Loads
d,.~lH,,(k) (k H,,,(k) .,jk AL°,(k),_

"d'"(k) - q k

IControl Dynamics Modal Matrix

Figure 3. Linear Control Dynamics

The Pilot Command dp,,(k) is zero for Dynamic Gust Analysis.

Explanations:

Signals.

k = oLr./V = Reduced Frequency

U(k)iV = Discrete or Random Turbulence Amplitude Spectrum
q (k) = Modal Response Vector of the Aircraft Rigid Body

and Flexible Motion (m = I,M)
XL,,,(k) = Controlled Aircraft Loads Amplitude Spectrum

Vector. ( i = I,L)

w,(k) = Structural Displacement Vector, incl. Rigid Body Motion
Only T'me-derivatives of the Displacement Vector
can )-- directly measured by gyros or accelerometers.( j = I,N

c,(k) = Control Surface Deflection Vector. ( k = I,K )
d,,,(k) = Pilot Command Signals for r = I,K Control Surfaces.

d¢,,(k) = Control System Command Signals for r = I ,KControl Surfaces
d,(k) = d,,,(k) - d,,r(k)

= Difference Signal of Pilot Command and
Control System Command

Transfer Function Vectors/Matrices :
H,,(k) = Open-Loop Aircraft Load Transfer FunctionVector, due to a

harmonic Gust Field, for q,,k(k) = 0

H ,,,(k) = Open-Loop Aircraft Load Trnsfer FunctionMatrix of Quantities i,
due to the k-th harmonically moving Control Surface.
for U(k)/V -- 0.

Hq,,m(k) = Open-Loop Modal Response Transfer FunctionVector, including
Rigid Body Motion, due to a harmonic Gust Field,
for q,,k(k) = 0 ( m = I'M)

Hq,, Jk) = Open-Loop Modal Response Transfer Function Matnx
Matrix, including Rigid body Motion, due to the k-th
harmonically moving Control Surface, for U(k)/V = 0.

Akr(k) = Diagonal Matrix of Control Surface's ActuatorTransfer Functions.

C, (k) = Control System Dynamics (Control Law) Transfer Function Matrix,
performing additionally Differentiation and Element Selection on the
Physical Displacement Vector w,(k). r = I,K ; j = I,N

Tijm = Modal Matrix (Chapt. 3), o dy used for theoretvmal Dynamic Gust Load
analysis to generate Nodai Velocities nd Accelerations Measurements
from the Modal Simulation Modei.

q,,(k) = Modal State Vector

Indices:
N = Number of Nodal Degrees-of-Freedom

M = Number of Modal Co-ordinates, including Rigid Body Motion.
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K = Number of actuatcd Control Surfaces.

L = Number of Interesting Load Quantities.

By means of the open-loop transfer funetuns of the aircraft, control, system and the servo -actuators,

the following input/output rclat ns can be derived from Figure 3 on page V-43. to determine

closed loor Load Transfer Functions:

* Loads. L,,,(k) = 11,,,(k) U(k)/V + ll,,,(k)ck(k) (38 )

* Modal State Vector-

q,(k) = l,,,,(k) 13(k)/V + HQ,,nk(k)ckjk)( 39 )

" Actuator I)namics.

c,(k) = Ak,(k)d,(k)= Ak,(k)[ d,,,(k) - d,,(k) I

With the pilot's command amplitude spectrum, dpr(k) = 0, for Gust Load

Analysis:

cik(k) - Ak,(k)d,,,(k) ( 40 )

* Control Dynamics

d.,,(k) = C,,(k)T,,q,(k) (41)

For theoretical analysis, time-derivatives of w,(k) ) are generated within C,,/k)

5.2.1 Determination of the Closed Loop Load Transfer Functions

In order to denive the Closed- Loop Load Trransfer Functions, Eq. (41) is introduced in Eq. (40) and

subsequently the result in Eq. (39).

qm(k) =Hl,,,(k) 13(k)/V - lIQ,,,k(k)A,(k)C,JPJ,q,(k)

Letting q,,(k) =I.,q,(k) m,s = 1,M

and

Ek,(k) = Ak,(k)C,,(k)'',,

we obtain-

Ims + IIQ,,k(k)EkS(k) I q,(k) = llq,,,,(k) 13(k)/V

Abbreviating G.,(k) = I., + H q,,ni(k)Ex,(k)

yields. G ,3(k)q,(k) = ll.qm(k) 13(k)/V ( 42)

Prc-multiplying Eq (42) with the inverse of G () yields-

G_' m(k)G.,,(k)q,(k) = G- 1nm(k)Ilq,m(k) 13(k)/V

1.,q,(k) = q.(k) = G*'nn(k)lIq~(k) 13(k)/V ( 43)

Reiuuitiig Hte fice idex ii of Eq (43) with ,yicldt. Ilh Modal Sta Vemtoi of tihe Cozitiolled Ail-

craft due to the turbulence amplitude spectrum 13(k)/V:

q3(k) =G-'..,(k)H~,,,(k) 13(k)/V (44)
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Introduction of (44) in (41), (41) in (40) and subsequently applying the result in the load equation

(38), yields the incremental Loads Amplitude Spectrum Vector of the controlled aircraft:

AL ,,(k) [ H,,(k) - H,,,k(k) E "(k)G',s(k)H,.,.(k)I U(k)/V

With

Hu,,(k) = Hu,(k)- H,,k(k)Ek,(k)G ,.(k)H,(k)

i= l,L ; k= 1,K ; s,m= l,M

the required Closed Loop Load Transfer Function Vector.

For Ek,(k) = 0, ( i e. no control ), we obtain the original, Open-Loop Load Transfer Function

Slu,,(k) of the uncontrolled aircraft.

5.3 The Non-Linear Control System

Practical control system designs normally contain different types of non-linearities for signal con-

ditioning, i.e. limiters to avoid over-powering the servo-valves of control surface actuators,

In this case, transfer functions of the control system do not exist in the classical linear sense and the

superposition principle does no longer hold.

The dynamicist, who is faced with such non-linear systems in the Gust Load Analysis work is re-

commended to apply time-plane methods here wherever possible and practical, in order to avoid

discussions about the applicability of the Quasi-Linearisation Methods outlined below

5.3.1 Quasi-Linearisation Methods of Non-Linear Elements

Quasi- Linearisation methods, which are not re cted to small deviations from a steady or dynamic

reference state, have been developed very early in the practice of dynamic systems analysis to solve

non-linear control system stability analysis.

In the hterature of Control System Design these linearisatior' methods are known as,

" The Describing Function Method ( Harmonic Balance ) for sinosoidal signals

* The Equivalent Gain Method for random signals

5.3.2 Tl'e Describing Function Method

The basic idea of the Describing Function Concept is to replace the non-linear system e ;ment by
a simple gain block, where the gain itself may be real- or complex-valued, depending on the type

of non-linearity being considered. For this pupose the non-linearity is fed with a sinosoidal signal

x = acos(ot) or x = asin(wt).

The non-linear element may be assumed as non-dynamic, y * f(x,dx/dt) and anti-symmetric, h,aviig

the following general static or quasi-static characteristics:

• y = f(x) = -f(-x) = = > Static Non-Linearity
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0 y = f(dx/dt) = -f(-dx/dt) = = > Static Non-Linearity

• y = f(x,sign(dx/dt)) = = > Hysteresis-Type Non-Linearity

= -f(-x,sign(dx/dt))

The output signal is expanded in a Fourier Series, where only the fundamental harmonics (the
linear part) are maintained for further analysis ,

y = Acos((ot) + Bsin(cOt)

The coefficients A and B are functions of the input signal amplitude and the particular non-
linearity considered. They are not frequency dependent, if the non-linearity is non-dynamic.

The Fourier Coefficients A and B can be calculated from the following relations:

2n

A = I/n I f(x, sign(dx/du) ] cos(u)du

2n (45)

B = I/t S I f(x, sign(dx/du) I sin(u)du
0

with:

u = :ot ; x = acos(u) ; dx/du -asin(u)

5.3.3 Alternative Describing Function Approach

In order to show the close relations between the Describing Function for harmonical input signals
and the Equivalent Gain Concept for random signals, equations (45) will now be derived more
formally,, but perhaps with more physical insight, allowing furthermore the input signals to be

coriplex-valued

x = a exp(iot)

dx/dt = i 0o a exp(icot)

For this pupose, we consider the following diagram:

xt) Non-Linear System 1(t) Error Signal

y = fx,sign(dx/dt)]

Equiv. Linear Syst

yL(t) = N(a)x(t)

Figure 4. Describing Function Approach

Explanations

x = a exp(+ iot) = The Complex Input Signal
x = a exp(-ioit) = Complex-Conjugate of x
y = 2 (x, sign(dx/dt)) = Distorted Output Signal of the

Non-Lmeanty. ( Real Parts twicu
to avoid handling of the redundant
Information, of the complex-conjugate
input signal to the Non-Linearity)
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f =f (Re(x), signiRe(dx/dt)J

YL(t) =N(a) x(t) = Equivalent Linear System Response
(Fundamental Harmonics) with
Complex Gain, N(a)

e(t) = y - N(a)x = Error Signal, Higher Harmonics of y(t)
e (t) =y - N (a)x = Complex- Conjugate of the

Error Signal
N(a) = NR(a) ,iN,(a) =Real and Imaginary Parts of N(a).

The complex gain N(a), the Describing Function, is determined by r.nnizing the variance of the
error signal, ( energy contained in the hiigher harmonics of (y(t) ) with respect to the real and im-

aginary parts of N(a):

varfe(t)J l/T I e(t)e*(t) dt ==> mini (46)

T =Time lntrval = 2/t

leading to the following conditions to be fulfilled-

d(varle(t)]) / dNR = 0 ,d(var[e(t)]} / dN, 0

or ITf d(ee*)IdNR dt =0 l/Tf d(cee/dN, dt =0
0 0

To constitute a minirn,2m, the second derivatives of Eq (46) must be positive.

Carrying out the differentiation under the integral sign yields the form:

T
l/Tf ede*/dNR + e*de/dN, I dt 0

0 
(7

l/Tf ede*/dN, + ede/dN, dt o 47
0

and after some algebraics Eq. (47) yields

T
l/T J [ -2yacos((ot) + 2N~xx* I it = 0

0

l/T I 2yacos(cot) + 2Nxx* dt = 0

with l/T T xx ) dt=a 2  ;cOtu
0

y =2 fR = 2 f lacos(u),-sign(sin(u))]

NR(a) lI(na) f flacos(u),-sign(sin(u))Jcos(u) du
0

N,(a) -l/Qra) fI acosq(u),-sign(sin(u))Jsin(u) du
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or in' complex notation:
2n

N(a) = 1/(a) j( Qacos(u),-sign(sin(u))]exp(-iu) ) du

For a static non-linearity y - f(x) or y = f(dx/dt), the imaginary part of N(a) is zero.

5.4 Non-Linearity in a Closed Loop System

In order to study the behaviour of a non-linear element in a Closed Loop, we consider the following
Control System disturbed by a steady state sinosoidal input signal. The dynamic quantity y(a,k)
is measured, gained and phased by C(k), yielding the non-linearity input signal x(a,k). The non-
linearity is replaced by its Describing Function N(a), which may be complex-valued, input-
amplitude-dependent but not frequency dependent.

The o ltput signal of the Describing Function block d(a,k), ( the control signal ), is fed back into
the system to be controlled. I'he repercussions of the quasi-linearised non-linear element on the
control system dynamics will be shown by denving the transfer function x(a,k) as a function of the
input signal amplitude /A and the control signal d(a,k).

u(k) =A Linear L(a,k)

'sr Linear Lna

_ Function -x~ak)_ Control System
N(a) Clk)

Figure 5. Non-Linear Control Dynamics

Explanalions

u(k) = A = Steady State Sinosoidal Input
Signal with Amplitude ( A).

u(t') = Aexp(ikt')

y(a,k) = Measurment Signal
1.(a,k) = i.e., Loads Quantity Signal

d.,(a,k) = Control Command Signal

d,(k) = Guidance Signal = 0 for Gust Load Analysis
d(a,k) = d - d = Difference Signal

Hu(k), HYA(k) = A/C - Transfer Functions
x(a,k) = a(k)exp(ib(a,k)) = Non-Linearity Input Signal

with Phase Angle b(a,k) and
Amplitude a(k).

From Figure 5 we can derive the following equations:

y(a,k) = AH,.(k) 4- H,d(k)d(a,k)

d(a,k) = - N(a) x(a,k), ( d = 0)
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x(a,k) = C(k) y(a,k)

= C(k)[ AHi,(k) - Hld(k)N(a)x(a,k) I

With G(a,k) = C(k) ll,d(k) N(a)

jI + G(a,k)] x(a,k) = A C(k) Il,(k)

(48)

x(a,k) = A C(k) t-,(k)/[l + G(a,k)] = a(k)expjib(a,k)]

Taking the ( squared ) absolute value of x(a,k), we obtain:

a 2(k) = x(a,k) x'(a,lk)

a2(k) = A2CC*l. 11J,/([I + G(a)[l + G*(a)]) ( 49 )

From equation ( 49 we can conclude, that in a Closed-Loop system the input amplituue (a) of

the non-liearity is itself a function of the non-linearity's Describing Function N(a) and the system

input amplitude A, caused by the feed-back dynamics

Eq. (49) is a non-linear equa tion for the unknown amplitude (a) with Reduced Frequency k as a

parameter The solutions of Eq. (49) and the corresponding other "frequency response" functions,

like Loads L(a,k), are valid only for the specific system input amplitude A Therefore, due to the

missing more general characteristics of a linear system, where the dynamic behaviour can be com-

pletely determined by applying a ',at Amplitude input, the Superposition Pnnciple does not hold

here and solutions for others than smosoidal system input signals cannot be generated

5.4.1 Stability Analysis

The .'ibility of the closed-loop control system or possible Limit Cycles with cntical amplitudes a'

and frequencies k" can be determind by means of equation (48) with the sinosoidal system input

set to zero ( A = 0 ), leading to the condition:

I + G(a',k') = 0

The Describing Function Method is applicable in this case, because at the stability limits, a

sinosoidai signal is circulating in the system, if its linear parts have sufficient low-pass characteristics

to suppress the higher harmonics generated by the non-lineanty

Under these conditions the system is in "Harmomc Balance".

5.4.2 Tie Jumping Phenomenon

For a certain range of Reduced Frequencies ( k,., :r k <: k,,2 ), equation (49) may have more than

one singie solution, and one of these solutions can be unstable.

In this case, the non-linear "frequency responses' are ambiguous, depending on the direction of
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frequency variation ( increasing or decreasing k ) The following figure may help to understand the

phenomenon,

Let the right-( or Icft )hand-side distorted "frequency response" curve be the graph of the solution

of Eq. (49 < ). With increasing k, ( 0 k k ... ), the amplitude a(A,k) increases up to point

"C", where the resonance curve has a vertical tangent. With further increasing k the amplitude drops

to point "D" at k = k,,,. Beyond k = k,,2 th,. zolutions are again unique and the amplitude decreases

continuously up to k = k,.

Starting at k = k,..., with decreasing frequencic k te amplitude increases up to point 'B", where

the resonance curve has another vertical tangent at k = kh. With fur'her decreasing k, the ampli-

tude jumpb to the higher value at point 'A" and subsequently decreases continuously to the value

at k = 0, because the solutions of Eq. (49) are again unique below k = k,,. Between ka,, and k,

the solutions of Eq. (49) are not unique and the branch ( B-C ) of the resonance curve is unstable.

a(A,k)

iunstable Branch

ki1 ki,2 "-'

Figure 6. The Jumping Phenomenon

5.4.3 Applicability Conditions of the Describing Function Method

Although the general concept of the Describing Function Method looks very attractive on a fir-st

glance, it must be stated that the applicability conditions for Discrete Gust Load analysis are very

restrictive.

The method is apphcable only under the following conditions:

* Wherever the non-linear element is placed in the control system circuit, the input

signal to the non-linearity must be definitely sinosoidal, otherwise the Quasi-

Lineansation conditions are not fulfilled.

" The linear parts of the dynamic system + control system must have sufficient

low-pass characteristics relative to the fundamental frequency of the driving signial

or to the frequency of a possible Limit Cycle in order to be able to supp-,ss the

higher harmonics generated by the non-linear element.

* External exiting signals are restricted to either steady state sinosoidal ones (ideal)

or to more general steady state non-sinosoidal but periodic signals,
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* If the dynamic system is near or at its stablity boundaries ( Limit Cycles ), the
applicability conditions of the Describing Function Method are fulfilled, because

in this case a harmonic signal is circulating in the control system.

The system is in a "Harmonic Balance'.

" The non-linear system should be anti-symmetric y = f(x) = -f(-x) to avoid gener-

ation of a constant bias signal, which would be in conflict with the first criterion

5.4.4 Discrete Gust Load Analysis ( Non- ) Applicability

As a consequence of that what has previously been outlined, it must be stated that the Describing
Function Method is not applicable for recent Discrete Gust input signals, due to their non-steady

state, aperiodic , 1-cos characteristics.
For such aperiodic, non-steady state input signals the Descnbing Function is not defined and the

Discrete Gust Load analysis should be done in the time-plane.

Despite of non-applicability of the Describing Function Method with recent Discrete Gust Models,
the essentials of the method were outlined here in detail, in order to extend the tool-box of Fre-

quency Plane analysis methods also for non-linear systems, and to enable load studies with

Siosoidal Discrete Gust inputs, although recently not supported by the requirements.

5.4.5 The Eqivalent Gain Method

The Quasi-Linearisation approach for non-linear system elements exited by random input signals

is known as 'The Eqivalent Gain Method'.
The following assumptions and restrictions for random input signals and system charactenstics are

made before the basic equation to determine Equivalent Gains for specific types of non-linear ele-

ments will be derived.

The random input signal should be stationary and ergodic, having a Gaussian probability density

distribution with zero mean-value The gaussian distribution is required to use the lineanzed ele-

ment in a closed-loop control system. Furthermore, it is assumed that the distorsions in the output

signal generated by the non-linearity are not correlated with the input signal.

The non-linearity is assumed static and anti-symmetnc, y = f(x) = -f(-x), causing the Equivalent

Gain to be real-valued and the output signal bias-free

For hysteresis-type non-lineanties a 90-degree phase-shifted or an orthogonal signal to the input

signal x(t) would be additionally required to establish the imaginary part of the Equivalent Gain.

This more complicated case will not be considered.

5.4.6 Determination of the Equivalent Gain

In order to derive the fundamental equation to determine Equivalent Gains for specific non-

L-earities of the above class, we refer to Figure 4 on page V-47.

'the input signal x(t) will now be assumed as a random function and the designation N(a) for a
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complex Describing Function is renamed by k,, the real Equivalent Gam, yielding the new random

error signal:

e(t,k.) = fx(t)l - kx(t)

Following the same approach applied to derive ;ne Describing Function for a smosoidal input sig-

nal, the variance of the error signal is mininizcd with respect to k,:

T

varle(t)] = lim /iT S e (t,k.) dt = > min
T-' 0 -T

or applying equivalent sample integration for ergodic signq's:

var[e(x)] = fe2 (x,k.)p(x) dx = > min
-00

Where p(x) is the probability density distribution of the input signal.

Differentiating the variance of the error signal with respect to k., yields:

dvarf(e(x)l/dk. = f 2 e(x,k,) d[e(x,k.)l/dk.p(x) dx = 0
-oO

j [ -xf(x) + k.x 2 I p(x) dx = 0
-0

0

With a. = x p(x) dx,
-0

the mean-square value of x(t), we obtain the required basic relation to determine the Equivalent

Gain:

k, = 2/ 2  x f(x) p(x) dx (50)
0

The lower integration lumt can be zero, because due to the previous assumptions, the expression

under the integral sign is a symmetric function.

For Gaussian probability dcasity distnbutions, the following formula may be alternatively used-

k. = 2/(Nf"ncv) I f'(x)exp[_x 2/(2a .
2)l dx ( 51)

0

where f'(x) is the derivative of f(x) with respect to x.

Formulae (50/51) show that the Equivalent Gain is a function of the mean-square or rms-value of

the input signal x(t) In the random case the rms-value takes the role the amplitude has in the

Describing Function analysis.

If the non-linear element is part of a closed-loop control system, we get the same relations already

found in the Describing Function method: The input signal rms-value of the non-linearity becomes

itself dependent on the unknown k,, yielding the general non-linear equation to determine the

Equivalent Gain:

k. - Qcoy(k.)]
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I-or application of the Equivalent Gain in a closed-loop system, the theoretical approach and the
system arrangement outlined for the Describing Function method can be analogously used, if N(a)

is renamed by k, and the signals are considered as random functions described by their power

spectral densities and associated nns-values.

Instead of Eq. (49), the eqivalent equation for the mean-3quare value of x(t) due to a random ex-

iting signal u(t) reads:

a. (k.) f JIl1,(k,k.)I24V(k) dk
0

a(k)= Mean-square value of the non-linearity

input signal x(t) in a closed-loop.

Hj(k,k.) = C(k)H~0(k)/(lI + G(k,k.)]

Transfer Function of x(t), A = 1 in Eq. (48)

G(k,k.) = C(k)H,dk,

O(k) =Power Spectrum (v.Kanxian) of the random exiting

signal u(t) with rms-value a.

Examples:

Limiter f(.x) = x for lxi :! XL

XL forijxi > XL

-XL XI forijxi <-X

0 forlxij > \

Applying formula (5 11 for gaussian input signals, we obtain:

k.,L = foj exp[-x 1(2a, )I dx
0

fo =21- 2ir.

Normalizing the integral with x = N12o,u dx = . f2a~du and UL =XLI(-.I~a.), yields
UL

kIL = 2,//n j exp(-u 2 ) du
0

k,,L = erf ( UL) erf [XL(\I/2a)]

erf(.) = Error Function

Quadratic Damping:

d(~ = cisign(i)

f(x) 2d II

By means of Eq. (5 1): k,,Q =do fexpF*2 /(2ca, )J dx
0

d,= 4dI(,/2ncr)
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Normalizing the integral by u = 2 /(2c) and c; du = x di yields:
00

and finally

k.,, = 4d/,/2-na

Dead Zone. ((x) t0 for lxi :5X
-No ~ x fD)(X) x for jxI >X 0

'rhe Dead Zone function can be represented by the difference of a linear function f(x) x and a

Limiter function fL(x) with XL = XD.

FD(x) = x - fL(x)

ri0 (x) = I - f '(x)

Applying Iq (51) and using the r-sult of the Limuter function with X, = XD, yields
0c

k. = ,J " cxp(-x /(2o /2) dx - erflXDo/ 2.i o0
0

and finally

k.,D = 1 - erf I Xoj(/2o0 I

5.4.7 Applicability of the Equivalent Gain Concept

In a closed-loop system, most of the general applicability conditions remain valid also for the
Equivalent Gain Method, when in "Applicability Conditions of the Describing Function Method"
on page V-51 the term 'Sinosoidal Signal' is replaced by. 'Gaussian Signal'

Low-pass fdterng of the lugher harmonics is considered as equivalent to 1, w-pass filtering the
non-gaussian disturbances generated by the non-inear element in order to maintain gaussian signal

charactenstics in the control system.
The Equivalent Gain is applicable for the PSD-DESIGN ENVELOPE ANALYSIS method due
to its close relation to the tms-value of a random signal.

It is not applicable for the PSD-MISSION ANALYSIS method, because the number-of-
exceedances of peak load levels are under-estimatcd with the classical Equivalent Gain Concept.
For the PSD-MISSION ANALYSIS case, R. NOBACK/C BL.AAUBOER propose to determine
the Equivalent Gain 4y mminuzing the variance of the energy-error signal, instead of nutmizing
the variance of the error signal itself:

var( e.N ) = var( f?(x)-k2 x2 ) = = in

The resulting Equivalent Gain is more appropriate for PSD-MISSION ANALYSIS application
due to the squaring cffect, which puts more weight on the amplitude peaks of the signals leaving

the non-linearity and the linear Equvalent Gain block.

W- ill ---- . . .
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ABSTRACT

The general formulation of the Statistical Discrete Gust (SDG)
model for atmospheric turbulence proposed by J.Glynn Jones for
the von Karman spectrum in its higher frequency range is defined
and illustrative results are presented. The equivalence of the
two rodels, SDG and PSD, is confirmed by showing that the dynamic
z~eponse ratios, j/1, for both rigid and elastic aircraft loads
are reasonably constant and approximately equal to the expected
value of 10.4 ft."6b. Although the SDG method is more complex to
implement and more costly to run than the PSD method of FAR/JAR
25, its implementation for routine calculations of linear
aircraft structures is confirmed by the present study. The SDG
model offers an alternative time domain analysis method for
calculating response loads to continuous turbulence for both
linear and non-linear aircraft structures (active controls). In
addition, the SDG method can potentially provide a more
representative model for extreme gust processes, but this
requires further development.
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NOTATION

A PSD dynamic response for unit gust velocity (U, = 1)
H gust gradient length
in fractional gradient energy for gust with n ramps
L integral scale of turbulence
n number of component gust ramps
' number of component gust ramps in the critical gust

pattern
An aircraft cg vertical acceleration factor
P, gust amplitude factor for gust with n ramps
Uo  design gust velocity, SDG method
UO design gust velocity, PSD method
w component (1-cos) ramp hold gust velocity
W gust velocity pattern made up of n component gust ramps
x spatial coordinate
7 SDG dynamic response for a tuned gust pattern and unit

gust velocity (U =1)
' SDG dynamic response for the critical gust pattern and

unit gust velocity (U=l)
A aircraft cg pitch velocity
r( ) gamma function

1. INTRODUCTION

The asumption underlying the Statistical Discrete Gust
(SDG) model of atmospheric turbulence is that the turbulent
flow field, even when apparently continuous, contains
coherent structures which in some cases may be more
appropriately represented by spatial velocity distributions
than by a frequency or spectral form (Reference 1). For
one-dimensional turbulence models, the coherent structure
may be expressed by simple, discrete, (1-cos) ramp-hold
components, having random gradient distances, H, and
amplitudes, w, randomly distributed in space, x, (Figures 1
and 2).

Various models of atmospheric turbulence can be simulated
using the (1-cos) ramp gust as a building block. For
example, it is evident that measured extreme gust patterns,
as shown in Figure 3 (from Reference 2) may be approximated
with 1, 2 or more components. For these extreme gusts,
there is sufficient evidence to indicate that the following
relationship holds between gust intensity, w, and gust
gradient distance, H:

w H'/6

However, further data analysis is required to establish the
statistical weighting factors or amplitude factors needed to
complete an SDG model for these extreme gust conditions.
Presently, the versed sine gust shape of FAR/JAR 25.341, is
used to determine aircraft design loads for extreme gust
encounters. This gust pattern will be recognized as a
special, two-ramp case with H, = H 2, w, = w2 and H. = 0, in
Figure lb.

For continuous random processes such as Dryden or von
Karman, SDG models have been proposed using the discrete-
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element technique of Reference 3. For the von Karman Power
Spectral Density (PSD) model, the relationship between gust
intensity and gust gradient distance is:

w 1 H /3

W (X

for values of frequency w in the w-5/3 range. The family of
(1-cos) gust components forming this gust model is
illustrated in Figure 4 and the example gust patterns shown
in Figures 1 and 2 reflect the H1/3 gust intensity
relationship.

This proposed SDG approach has been the subject of some
study by an ad hoc committee of international gust
specialists. One objective of that study was to dettrmine
if the two models, SDG and PSD, were in fact equivalent in
terms of aircraft responses; ie., whether there was a so-
called "ovarlap" of the SDG time domain and the PSD
frequency domain models. The present report stems from that
activity. See also Reference 4.

In the course of its development, a number of SDG
formulations have been proposed for this region of
"overlap". They are characterized by the complexity of the
gust patterns producing maximum responses and by the related
methods used to calculate the amplitude factors. They are
identified as Methods 1, la, 2 and 3 in Reference 1 where
Method 3 is the most general. For the present report,
Method 2 was selected because it imposed no restrictions on
gust pattern and because the approximation made in
calculating the amplitude factors introduced little error in
dynamic response values (4% at most) while reducing computer
costs. The application of this simpler method thus
permitted an assessment on the practicality of implementing
the SDG method (Methods 2 or 3) for routine aircraft design
computations.

The report begins by defining the SDG method employed in the
present study. Illustrative results are then presented for
an aircraft with linear structural dynamic properties from
which an assessment on "overlap" can be made. The results
presented have been scaled by an arbitrary factor and can be
treated as dimensionless; absolute magnitudes are not
important to this report.

2. THE 8DG GUST MODSL

An expression for a general gust pattern made up of n, (1-
cos), ramp-hold gust components may be written as follows:

W (x) = UoPn E (sgn), AW,(x-xi) (i)
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where

AW(x-x) = 0 (x-xi) < 0
-1 H' 1csi(x-x)

AW,(X-xi) = 2H I3 (1-cos ) 0 (x-x) _ H,H
i

AW(x-x) = Hi'/3  Hi < (X-X,)

Consistent with the von Karman gust spectrum of FAR/JAR 25
for the w'33 frequency range, the (1-cos) ramp hold
components have been given magnitudes, w., proportional to
H 1/3 where H. is the gust gradient distance for component i.
Also, H is' restricted in magnitude to a maximum of 2500
feet, the integral scale of turbulence, L , specified for
the FAR/JAR 25 PSD model. The term, (sgn) , is used to
represent te "+" or "-" sign for each component gust. Note
that the i gust component starts at x and that xi is taken
to be zero (Figure 2).

Equation 1 includes a statistical weighting or amplitude
factor, P , which is used to place the intensities of each
gust pattern on an equal probability basis. These P
factors have the values:

P, = 1

1

Pn n > 1 (2)

.88

where n is the number of ramp gust components forming the
pattern and where I . is the f-ctional gradient energy (FGE)
given by

d'/6 Wn(x) 2

nI dx518  ) dx (3)" dx5/6

where the upper limit of integration, x , corresponds to
the end of the final ramp (Figure 2). Irxis at this point
where Method 3 differs from Method 2 because in Method 3 the
integration is taken to infinity, or at least to
convergence.

The fractional derivative forming the integrand has the
analytical expression (References 5 and 6):

(4)
ds/6 W (x) d 1

5/6 W((X) - o (x-t)- /6 W(t)dt)
dx'/6 dx r(1/6) t

I m m m m m lm m m u l m m m n m l n u m m m • • m n w m m m m m • mm a u , • . -
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and may be evaluated numerically by dividing the range 0 to
x by N + 1 equally spaced points as follows:

(Ax) -6/6
D / 6 W(x) (A06w° + A16w1 ... + AN.16 WN-1) (5)

r(7/6)

where Ax = x/N
A0 1
A. (j + 1)1/0 - 9l

/6

and where

6wj = w - wj+

A peculiar characteristic of the fractional derivative is
that its value depends on the prior behavior of the gust
pattern and not just on its properties at the evaluation
point. This is apparent from the expression for the
fractional derivative (Equation 4) because it involves
integration. The implication is that the fractiornal
derivative is not zero at and beyond the end of the final
ramp, x=, (as it would be for a first derivative), but it
converges asymptotically to that value as x tends to
infinity. As a result the value for the fractional gradient
energy, I., is underestimated by truncating the integration
at x . The magnitude of this underestimation was
determned for various gust patterns and varied from 1% for
a versed sine gust to a maximum of about 8%. The influence
on amplitude factor, P., however, was only ±4% because of
the square root effect ?Equation 2).

Before proceeding further, it might be helpful to know nhat
for gust patterns with non-overlapping components Method 1
of Reference 1) the amplitude factors, PA, are reasonably
well approximated by

P= 1

Ps- n > 1 (6)

.88 iii

This approximation makes clear the general trend that for
equal probability, the amplitude factors decrease as the
number of component ramps increase. While this
approximation may be useful for qualitative assessments, for
routine calculations it is recommended that the P factors
be calculated using the fractional gradient energy
expressions.

Finally in Equation 1, U is the design gust velocity
paralleling the parameter in the PSD gust model. For
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now, U will ')e taken eqaal to 1 ft/sec/ft'1 3. The peculiar
dimension for U, should be noted.

3. ESTABLI HING CRITICAL GUST PATTERNS

The critical gust pattern is defined as the tuned gust
pattern (with UO = 1.) giving the largest response magnitude
from the set of tuned patterns made up of one, two, three
... etc. ramp components with the appropriate amplitude
factor, P, applied. In general, the critical gust pattern
for each response parameter (normal acceleration, wing root
bending moment, etc) will be different. With reference to
Equation 1, t1'e search for the critical gust pattern
involves deternining values for:

n the number of component ramps making
up the critical gust pattern

H, = the gust gradient length for each ramp
(recall w is proportional to H1/3)

(sgn)i = the gust direction for each ramp (up or
down for a vertical gust field)

and
x = the spatial starting points for each ramp

assuming x, = 0.

For linear systems, tuned gust patterns are efficiently
established by applying the superposition principle in the
manner detailed in steps (a) through (f) below. This
procedure must be repeated for each response parameter of
interest.

(a) Calculate the time history response for a number of
single ramp components of varying gust gradient length,
H, defined by Equation 1. Sample time histories for
vertical shear (NSV) at fuselage station (FS) 424 are
shown in Figure 5 for four different vertical gust
lengths.

(b) From the time history response for each H, determine
the largest absolute response value between each pair
of zero 4.,rossings of the time history and plot these
peak values vs. H. The resultant graph which makes use
of data from Figure 5 is given in Figure 6. Reference
7 provides a Fortran computer routine for sorting the
peak response data and removing the unnecessary
discontinuities that often appear in these plots. The
routine does this by tracking and removing
discontinuities in the better behaved, peak time vs. H
data.

(c) Determine the stationary (zero slope) response values
for each peak response curve and mark them in order of
decreasing magnitude. Denote these values M.
Associate with each M., the gust gradient length H.
Figure 6 illustrates fdr H3 and H. 3 j

(d) Construct the set of tuned gust patterns using H1,
H +H, H.+H+H 3. . . . . . .. gust ramps as illustrated in
Figure 1. The suggested set of patterns made up of 1,
2, 4, 8,....ramps, (References 1 and 2 ) was not
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adopted because there was no assurance that the largest
response would be obtained. Indeed, the results
presented in Tables 1 and 2 which gives the critical
number of ramps for each response parameter confirm
that the full set should be considered.

(e) Calculate P, for each pattern using equation (2) and
the expressions for fractional gradient energy.

(f) Calculate the peak response magnitudes for each tuned
gust sequen.e by applying superposition as follows:

1= PH4
Y2= P2 (A I + M 2)'Y3 = P 3 (M1 + M2 + 3)

11 = P M(MI + M2 + M) for all n (7)

The gust pattern producing the largest value of yi,
denoted as j, is called the critical gust pattern for
the particular response parameter under consideration.

As an example, the critical gust pattern for vertical
shear at fuselage station 424, determined by the above
procedure, is illustrated in Figure 8. Also shown in
Figure 8 is the corresponding response time history.
Note that the peak time history response value, 5, will
be the same as the maximum value obtained in step (f).

Once the critical gust pattern has been established for a
particular parameter of interest, the time correlated
responses for all parameters can be calculated using that
pattern (and associated amplitude factor, P.).

4. ASSESSING THE "OVERLAP"

Having established the critical gust pattern (for U = 1)
for a particular load of interest, design limit loaas are
given by:

Lumit = Lsttic ± Uo (8)

Design values for U0 have not yet been established; however,
on an individual load basis, values may be determined by
applying the following expression relating SDG and PSD
dynamic results.

Uo = U=

or, equivalently;

= U/U o (9)
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Since U and U. are taken to be constants, the determination
of equivalence or whether the two gust models "overlap"
requires that the SDG to PSD dynamic ratio, j/A, be a
constant as well, independent of the aircraft or load under
consideration. This ratio was estimated in Reference 3, on
the basis of a single degree of freedom system, to have a
value of approximately 10.4 ft."/3 . Note that the ratio,
-/A, is dimensional and therefore its value will dejend on
the system of units used. The values obtained for '/A from
the present analysis for both rigid and flexible aircraft
models are given in the following section.

5. ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

When applying the SDG method as formulated in Equation 1, it
first must be confirmed that flight stability and structural
frequencies do in fact lie in the higher frequency range of
the von Karman spectrum for which the present SDG model was
designed. Specifically, Perry shows in Reference 4 for a
rigid aircraft that the short period frequency must be at
least ten (10) times greater than the Irequency
corresponding to the point of maximum intensity, F , of the
spectrum (Figure 9). With this condition satisfied, Perry
found that the SDG-to-PSD dynamic response ratio, 5/X, was
well approximated by 10.4 ft.1/3 as expected from the results
of Reference 3. He also found that when the short period
frequency fell in the range Ft to 1OF the /K ratio
deviated from 10.4 by almost 20%.

For the present analysis, as indicated in Figure 9, Perry's
requirement on frequency is satisfied and therefore the
value expected for :j/X is 10.4 ft. /s. The cg response
results for vertical acceleration, An, and pitch velocity,
A6, presented in Table 1 for a rigid aircraft subject to
single point excitation, support to within 2% that
expectation for both nominal and 50% nominal short period
damping.

When wing and tail spatial excitation effects are included,
the maximum deviation from 10.4 ft."/3 approaches 7% for
both the rigid and the flexible aircraft case with nominal
short period damping.

Table 2 presents uncorrelated dynamic response ratios for a
number of wing, horizontal tail and fuselage loads and
compares them with the expected value of 10.4 ft.'/-. While
the values range from 7.9 (ie, 24% low) to 12.1 (ie, 16%
high) the mean value obtained for /K is 10.6 ft. /

3 with a
standard deviation of 0.88.

Figures 10 and 12, present SDG and PSD correlated vertical
shear distributions for the fuselage matched at stations 424
and 711, respectively. Figures 11 and 13 present the
corresponding correlated vertical bending moment
distributions. The dynamic ratios, I-/A, required to match
SDG and PSD results at these stations are shown in the
figures and are the same as those given in Table 2. The
largest difference in these results is approximately 13% and
occurs in the vertical shear load at the wing front spar
station (Figure 12).
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S6. CONCLUDING REMlRKS

The general formulation (Method 2 of Reference 1) of the
Statistical Discrete Gust (SDG) model proposed by J. Glynn
Jones for the von Karman spectrum in its higher frequency
range was defined and illustrative results were presented .

The equivalence of the two models, SDG and PSD, was assessed
by comparing the dynamic response ratios, 'j/1, for both
rigid and elastic aircraft cg responses and for a variety of
elastic aircraft loads. Although there is some variation in
the results, the values obtained for 7/A are sufficiently
consistent to conclude that there is adequate equivalence or
"overlap" between the two models. Based on 34 elastic
aircraft loads results, the mean value for 7/A was 10.6
ft.1/3 (ie., 2% higher than the expected value of 10.4 ) with
a standard deviation of 0.88.

The implementation of the proposed SDG method for routine
calculations of linear aircraft structures has been
confirmed as a consequence of the present study. However,
the SDG method is more complex to implement than the PSD
gust method of FAR/JAR 25 and it is more computer costly to
run.

The SDG model offers an alternative time domain analysis
method for determining response loads to continuous
turbulence for linear and non-linear aircraft structures
(active controls). In addition, the SDG method can
potentially provide a more representative model for extreme
gust processes. In light of these potential advantages it
is recommended that development of the SDG method should
continue.
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T ABLE 1

Uncorrelated Aircraft CG Response Ratios 1/A
and Comparison with 10.4 Feet11 3

Aircraft Model Dynamic Ratio No. of
Vertical 7 /A - U'/Uo Ramps

Vrt Response - in
Gust Modes Short Parameter Value Compared Critical

included- Period Feet s to 10.4 Pattern

Damping (ee

single short period, nominal An 10.30 -1.0 1
point no elastic a 6 1 0.35 -0.5 1

single short period, 50% A n 1, 32 -0.8 2
point no elastic nominal A 6 10.20 -2.0 4

distributed short period, nAn 11.10 +6.7 2over no elastic nominal 1 .0 +.
aircraft A 6 10.60 +19 2

distributed short period, nominal An 11.10 +6.7 2Oaer 450 elastic L n A 10.50 +1.0 2aircraf tI

A n - Vertical Acceleration of CG

* Short Period Frequency - 0.45 Hz A 6 - Pitch Velocity about OG

TABLE 2

Uncorrelated Dynamic Response Ratios
Results 7/A

and Comparison with 10.4 Feet /3

Dynamic Ratio Oynamlc Ratio

LOCation Numnber Nom be,
Arcralft ResPonse ct V'oe Comoted4 of Aircraft Response Station VaIue Compared o

Component Parameter 0eenm-pan to 10 4 Ramps Component Parameter to 10 4 Ramps

8 11 1 .7 3 102 108 4 4

Vertet 32 11 2 .8 3 312 100 "1 8Shellr -,,--68 5 113 .0 3 387 11 3 "9 3

88 10 6 .1 2 Vertical 424 11 4 .10 3
Shee

8 1t2 .8 3 531 il 1 .7 3

Vertical 32 11 4 .10 807 11 2 .8 3
Wing Bendin- -10 "

Moment 8 11 7 .13 3 711 10 7 . 3
88 11 2 .8 3 822 11 a '12 3

8 8 0 -13 8 192 10 7 .3 4

32 8 8 -8 4 312 10 7 .3 4
Torsion . -

50 0 -13 4 387 108 "4 4

88 103 -1 4 Vet.Ctal 424 103 -1 5
Bending

VertiCal 4 111' .1 2 Moment 531 109 .2 3

58 10 0 .1 2 607 8 e 8 8.

H o rtIzon tatI Vet tical 4 108 '4 2 711 11 . A I
I .ToT s8 g ... _____ _____._________ "_____ 3

MoooT 58 1 
7

O 2 (1 I ) ... 10.6

Std. Deviation a 0.88
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Typical Ramp Gust Patterns

(a) Discrete-Ramp Gust (b) Pattern Comprising a Pair

of Ramp Gusts

.,,---ens.y 
WS

/ w gust

gradient distance H-

(sketches from reference 2)

FIGURE 1

Example Gust Patterns

Ramps without Overlaps Ramps with Overlaps

W(x) XMBY W(x) Xmax

. x2  x24 r .r~a

x3

FGR
xx

F IG UR E 2
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Examples of Relatively Isolated Gusts
from U.S. High Intensity Gust Investigation

(F-106A Aircraft In Thunderstorms - from reference 2)

'20 f/s 120 U/s

.2~

1 sec

1 sec

F I GU RE 3

Family of Equiprobable Ramp Gusts
Def ined for H L

Gust
Intensity

H

(sketch from reference 2)

FI1G U RE 4
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Response to Selected Ramps
Vertical Shear (NSV), Fuselage Station (FS) 424

RAMP LENGTHI RMP LENGTH Aq LENGTH RMP L~

F I G UR E

i n'

I -8

Verica ShearO

Vuaation n .4

Ramp Length- F
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The SDG Tuning Process

SINGLE RAMP PATTERN

MI MI I - PI xMI

TWO RAMP PTTERN

~- 2 4 2 'P 2 x M1 .- M2)

-M2 THREE RAMP PATTERN

-~ P3 x (MI - M2 - M3)

H3

RAMP LENGTHS TUNED TIME HISTORIES SHIFTED TUNED GUST PATTERNS FOR

TO GIVE MI, M2, M3 AND SIGNS CHANGED TO ONE. TWO. THREE RAMPS

MI M2 ' M3  ALIGN PEAK RESPONSES USING LINEAR SUPERPOSITION

F I GURE 7

Critical Gust Pattern
and Corresponding Response Time History

Vertice! Shear (NSV), Fuselage Station (FS) 424
RMP LENGTHS USED 20 -. - .: -: RAMP LENGTHS USEO

SN PLOTS" FELT

-j-

0.0 -

-0.

-12
6.0 10 ~ s o i.0 0.0 2.0 4. 4'0 , 1.

TIME -SICONDS F I G U R E 8 TIE - SECOND$
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Fuselage Vertical Shear Distributions
Due to Various Gust Models

Results Matched to Uncorrelated Shear at FS 424
FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT DESIGN ENVELOPE METHOD
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Fuselage Vertical Bending Moment Distributions
Due to Various Gust Models

Results Matched to Uncorrelated Shear at FS 424
FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT DESIGN ENVELOPE METHOD
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Fuselage Vertical Shear Distributions
Due to Various Gust Models

Results Matched to Uncorrelated PSD at FS 711
FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT DESIGN ENVELOPE METHOD
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Fuselage Vertical Bending Moment Distributions
Due to Various Gust Models

Results Matched to Uncorrelated PSD at FS 711
FLEXIBLE AIRCRAFT DESIGN ENVELOPE METHOD
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1. INTRODUCTION

The P.S.D.-method as described in the requirements produces the design loads, however not the mutual
relation or phasing. For stressing purposes and also for testing, realistic load combinations or design
load conditions are needed.

In the discrete gust case design load conditions almost naturally consist of the loads occurring at
the same time, usually at the time that one of the loads reaches its maximum value.

The P.S.D.-method is based on statistical considerations and P.S.D.-design load conditions should
have the same basis. A method to generate design load conditions or to match design loads, obtained with
the Design Envelope Analysis of the P.S.D.-method will be described in the following paragraphs. The
method is based on the statistical correlation between outputs -lads- of a linear syotcm, the airctaft,
to a common input, atmospheric turbulence. For design loads obtained with the mission analysis such a
direct relation does not exist and the generation of design load conditions is more involved and will not
be treated here. An approximate method is proposed in reference 1.

A design load condition should be in equilibrium, that is the equations of equilibrium should be
valid for these loads. This will be proven for the design load conditions as generated with the described
method.

The derivation of the design load conditions will be given for the case that only two loads are
involved. The derivation for the general case with N loads is given in reference 1, Only the results will
be presented here.

2. CORRELATION AND EQUAL PROBABILITY

For the derivation of design load conditions with equal probability it will be assumed that
atmospheric turbulence is a quasi-stationarX random process, with Gaussian probability-density function
(p.d.f) and with normalized power spectrum * and standard deviation a . This random process acts as input

to a linear system, the aircraft. The outputs, loads and stresses, also are Gaussian.
The power spectrum of the output yt is

2y o l t ( ) 12,, n( ) :
4yi(W) - (sIHi) w ('a)

Hiw(w) is the transferfunction of output y,
The ratio of the standard deviations of output y, and input w is

S - [ J INi(,)12 (w)dw (2)

i w 0 i

According to the requirements the design load has to be calculated with

U
Yid A Uo (3)

w(3

U is a design value and is prescribed in the requirements.
e outputs yi and input w are correated, The correlation coefficient between outputs y, and Y2 is
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012(H (j-) H2w(j-) 
+ 

H~w(j
w
) H2w(j

W
)) *)(w)dw12 2 a0102 0 1w 2w lv 2

- o J (HRE (W) . HRE2(W) + HIM (W) . HIM 2(,)) t
0
(,)d (4)

102 0

where H (jw) is the complex conjugate of H (jW). HREI (W) and HIM i() are th,- real and imaginary parts of
Hi (jw)l' 

PI
The joint probability density function of two loads yl and Y2 with correlation coefficient 012 is

Y2 202

1 12 Y) Y2 YZ
2  a °2

p12(yl'y2) I " P 1x -2 2 2 (5)

-.Ol j2 _ 2(1 - P12)

Any combination of loads y, and Y2 such that

2 2
Y, 20 12 yl Y2 +2 . !L(I p2) 6a2 a 22) (6)
01 1 2 a02 w

has the same probability density, namely

p12(yly 2) exp - (7)

It should be noted that Eq. (6) represents an ellipse.,

3. DESIGN STRESS AS FUNCTION OF TWO LOADS

It will now be assumed that stress q is a linear function of loads y, a-d Y2.

q - aI Y + a2 Y2  (8)

The coefficients a and a depend on the dimensiot~s of the structure.
The design value for

2
the stress q can be calculated with

qd ' Xq Uo (9)

in which X can be expressed as
q

w 0 r-- a l H(4W)H ) n
q o 0  qv4  q

-[0Ji Iqw(.)1
2 

#n(W)dw] (10)

From Eq. (8) follows

Hqw(Jw) - aI HIV(J
w) 

+ a2 H2w(jW) (11)

This gives with Eqs. (4) and (10)

-2 02
Aq . . i()i( a a2 H(ju)H(j2) H

w

+ & 12 H*w(JW)H2w (jw) + a2 H2 (jw)H2w(jW))On(u)dw

1 2a 2w w2

1 1 + 2 a2 012 l 02 + a 2 0/02 (12)

It should be noted that stress q is a linear function of the Gaussian proccsjes yi" This implies that q
also is a Gaussian process.,
Loads y1, Y2 and 6cress q are correlated. The correlation coefficient Pl between load y and stress q
follows from Eq. (4) and (11).
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0 (H (i ) H jqw~J) + Hl *(jQ Hq(j w))#n(w)dw

a1a1 + 012 a212 (13a)

a q

Similarly,

P1 aCe +a2O 2
- P12 1 22 (13b)

2q a0q

The p.d.f. of load yl under the condition that stress q is equal to its design value q is

pl(y1Iq - qd) p (q) q q d

ex 1 I  (1q al 0q)

V''o 21 a Io ( Iq (14)

This is a Gaussian p.d.f. with mean

qd (15)y, . P lq 0 1 F-" P Oiq! 0 1 • 0 Iq Yld (5

q

The design load condition, having the highest probability under the condition that q is equal to qd' is

Y 1 " Plq Yld and Y2 "02q Y2d (16)

The locus of the loads 51 and i2 will now be determined, using non-dimensional loads x, and x2

Y Y217)
Yld Y2d

The non-dimensional design loads are

- l n n +0 12 n2
X " ' 1q a

Yld q
(18)

- Y2 P 12 "1 
+ 

n 2
2---p 0210

2 Y2d P 2q a q

in which nI - ai o

and (see Eq. 12)

02 .n
2 + 21 n 2 (19)

q 1 2
1 2

(19

Loads y, and Y2 giving design stress qd can have all values satisfying (Eq. 8)

or alyl + a 2Y2  q d (20)

nlxI + n2X2 =aq

Solving Eq. (18) for n and n and inserting the result in Eq. (20) gives the relation between x, and x
The locus of the pointl (il' 22) is the ellipse 2

2 12 x I x2 +x 2 -1 2
S 2 12 (21)

This equation represents the same ellipse as Eq. (6).,
An example is given in figure 1.

Eq. (20) represents the tangent to the ellipse in point (x1 , x2 ). This point represents the optimal
design load condition (Eq. 16 and 18), with parameters n1 and n2.

The distance from the centre of the ellipse to this tangent is
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D (no1 n2  q (22)

In(n n!

The coefficients a and a, and thus n and n are not known in the design stage. Besides that, for
various parts of the structure different \alues 9f a, and a2 are valid.

Suppose that another design load condition is chosen for the calculation of stress q. for example
with parameters kI and k2 instead of n1 and n2 (see Fig. 1).

~ k 1 0 2 k 2  k 12 2 Uo
~ 0

k or 1-
0
k ax k orY k  ° wo

(23)
2 12 ki k  P kI 

+ k2  
U°

x t or y 12 22 O k -2 Ow

with

o2 .k
2 
+2 2 (24)k 1 + 12 kI k2 +k 2

The strers chat will be ubtained with these values of the design load condition is

q. ' l + '2 ;2

nI(kl+ P12 k2) + n2(P12 kI+ k2) Uo
a

-a L - (25)

qe w

The line through the point (xI. x?) as defined with the parameter values k, and k and parallel to the
tangent as given in Eq. (20) is (see Fig. 1) 2

nI xI + n2 x2 - aqe (26)

The uistance !ccm the centre nf the ellipse to this line is

a

D (kl, k2) - _7 (27)

) n2

It can be shown for N ' 3 (Ref. 1) and it is easily visible in figure 1, that the estimate 0 is always
smaller than or equal to o , or <q . qe

From the foregoing ca% be conculdeA that combinations of loadc y and y can be defined that have an
equal probability density, The locus of these design load conditions Is an ellipse, that has as a tangent
toe line representing the relation between the design stress q and the loads y and y . Each combination
of parameters k and k defines a point on the ellipse and eacdh point on the ellipse 3efines an estimate
q < q . One point on &a ellipse (the point of contact with the tangent) gives the exact value of q

As locus in the case of N loads is an N-dimensional second order surface, for N - 3 an ellipsod.

4. DESIGN LOAD CONDITIONS

4.1 Introduction

As shown in the previous paragraph any point on the ellipse can be chosen to repr.sent an equal pro-
bability design load condition. As in the case of the discrete gust design load conditions, care must be
taken to choose meaningful conditions (for example in the discrete gust case, those conditions for which
one of the loads attains its maximum or minimum value).,

The correlation coefficients 0P between N loads can be represented in the symmetric matrix R of
order NaN. Any vector k of order N caA be used to generate a design load condition, which implies that any
matrix K of order NN can be used to generate N design load conditions, each with N loads.

Tjo sets of design load conditions will be proposed for practical use. The first one, the correlated
design load condition is comparable to the discrete gust case, where maximum loads are combined with the
loads occurring at the same time. The design load conditions in the discrete gust case will produce
relatively low estimates of the design stress if the phase differences between the loads are large. The
same will be true for the correlated design load conditions if the correlation coefficients are small.,
Therefore a second set of design load conditions, the "eigen-vector" loads is proposed.

A third set of design load conditions produces a cinservative estimate of the stress and can be used
to establish a range for qd"

+,/
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4.2 Correlated design load conditions

Each design load condition consists of one design load plus the correlated values of the other loads.
This is analogous to the discrete gust case. where each design load condition is composed of one design
load plus the values of the other loads at the same time that the first load reaches its maximum value.

The design load conditions can be generated with the unity matrix. This gives for the case N-2:

condition I condition 2
k 1 0
k 0 1 (28)

The result is

Y11 " Yld Y21 " P12 Yld

-12 " 012 Y2d Y22 " Y2d (29)

The correlated design load conditions for N loads are

condition 1 2 3 ....... N

Yld 012 Yid 013 Yld ........

P12 Y2d Y2d P23 Y2d ........

P13 Y3d 023 Y3d Y3d ...... (30)

P14 Y4d .............................

PIN YNd P2N YNd ............... YNd

4.3 Eigen-vector design load conditions

The second set of design load conditions will be defined as the loads that are represented by the end
points of the main axes of the N-dimensional second order surface.

These points can be determined using eigen-values and eigen-vectors of the matrix R with the cor-
relation coefficients., This will be shown for the 2-dimensional case.,

The eigen-vector xi is defined with the set of equations

Ki + 012 2 + ... (31)

012 + K 2 + .... - 1K 2

The values of K define the direction of the main axes.
X is a scale factor.
This set of equations has a solution only if the determinant is equal to zero.,

1 -1 P 12 ..

P12 1 ..... 0 (32)

... ..... .
I I- ooo12...ooo

This is an Nth order equation in X. giving N roots or eigen-values X,. For N - 2 follows

A I -1 +P12 X2 1 1 -P12 (33)

Inserting these solutions in Eq. (31) gives

for 11 : K 1 2

(34)

for k2 : K2 1 
' "K2 2

The normalised eigen-vecto-i will now be used to define the design load

k 1 1  k 2 21

2 2 V'2~ 2' Vr2
kl2 1  K22

K12 122 1(351k 1 1-2 .2 2 2 --.
k12 / 2 2 1 22
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The design load conditions become (see Eq, 23)

- 11' 012 k12 - k21 + I k22

1i Yld 121 $2 Y3d

P 2 kll+ k12 - 2 k2 1 
+ 
k2 2  

(36)

Y12 $I Y2d Y22 12 Y2d

It can be proven that - (Ref. 1).

For the 2 dimensional 
•

~I11 + 2 P1 2 I k12 + k12-"I+ P12 N
2 +2 p12 k2l 2 + 2 - (37)

2 1 2 P12 22 2 2  -I 1 2

From equations (31) follows

kit + 012 k 12 - AI kIl k21 + P12 k22 ' k2 1

012 ki11 + k 12 - AI k 12  P12  k2 1 + k22 ' k 22 ()

These results inserted in Eq. (36) gives

1 - t1 klt Yld Y21 - ' k2 1 Y1d
- - (39)

Y11 ' 2 YId 521 ' 2 Yld

(40)

Y12 2 Y2d '22 2 Y2d

The eigen-vector design load conditions for N loads are:

condition 1 2 N

I k/ 1 Yld 2 k 2 1  Y d ........ . N kNI Y d

I'A k1 2 Y2d /12 k2 2 Y2d ........ . k N2 Y2d

I k 13 Y3d 'X2 k2 3 Y3d .......... N kN3 Y3d (41)

,..,.o...................... .... ........

/1 kIN YNd /A2 k2N YNd ........ .. kNN YNd

A is the J-th element of the normalized eigen-vector ki.
The design load conditions for N-2 are presented in figure 2. The points opposite to the ones defined

above produce the same design load conditions, however with opposite sign.

4.4 Special properties

The design load conditions as defined have special properties. When the design is finished and the
dimensions have been defined it is then possible to calculate the correct value of the stress q - qd" Of

course the correct value can be calculated also with Eq. (12), using the a and Pjj values. Assuming,
however, that only the design load conditions are available to the stress offIce, the design-stresses can
be calculated with the following rules.,

a. Using the estimates q of the stress as calculated with the correlated design load conditions.

The square of the desil,-5'Aress q is equal to the sum of the products of the i-th estimate and the
stress due to the i-th design-load.

2qd I Yid qei (42)
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The estimates q I in the 2-dimensional case are

q -l S" Yld + a2 012 Y2d
(43)

q*2 - '1 012 Yld + a2 Y2d

Inserting this in Eq. (42) and using Eqs. (3), (9) and (12) proves the rule for the 2-dmeneionAl ease.

b. Using the estimates of the stress as calculated with the *igen-vector design load conditions
The square of the stress qd is equal to the sum of the squares of the estimates

2. I q2' (44)
d e

The estimates q.I in the 2-dimensional case are

S 1 2 1d + a 2  '2d (45)

"''P1 1 - P12  (5
qe2 al - "-ld + ' 2 '2d

Inserting this in Eq. (44) and using Eqs. (3), (9) and (12) proves the rule for the 2-dimensional case.
Proofs for these rules for the N-dimensional case sre given in reference 1.

4.5 Conservative design load conditions

The correlated and eigen-vector design load conditions (d.l.c.) produce estimates of the stress that
are lower than the design value q . It is possible to define design load conditions that produce at lesit
one conservative estimate of the Aresas.

The proposed conservative d.l.c. are based on the eigen-vector d.l.c. In the case of N loads also N
eigen-v ctor d.l.c. are defined. The conservative d.l.c. in this case consists of N sets, each consisting
of 2 d.l.c. The m-th set is equal to the m-th eigen-vector d.l.c. plus or minus a fraction c of each
of the other eigen-vector d.l.c., The -th d.l.c. of this set can be presented in vector notation with yj
as the s-th eigen-vector d.l.c., as

M-I N
c ±y +yjm+ c E I j(6J-1 J- +l-

The conservative d.l.c are in the case that N-2:

Yll + c Y21  9 Y1! - c Y21

Y12 + c Y22 12 - c Y22

(47)

c YI + Y21  - - c Yll 
+ 

Y21

c Y'2 + Y22 C-c Y1 2 
+ 
Y22

in which y is the J-th element of the i-th eigen-vector d.l.c,
RewritIng this in non-dimensional units x ij " yj/lid' gives
Rl = - + c ;2 £2" - cx

S 1+ C2 12 ; 2 (48)

R21 c ;l + x2 £22 1 
+ 

;2

In reference 2 has been shown that one conservative d.l.c. will Aoduce an estimate e of the stress
that will be higher than the design value q if c is chosen equal to 2-1 - 0.4142.

The conservative d.l.c. are repreaenteg in figure 3 with the points indicated as upper limit d.l.c.
It also has been shown in reference 2 that

q S s qd .r'+F (49)
2with P - (N-1) c
2
. (50)

From Eq. (49) follows the lower limit for the design stress

q ,' _ q ( 5 )

AW '
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and thus

s q4s is(52)

The lower limit is for qd can be obtained with the lower limit d.l.c. (sco Eq. (46))

The lower limit d.l.c. are presented in figure 3. The points representing this d.l.c. are locaed on the
ellipse.

5, EQUILIBRIUM OF A P.S.D.-DESIGN LOAD CONDITION

The internal loads (shears, bending moments) and the external loads (aerodynamic icads., inertia
loads) acting on a part of a structure are in equilibrium. The design load conditions in the discrete gust
case are in equilibrium, because the loads of such a condition are defined as a set of loads, occurring mt
the same time. It can not be assumed a priori that the loads of a P.S.D.-design load condition have the
same property. In the following will be shown that they also are in equilibrium.

Suppose that N internal and Ne external loads act on a structure. The No equations of equilibrium
have the shape e

cly1 + c 2y2 + ....... - 0

or
N
I cn Yn -0

with N- Ni + N
y is the n-th Internal or external load.

The steady state response of load y. to a sinusoidol input w(jw) is

yn(j ) - Hnw(J ) w(OW)

and it follows that

N N
w(jw) o cn Hnw(jw) - , cn Yn(Jw) - 0

n-I n-l

or

N
E c Hnw(jw - 0 (55)
n-I

The P.S.D.-design load cinditi,ns are based on the correlation coefficients (Eq. (4)).

01 * *n

man of (Hm(J.) Hn(J) + H*(Jw) Hn(Jw))On(w)dw (56)

and it follows that

N
2 r co a a

-N * * N
0f (HM(Jw) nI tn H0n(jw) +Hm(J(0) n- c H ( V

With Eq.(55) follows

N
c oa O~8
no n omn = 0 08)

note that Pn . ora and - I.

The n-th load of a design load condition can be written as (see Eq. (23))

U N
in "k I

n 
M1 PM k. (59)

w-1
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The loads of a design load condition inse ted in one of the equations of equilibrium gives:

N U N N
r c n  n - E E5 C n (n Zl I 

o n  " 
bi

n-I n k n- I a-i

o N N
-Z E E c on op0  (60)
Ok m.' n-

With equation k58) follows that this sun is equal to rero, which implies that the loads of a design load
condition are in equilibrium.

There is no need to calculate design load conditions, including the external loads. If they are
needed they can be calculated with the equations of equillbrium, using the internal loads of the design
load condition.

6. DISCUSSION AND0 CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that it is possible to generate equal probability d-sign load conditions using
P.S.D.-desgn loads obtained with the Design Envelope criterion, and thL correlation coefficients between
these loads. The correlation coefficients can be calculated easily together with the A-values.

The matrIa of correlation coefficients car be used to define an N-dimensional surface. For the 2-
dimensional case this curface reduces to an ellipse. Each point on the surface defines an equal pro-
bability design load condition. It has been shown that such a condition is in equilibrium.

Each design load condition can be used to calculate an estimate for the stress in a point of the
structure. Each estimate is lower than the correct value. Only one point on the N-dimensional surface
repeeserts a design load condition, that will give the correct value of the stress.

Two sets of N design load conditions are proposed f)r practical use. They have been chosen, such that
it can be expected thet at leabt one of the estimates will deviate not too much from the correct value.,
This however can not be guaranteed. Fortunately the chosen sets ot design load condiJons both ha, the
proper that the correct value of the stress can be calzolated, using the tst! se. This knowledpe can
then used to redefine the dimensions. Note that with the discrete gust mu, )d such a check is not
possible.

A third set consisting of N.2N-i design load conditions produces a conse,-vetive estimat.? of the
design value of the stress. The same set can be used to define an upper and s lower limit for the design
value of the stress.

The method also can be used to generate design load conditions for the complete structure, for
example t0e wing. A problem arises if stresses have to be calculated for a section of the struccure for
which the design values of the loads and the cerrelatinn coefficients have not been calculacad. It then
seems a logical approach to interpolate within a design load condition. This however leads to inconsis 6nt
values of both loads and stressec .n that section. The same problem ariees in a discrete gust analyqiE if
the design load conditions are defined as the loads occurring at the same time. Th!,< probli, is discussed
in more detail in reference I, A possible solution Is to Interpolate between th. (orresponding destal.
loads and rorrelation clefficlents of the adjoining sections.
The methods for the determination of equal probability design load tonditions con not be uaed if the iads
are obtained with the Mission Analysis. The correlation coefficients in that case are not defined. HNwevcr
it is possible to approximate the equal probability design load conditions. The correlaten design load
conditions In that case consist of the median value of the loads under the conditlor that one of the loads
exceeds ire design value. The derivation and also te application is rather irrolved. A description is
given in reference I.

7. ")(AMPLE

The method as given in the pr,'viou ,tere will be illustrated with an example.
The transfer functions of shear, bendi moment and torsion in ;artous wingstations of a tr.-nsport
airplane for cno of th2 dtaign evelope conditions bave been determined for a nutber of reduced
frequencies . )he A-values and te zorrelation coeifi,!ients between shear, bending and torsion can be
calculated vi h equations (2) and (41.
The output spectra Oy(wd - IHY(uarI' (or) for lbe loads in wingstation a are given in figure 5.

The A-values, the design values with U - 25 ma/s and the correlation cotfficients in ,dngstation m
are

X d correlation -oefficients

shear 31241.48 781037 (N) 1.0 0.0283366 0.635032
bending 200616.60 S0154)5 him) 0.0283366 1.0 -0.0968185
torsion 144092.92 36023?3 (Nml 0.635032 -0.096813S 1.0

The aigenvales and eigenvectors of the matrir oi correlatton coefficients for three loads can be
calculated with

- I-C.cosc1  al v v/3
1 + C. .oo, z (u+e)/3
I C~coss -i rm-9)13
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with P - arccos (pq) rad and C -

2 +02 +P2
in which P - (p12 + 23+ )/3 and Q - -P12 013 023

The components of the sigenvactors follow from

(1-Ai) Xil ' P12 X12 + P1 3 X13  - 0

Pl2 Xil + (1-Ai) X 2 + P23 X13  ' 0

X13 - +1 or - I

The aige=vlues and normalized eigenvactors of the matrix of correlation coefficients are then

A 0.3528321 1.008429 1.638739
ki -0.696913 0.150041 0.701285
ki2 0.135861 0.987784 -0.0763244
kj3 0.704169 -0.0420856 0.708784

The design load conditions can now be established.

A. Correlated designload conditions

condition 1 2 3 1 2 3

shear IN) ¥sd 012 ¥sd 013 ¥ad 781037.0 22131.96 495983.3

banding [)h 012 Ybd Ybd P23 Ybd 142120.0 5015415 -485585.0

torsion (No) P13 Ytd P23 Ytd Ytd 228758.9 -348771.5 360232.3

B. Eigenvector design load conditions

condition 1 2 3 1 2 3

shear IN) A k Y k Y k Y d -323321.2 117680.7 701165.8
banding [ A1  11  

ad A2 
k
21  

ad ,A
3  

31 sd 404748.4 497480 -490032.9
torsion [Nm] A 1 

k1
2 

Ybd v 2
22 -bd v 3 S49

1 13 bd 2 23 td "3 33 td 1506795 -152243.6 3268521

C. Conservative design load conditions
The 12 conservative design load conditions are derived from the eigenvector design load conditions.
They are presented in table 1.

The design load conditions are used to design the tapered wingbox at wingstarion 0. The shape is
simplified to a rectangle with center spar (Fig. 4).

It Is now assumed that the given design load conditions and probably those pertaining to other design
envelope conditions have been used to establish (provisional) dimensions of the structure. The shear
stresses in the points 1. 2 and 3 and the normal i.ress in the lower skin (point 4) can now be expressed
as linear functions of the loads.

q ais S + aib 3 + ait T

Based on simple theory the coefficients have been calculated with the following results

q- " -32.40836 S + 2.457209 B + 19.30623 T
q2 - 47.29934 S - 3.305001 B + 0.0 T
q3- 37.92407 $ - 2.457209 B + 19.30623 T
q4 - 0.0 S + 33.30495 8 + 0.0 T

Note that q4 depends on one load and q2 depends on two loads.

These stresss will now be determined for the various design load conditions (1 Mlpa 10
6 

N/M2)

A. Correlated design loV ,,za;tionp

Condition 1 2 3 equation (42)

q1 I Wa] 19.20182 4.873200 52.28008 56.65647

a2 Wa] 36.47283 -15.52912 25.06454 40.06006
q3 DIP&] 73.43561 -18.21805 89.55016 92.88519
q4 Ws) 4.733297 167.0381 -16.17238 167.0381
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The stresses due to the design load conditions can be used to calculate the exact values of the
stresses with equation (42), These values can be calculated also using the equivalent of equation
(12) for three loads. However, it is assumed that A-values and correlation coefficients are not
available in the stress office.

8. Eigenvector design load conditions

Condition 1 2 3 equation (44)

ql (MPa] 40.56269 5.471479 39.17507 56.65647

q2 IMP&] -16.63057 -10.87610 34.78424 40.06006
q3 (MP&a 15.83362 -10.70089 90.89799 92.88518
q4 IMPa] 13.48013 165.6915 -16.32052 167.0382

The stresses due to the design load conditions can be used to calculate the exact values of the
stress with equation (44).

As is to be expected, the estimates of the stresses based on design load conditions are lower than
the exact value of the stresses. However, contrary to the discrete gust case the exact values of the
atresses can be derived from the estimates.

C., Conservative design load conditions

The stresses due to the conservative design load conditions are presented in table 1.
The exact value of the stress will be lower than the maximum valun of these es timates, and it will be
higher than this maximum value divided by /1 + F, with F - (N-1)c - 2* 0.4142 - 0.34314., and thus
/1 + F - 1.15894.

upper limit lower limit maximum estimate
stress (maximum from - upper limit exact correlated +

table 1) divided by A + F eigen vector

q, 59.0566 50.9574 56.6565 52.2801
q2 46.1779 39.8449 40.0601 36.4728
q3 101.8892 87.9157 92.8852 90.8980
q4 178.0353 153.6189 167.038 167.038

8. REFERENCES

1, Noback, R., The generation of equal probability design load conditions, using P.S.D.-techniques,
NLR TR 85014 U, 23-1-1985.

2. Noback, R., Matching P.S.D.-design loads, AGARD-R-736 addendum, June 1988.,
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1. DISCUSSION OF REQUIREMENTS (V. Card, CAA)

In the past various gust load formulas have been developed for the calculation
of design gust loads on aircraft. Since the time it was first published in
1954 (Reference 1), the alleviation factor approach of Pratt and Walker has
gained almost universal acceptance and, for many years, it has been a familiar
part of the airworthiness requirements for both civil and military aircraft.

The original concept of the "Pratt Formula" was to predict the peak
accelerations due to discrete gusts on a given aircraft from the peak
acceleration measured on another aircraft for flight through a discrete gust
of the same shape and amplitude. Thus the derived gust velocity is not so
much an absolute physical quantity but is rather more a gust load transfer
factor defined within the terms of the formula. As such the method is most
accurate when restricted to use on aircraft with very similar gust response
characteristics. Less confidence must be attached to predicted gust loads on
aircraft which are unconventional when compared to the data collecting
aircraft.

Fortunately, as in many other fields of aeronautical science, the methods of
calculating design gust loads have been constantly improved over the past 30
years. Rational and accurate analysis procedures are now common amongst all
the major aircraft manufacturers. These have allowed all the important
features of new aircraft designs to be modelled and thus have ensured that
differences in gust response characteristics can be fully accounted for in the
design process. This is fully in accord with a fundamental principle of
airworthiness requirements which demands that load intensities and
distributions should closely represent actual conditions, or else they must be
shown to be conservative. In general, however, only one set of design gust
velocities is prescribed and these are based upon equivalent values derived
using the simple formula.

This would be reasonable if all the elements of the modern gust analysis were
only applicable to modern aircraft and if the effects on the previous
generation of aircraft were insignificant. However, this is patently not the
case. The alleviation factor approach leans heavily on many simplifying
assumptions which were introduced pdrely to facilitate the solution of the
equations of motion. That is not to say that all the elements of the
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equations of motion which were eliminated by Pratt and Walter and other
researchers were negligible but, rather, that their inclusion would have led
to an overly arduous analysis task.

The present gust load requirements for transport aircraft have evolved largely
through experience with past successful aircraft and their modes of operation.
Therefore, in a statistical sense, they imply an acceptable level of risk
associated with exceeding limit load.

Obviously there will always be a calculated, but remote, risk of structural
failure due to gusts and turbulence and the determination of this risk level,
muse be based upon carefully analyzed statistical load measurements made over
ma.y years of routine transport operations. Careful analysis of such
statistical data must be subject to continuing interpretation in formulating
new design criteria.

Continuous turbulence response loads have formed an important part of the
design process for new large transport aircraft since the introduction of
Amendment 25-54 of FAR 25 which introduced the Appendix G criteria. During
that period aircraft manufacturers have worked steadily towards overcoming
many of the problems associated with the basic procedures in order to develop
a useable design tool. These problems exist in the following 3rea:

(1) The basic PSD procedure produces design load values of equal probability
at various points on the structure. Normal stress analysis requires design
loads to be defined as they will exist on the whole structure at any given
time. Otherwise static equilibrium will not be achieved. PSD loads, as
defined by either design envelope (as ABAR times Usigma), or mission analysis
(as the load level exceeded at the design probability of exceedance), are
necessarily uncorrelated. If all combinations of the maximum positive and
negative values of these loads are used to calculate a stress which is
dependant upon more than one load then the design stress will usually be
overestimated. To avoid this possibility methods to establish correlated, or
phased design PSD loads have been developed.

(2) The basic assumptions behind the PSD procedure are that the atmosphere
can be described as a stationary guassian process and that the aircraft can be
described by means of a linear transfer function. This means that the
response loads will themselves be guassian. For most modern aircraft the
equations of motion are not exactly linear. This is because of non-
linearities in the aerodynamics at high angles of attack, variation of lift
curve slope for positive and negative angles of attack, or addition of non-
linear systems such as yaw-dampers and longitudinal stability augmentation
systems. These non-linearities require special handling in the context of a
continuous turbulence response.

Originally, the PSD criteria were introduced in an attempt to provide a more
realistic description of the random nature of gust loading on aircraft through
its use of a statistical formulation allied with power spectral density (PSD)
techniques of analysis. However, in spite of the intended improvements, the
continuous turbulence analysis has not been allowed to supercede the more
artificial, but well proven discrete gust requirements. In part, this
probably reflects concerns over the wisdom of relying totally on the PSD
method for the prediction of design loads.

In support of this view it is often noted from measured flight data that the
larger disturbances often stand out as discrete events above a background of
more moderate atmospheric fluctuation. In particular, it is noted that the
majority of gust load accidents involving loss of aircraft have been related
to "sudden events", rather than to continuous turbulence. It has also been
noted that a significant proportion of high load turbulence encounter events
detected during the monitoring of civil transport operations, and a
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significant proportion of occurrences involving passenger injury, occur in
events which are more discrete than continuous in nattre.

In the light of this evidence it is believed widely that extreme gust events
pertinent to aircraft limit load cases are better described by isolated gust
procedures and that response to discrete gusts will continue to play a major
role iii load requirements for aircraft. Such a need becomes even more
imperative as new aircraft designs evolve, since structural optimization and
active control system design based upon inappropriate or restricted
assumptions about the nature of the atmosphere could lead to inaccurate
conclusions about the degree of strength necessary to provide a level of
safety equivalent to that achieved by current designs. For this reason it
must be expected that any development in airworthiness regulltions will
continue to maintain discrete gust requirements in addition tt continuous
turbulence requirements.

2. DISCRETE GUST STATISTICS AND COMPARISON WITH REQUIREMENTS (V. Card, CAA)

The basic philosophy behind most structural load requirements is the
definition of a loading condition that approximates to the most severe that an
aircraft is likely to encounter in service (a limit load condition) and then
ensure that the structure has sufficient strength to withstand 1.5 times the
resulting loads.

For discrete gust requirements this has hitherto been done through a standard
design envelope approach in which limit gust velocities are defined as a
function of altitude. The aircraft is required to be able to withstand the
loads resulting from encounter with these gusts at all altitudes and with all
practicable combinations of weight, fuel, payload, etc. No account is taken
of the joint probability of meeting the design limit gust and being in the
critical operating state. A graphical representation of the gust velocity
distribution used in the current requirements for transport aircraft is given
in Figure 1. However, this distribution does not compare well with the known
characteristics of the atmosphere as represented by gust statistics based upon
operational data. Using such gust load factor da'.a as that presented in

Reference 2 a more realistic derived gust probability model can be
established. The curves shown in Figure 2 are based upon the data recorded by
six types of aircraft fitted with cloud warning radar, but these correlate
well with data taken from other sources (e.g. Reference 3). The derived gust
velocity values shown have been established from measured values through the
use of an extreme value probability distribution to allow extrapolation to the
extremely improbable event. A comparison between the operational gust
probability model and the V gust velocity from the requirements is shown in
Figure 3. It is particularly noticeable that the trend of gust velocity with
altitude in the requirement shows significant departure from a constant
probability line at altitudes below 20,000 feet.

Working on the basis that the requirement gust velocities are used to define
the maximum load occurring in a typical aircraft lifetime (say 50,000 hours)
it would appear that the requirement gust velocities are possibly too severe
between 14,000 feet and 40,000 feet and not severe enough below 14,000 feet.
Alternatively, if the achieved airworthiness level is satisfactory for a
turboprop powered aircraft predominately operating at or below, say, 15,000
feet, too severe a target might be being set for a pure Jet aircraft which
would mainly operate at higher altitudes. This is in opposition to one
fundamental objective of an airworthiness code which is to establish a common,
minimum level of safety for all types of aircraft to which that code applies.
Any development of discrete gust requirements must take into account the
probability of meeting the critical gust condition.
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Other factors which should be taken into account are as follows:

(1) The need for a full aircraft dynamic model

(2) The need for simplicity of interpretation

(3) The need for a uniform standard of application from one manufacturer to
another and from one authority to another.

(4) The need for a consistent approach between gust loads with high lift and
high drag devices deployed and clean aircraft conditions.

(5) Design loads must be consistent with the strength of past satisfactory
designs.

3. THE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY (PSD) CONCEPT (T. Barnes, FAA)

The power spectral density (PSD) concept, which was well known in electrical
engineering, was recognized as the analytical tool to account for the
continuous nature of atmospheric turbulence. Around 1952, efforts were
initiated to app'3 te Power Spectral Density methods of Generalized Harmonic
Analysis to gust z.,alyses, both in describing models of atmospheric
turbulence, and on the response of the airplane. The classic diagram shown in
Figure 4 demonstrates the basic relations. The top sketch characterizes the
atmosphere (the power spectrum of the turbulence), the second sketch
characterizes the airplane, being a transfer function between input and
output, and the third sketch characterizes the output response under
consideration. This allowed study over the entire frequency range for which
response values were needed covering multiple degrees of freedom. In effect,
the power spectral approach allowed for a much more rational treatment of gust
loads, since many of the assumptions made in the discrete gust treatments were
alleviated. The area under the output response spectra in Figure 4 equals the
mean square value of response, while the moment of inertia of this area around
the vertical axis gives the number of zero crossings per second.

Development of PSD concept for use in transport aircraft design was initiated
by the FAA. Two contracts were let to U.S. industry.

The results of study contracts let to Lockheed and Boeing for the purpose of
helping FAA define procedures and criteria are summarized in Reference 5.

In ADS-53, Reference 5, three alternate forms of gust loads criteria based on
power-spectral concepts were developed. These included a mission analysis
criterion, a design envelope criterion, and a criterion combining the
advantages of each. The latter was recommended for design use. Design levels
were determined based on the strength of three existing satisfactory
airplanes, the Lockheed Model 749 (Constellation) and Model 188 (Electra) and
the Boeing Model 720B. The determination of a design load level involved
dynamic gust analysis of the three airplanes, taking into account the
significant rigid body and elastic modes, for both vertical and lateral gust
inputs, as well as detailed stress analysis using the resulting loads.

Two techniques were developed for integrating the statistical determination of
loads with the detailed stress analysis. One is the matching condition
technique, in which design conditions are generated to closely envelope the
statistically defined loads, with phase relations of the various load or
stress components properly accounted for. The other is the joint probability
technique, in which the joint probability density of axial and shear stresses
is determined at all potentially critical locations in the structure and
related to the respective strength envelopes. The sensitivity of results to
variations in input data was investigated.
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ADS-54 (Reference ) piesents a dynamic gust analysis of the Boeing Model 720B

airplane and outlines two procedures for assessing gust design strength for
future civil transports. The procedures outlined are :-- ed on two approaches.

4The first is the design envelope approach, the second is the flight profile
approach. In the design envelope approach, certain flight conditions are
established by successive analyses to determine the most critical flight
condition for a given portion or component of the airplane for either vertical
of lateral gust loads. The one-factor level flight load added to the rms load
timcs a particular constant will gust equal the limit design strength of the
component. The constant, TwId' represents an effective gust intensity which

would just stress the structure to its limit design strength.

The object of the flight profile approach is to determine the expected number
of flight hours that the airplane could be operated before the limit design
strength of any of its major components would be exceeded. The flight profile
approach requires a description of airplane operation in terms of flight
profiles that best typify the airplane usage. A separate power spectral
analysis is conducted for each of the profile conditions. In addition, a
description of the atmosphere applicable to the condition altitude is
determined. From this information, the expected number of hours required to
exceed the limit strength is computed.

The 720B airplane was studied for both concepts, first, by using the bending
moment on the wing, fuselage, and vertical tail as indices of their strengths.
This procedure was used to locate critical flight conditions, critical
portions of the structure, and to obtain preliminary values ofT2d by the

design envelope approach, and expected hours to fly to exceed limit design
strength by the flight profile approach.

The second step was to study the more critical structural areas using a joint
probability stress analysis approach developed by Boeing. The critical values
ofg-, d and hours to fly to exceed limit design strength of each structural
elemert in the critical area were determined.

Initial FAA design criteria for PSD that the FAA incorporated into the
regulations as Appendix G to FAR 25 in September I90 were the result of
extensive negotiations between FAA and U.S. Industry. The primary difference
between the criteria prescribed in FAA-ADS-53 and current FAA criteria are in
the specified design gust velocities and their variation with altitude. These
FAA criteria provided the basis for all current continuous turbulence
criteria, regardless of the certifying agency.

Current FAA design criteria for PSD reflect a change that was incorporated to
give credit for a designers previous history of successful designs, or dynamic
similarity to another successful design. Basically, this change allowed a
reduction in the gust intensity factor used in the design envelope procedure
from 85 to 75 feet per second. This change was incorporated at the request of
U.S. Industry which supplied additional supporting data.

The initial FAA design criterion included design envelope capability of 85
feet per second. The actual capability of various transports for which data
were presented is given on Figure 5 and Figure 6.

The FAA decision was made to retain 85 feet per second as the general rule and
permit a decrease in design gust intensity to as low as 75 feet per second for
aircraft whose transfer function and mission profile characteristics are
comparable to a previous design with extensive good service experience. The
previous design must have been shown to be adequate for the lower gust
intensity chosen for the new design. This permits a new configuration which
could otherwise comply with the new standard at a design envelope gust level
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less than 85 feet per second by choosing the mission analysis option, to show
compliance at lower gust intensity levels with the design envelope option
alone.

Whether or not the technical information concerning a similar configuration is
available to z designer, the option to comply with the mission analysis method
is available to establish adequate strength in combination with design
envelope gust intensity values as low as 60 faet per second.

Use of the PSD results has given rise to problems which have been solved by
various different approaches. The difficulty using the current PSD criteria
to produce design loads is how to fit them into the routine by which design
loads are obtained and stress analysis is conducted. Normal stress analysis
practice utilizes design conditions each of which is defined over the whole of
some major structural component at a given instant. Power-spectral methods,
however, do not result in this sort of design condition. They lead, instead,
to individual design-level values of load of equal probability at various
points in the structure, or of various components of load such as wing shear,
being moment, and torsion, with the phasing undetermined. For example, it is
not determined whether maximum up shear combines with maximum nose-up or
maximum nose-down torsion or with some intermediate value. This difficulty
can be circumvented to some extent by determining design-level values of
internal loads or stresses, such as front and rear beam shear flows. Although
mathematical relationships between the various output load parameters can be
developed, and other methods can be used to develop a most likely balanced
loads solution, this involves a separate additional step in the analysis
procedure.

In Reference 7 presented at the AGARD Conference in Cezme, Turkey, October
1987, Mr. Moon of Lockheed summarized some of the methods that are currently
used by U.S. Airframe manufacturers.

FAA is sponsoring an evaluation of n-w methods that consider the response of
airplanes to continuous turbulence and produce complete sets of correlated
loads on an airplane. Included in this is an evaluation of the Statistical
Discrete Gust (SDG) Analysis Method described in Reference 8.

A new procedure which uses matched filter theory to develop design load sets
is presented in Reference 9.

Introduction of non-linear aircraft systems has resulted in the need to re-
evaluate the adequacy of the PSD method, which is based on the presumption
that it is applied to linear systems. Current jet transports generally have a
yaw damper in addition to a limited authority autopilot. The Lockheed L-1011-
500 and the Airbus A320 have systems which interact with vertical gust
response, and have significant non-line3r characteristics. Even though FAA
prepared special conditions for the certification of these airplanes, they
discussed the technical concerns without defining an acceptable means of
compliance. As more airplanes are certified with increasing level of system
interaction with structure, the need for changes in the regulations increases.
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Figure 1
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NOTE: Uo" values are based on zero margin of safety..

AIRPLANE ALTITUDE Uo, FPS
1000 FT

720B 23.5 62

727-I00 20.0 74

727-200 20.3 64

737-200 23.5 70

747-100 20.0 62

Constellation 7.0 65

Model 749

Electra 12.0 60
hodel 188

L-1011 26.2 76

DC-9-30 20.0 97

DC-10-10 24.8 71.4

Figure 5
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